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Executive summary

Aims and objectives
The objectives of this study were as follows were to (1) determine the extent to
which late payment is affecting businesses in the UK and how this has changed
in ten years; (2) to provide as assessment of credit granting behaviour among UK
businesses during the last ten years; (3) to assess the resources required to
address the issue of late payment and if resource allocation to credit
management has changed over time; (4) to determine the extent to which the
use of credit industry services and access to external finance has changed over
the last ten years and its impact on late payment

Background
The granting of credit by non-financial firms to their customers (trade credit) is a
widespread practice in the UK and all other economies and has existed as long
as business-to-business trade. Business suppliers may agree credit terms prior
to a sale including the expected payment period. The credit terms and credit
periods established between businesses vary in relation to product
characteristics, customer characteristics and location, trading relationships,
market structure and the relative bargaining strength of suppliers and buyers. A
wide range of credit periods are observed inter-firm and intra-industry reflecting
the diversity of industries, products and B2B relationships. Often credit periods
are not agreed formally and trade credit agreements are not easily enforceable,
often misinterpreted and open to dispute or simply abused. Consequently trade
creditors may often pay after the perceived or agreed due date (late payment).
The late payment of commercial debt and its subject effects on cash-flow are
problematic for all businesses but can be acute for smaller businesses. For small
businesses there are two separate but related issues. Small businesses when
trading with large buyers may be required to extend long credit periods to the
buyer and finance the trade credit. If payment is certain (payment risk is low)
then the business can manage cash-flow and finances to accommodate the
credit period. However, when payments are overdue and the payment date
becomes uncertain then the financing costs, and management time involved in
chasing payments and financing the delay can seriously erode the profitability of
the sale and put pressure of the businesses own relationships with its bankers
and suppliers. Late payment could be regarded as a contributory factor to small
business financial distress and failure and one which hampered growth and
innovation in the sector. However it is likely that the uncertainty surrounding
payments (overdues) rather the length of the payment period (credit period) is
what causes the most problems.
Moreover smaller firms are likely to be more ‘sensitive’ to late payments than
larger business since larger businesses have the financial resource to absorb late
payments. Smaller firms are likely to have a lower tolerance threshold and
categorise payments as late earlier than a larger counterpart.
In the post recession years of the early 1990’s small business lobbyists called for
government intervention to ‘combat the late payment problem’ which was
largely perceived as a problem caused by large firms exploiting their ‘dominant’
positions as a buyers in competitive supply markets by taking ‘extended’ trade

credit and thus leveraging their own profit and cash-flow. The preferred
intervention was to introduce a statutory right to interest in order to discourage
late payments and/or compensate the small business when they occur. A
debate ensued in the UK polarising into lobbyists who favoured government
intervention and those that were opposed but most agreed that late payment
was a problem. At the time there were, of course, considerable variations
between EU Member States’ legislation relating to late payment, for instance,
surrounding statutory rights to interest, redress procedures and the costs of
pursuing debts. The, then, proposed EU Directive to combat late payment
suggested that, “these differences make recovery of debts from other Member
States a complex, hazardous and often time-consuming business”. Thus, initially,
the late payment debate gravitated towards two central themes: (1) improving
‘the lot of small businesses’ who, it was felt were unfairly treated by large
(buyers) customers and by the banks; (2) creating a level-playing field for trade
across EU member states by harmonizing policy interventions and payment
behaviour.
A range of possible remedies emerged which included: providing supportive
legislation to make it easier for small businesses to suggest and impose financial
penalties on late paying customers; encouraging prompt payment by the use of
incentives and early payment discounts; improving payment through technology
by encouraging electronic payments and efficiencies in the clearing system for
cheques; encouraging larger businesses to adopt codes of practice or standards
for prompt payment and a reputational asset and good business ethics;
improving the flow of finance to small businesses and new financial products for
small businesses; improve the flow of information surrounding payment
behaviour such that habitual late payers could be identified and exposed;
improving the flow of credit information for risk assessment and management;
encouraging better credit management practice; tackling sectors with imperfect
competition and asymmetric bargaining; smoothing the economic cycle and
interest rate changes.
The Labour government elected in 1997 decided on intervention through the
Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act and a program to raise
awareness of the late payment issue amongst businesses the benefits of good
credit management and of prompt payment. Improvements in the financial
reporting of payment times and the payment policy of Plc’s were achieved via an
amendment in the Companies Act 1985.

Key findings
The vast bulk of inter-firm sales are made on credit terms. In the UK more 80%
of daily business to business transactions are on credit terms. The value of trade
debtors on limited company balance sheets in 2006 was over £53 billion and
trade creditors exceeded £59 billion. It is impossible to estimate the equivalent
values for unincorporated businesses but trade credit is clearly a very significant
source of short-term finance (exceeding the total amount of bank credit to the
corporate sector) and a very significant asset.
For limited companies trade debtors make up 15 – 45% of total assets and up to
65% of current assets depending on the industry sector. Within industry sectors
the trade debtor share of assets is remarkably stable over the time period 1997-

2006. The sector with trade debtors taking the largest share of assets is
transport and hotels and restaurants have relatively low levels of trade debtors.
Trade creditors typically account for 40-75% of total liabilities and up to 84% of
current liabilities. Again the share of trade creditors in liabilities is stable across
industries but has been rising generally over the time period 1997-2006. The
sector with relatively high levels of trade creditors are business services with
agriculture having relatively low level.
Some businesses and sectors are net users of credit i.e. receive more than they
supply and some are net providers i.e. supply more than they receive. This varies
over the business cycle and in relation to size of business. During the slight
downturn of the late 1990’s there was an increase in the use of trade credit and
larger companies were supplying more credit to the smaller firm sector. Riskier
companies increased their use of trade credit as a substitute for bank credit.
There is evidence that failing firms and firms in financial distress supply more
credit as a means of trying to secure sales and take more credit from the supplybase as bank credit becomes restricted.
The use of County Court action to recover debts varies between sectors and size
band. The transport sector has the highest average values of CCJs and the
highest number per active company.
A number of theories have been put forward to explain why businesses use
trade credit to finance their customers and to defer payment to suppliers. These
theories can be used to explain why we observe a large variation in credit terms
and credit periods being used by businesses.
The supply of credit is related to the nature of the product/service and the
customer-base, the position in the value chain, competitive conditions in markets
and market structure, the relative bargaining strength of suppliers and buyers,
size of company and financial strength and buyer risk. Increasingly offering credit
is seen as an important component of the marketing mix and of customer
relationship management. Smaller, less established companies, extend credit as
a means of gaining sales or attracting/retaining larger customers. They may be
prepared to extend (long) credit periods to large buyers (who are less risky)
and/or when the buyer insists. Offering trade credit is often an important ‘signal’
of reputation and financial health in competitive markets.
The use of trade credit to finance supplies (demand-side) is related to similar
factors but for some firms it is an alternative or complement to bank (institutional
finance). Businesses that have difficulty attracting bank finance are likely to use
trade credit where available. The demand for trade credit varies in relation to the
economic cycle and monetary conditions. In periods of tight monetary conditions
smaller businesses bear the brunt of the credit squeeze, this transitory financing
gap may be filled in part by increased trade credit supply form larger businesses
that are not as subject to credit rationing. Larger businesses can charge a
premium for trade credit and arbitrage between their cost of capital and the
premium smaller business pay fro bank finance.
Late payment, payments outside of the ‘agreed’ or ‘normal’ credit period occur
relatively frequently but late payment derives from multiple and complex causes.
Assertions put forward to explain why late payments occur include: imperfect
competition and asymmetric bargaining power between buyers and suppliers
giving rise to buyer dominance; complex value chains where sub-contracting and
stage payments are common and ‘pay when get paid’ knocks-on through the

chain; the competitive process that weeds out businesses without appropriate
financial resource to manage net trade credit and/or inefficient management;
financial and credit (mis-)management and/or poor quality of products/services
and after-sale service; financial distress caused by economic downturns and lack
of sales when trade creditors are low on the payment pecking order; financial
distress caused by under-capitalisation and inappropriate financial structure, lack
of available (institutional) finance; problems related to the management of
growth, exporting and over-trading; poor risk management or insufficient credit
information to asses the payment probability of the buyer.
There is a clear relationship between late payment and the rate of insolvency and
bankruptcy in the economy i.e. with financial distress and failure. The UK
Insolvency rate has been low and stable during 1997-20oo6 but is showing signs
of an increase from 2007. The personal bankruptcy rate has increased
dramatically since 2004. Like the household sector the corporate sector has a
relatively high level of debt and servicing debt will be problematic for more
businesses giving rise to late payments.
There are few consistent sources of data on the payment times and payment
delays between UK businesses that span the time period 1997-2007 that is, pre
and post late payment legislation. Surveys undertaken by credit reference
agency, Experian and surveys undertaken by the Credit Management Research
Centre are used in this study to gauge any discernible trends in payment
behaviour. The total payment time is measured as the agreed credit period (or 30
days if not agreed) plus the number of days overdue. Experian do not separate
the credit period and overdue period whereas CMRC attempt to measure
overdue days.
Experian data, taken from a large data-base of sales ledgers, show little or nor
change in average payment times over the period 2000-2007. Small and
medium-sized firms take, on average, 58-61 days to settle from the date of
invoice whereas large firms take 74-81 days. There has been a slight
deterioration in average payment times since 2005 across all size bands. There is
no noticeable impact of the late payment legislation on reducing average
payment times. Indeed, after phase 2 of the late payment act the average
payment time of larger firm’s increases implying that the act encouraged them to
negotiate longer credit periods. There are significant sector level variations in
average payment times but the gap between large and small is relatively
constant. As discussed above smaller firms are likely to extend credit to larger
buyers in order to secure a relationship; because large buyers are attractive as a
customer; because the customer is perceived as less of a risk than a small
buyer; because the buyer insists on longer credit periods and/or may be prepared
to pay promptly for a cash discount. Larger firms with more bureaucratic
procedures for processing invoices are likely to have longer processing times,
raise more disputes and/or impose their own credit terms regardless of the
suppliers intentions.
The CMRC quarterly survey produces a late payment index that fluctuates
around a constant mean value over the period 1997-2007 implying that there has
been no systematic change in payment behaviour. The average overdue days
varies between 17 and 22 over the sample period. For a 30 day or 45 day credit
period this implies a total payment time of 47/52 to 62/67 days. Small firms
report the longest payment delays (22) and large firms the shortest (8 days).
CMRC evidence suggests that on average 50% of invoices are paid after the due

date (i.e. are late). This percentage has not changed significantly over the period
1997-2007.
In the context of European payment times research by Intrum Justitia and CMRC
suggests that the UK has an average credit period of 34 days and an average
overdue period of 18 days which is comparable to mid European countries worse
than northern European countries and better than some southern European
countries. The relative ranking of the UK has not changed since 1997.
CMRC surveys of business have solicited the opinion of respondents as to how
important is the problem of late payment. Pre-legislation almost 30% of
respondents and 52% of small business indicated that their business had been
adversely affected by late payments. However, small businesses were just as
likely to be paid late by another small business as by a large one. Surveys
undertaken by the University of Bradford and Manchester Business School found
consistent results suggesting that late payment was pervasive. Credit period
were found to vary by sector and product/service type but were predominantly
between 30 and 45 days.
The CMRC surveys of small business suggested that fewer small businesses
were citing late payment as a problem in 2004 compared to 1996. Only 18%
suggested that late payment was a very important problem compared to 37% in
1996. Consistent with this finding firms were reporting a higher proportion of
invoices paid on time 59% in 1996 compared to 65% in 2004. Other evidence
from a range of surveys on the perception of late payment as a problem finds a
optimistic picture by 2003/4 but that by 2007 businesses had started to cite late
payment as a problem again.
Small businesses appeared to be reluctant to use the legislation to apply interest
to late payments after phase 1 by 1999 only 2% of respondents indicated that
they had/would use the legislation. The most cited reasons for not using the
legislation were fear of losing a customer or damaging the relationship or
because of the administrative aspects of applying the charge. There was a low
level of awareness of the legislation at this time. By 2002 79% of businesses
were aware of the legislation and the usage (enforcement) had increased to 5%.
More than a third of small business were making their customers aware of the
potential charge for late payments and thus using it as a deterrent.
There appears to be some improvements in credit management practices across
all businesses and particularly small businesses. This may be an indirect effect of
the late payment legislation in that in order to charge interest the business has to
follow good practices in terms of invoicing and documentation. The
improvements may be attributed to the awareness campaigns of the Better
Payment Practice Group and other educational initiatives. In1994 35% of
businesses reported that they had a credit policy this had increased to 54% in a
similar survey undertaken in 2004 and more businesses were setting credit limits
for customers and formally assessing payment risk prior to sale. The small firm
surveys showed that 46% had a credit policy in 2004 compared to 26% in 1996.
In terms of credit management time there had been some shift towards frontend credit management i.e. agreeing and setting terms, assessing risk, resolving
disputes which has an impact on reducing payment problems down the line. The
CMRC small firm survey shows that more small business were agreeing credit
terms in writing prior to sale in 2004 than in 1996. Almost 95% of small firms
indicated that they check the credit worthiness of customers compared to 63%
in 1996.

Technological innovations in payment methods e.g. electronic payments do not
appear to have diffused into the SME sector to the extent that they have
speeded payment times.
There is evidence that smaller firms are now more likely to use trade credit as a
marketing/CRM tool and as a means of attracting and retaining customers (large
customers). There is some evidence that some larger customers have
negotiated longer credit periods from small suppliers and insisted on a discount
for early payment. 15% of small business respondents indicated that customers
take unearned discounts. The late payment act has effectively formalised the
price of trade credit and some buyers demand the equivalent as a discount for
settlement within their agreed credit period.
A factor which may have alleviated the perception of late payment as a problem
for smaller businesses is the increased availability of financial products and credit
services during the period `1997-2007. The CMRC small firm surveys show an
improvement in banking relationships with a higher proportion indicating that
they thought their bank was efficient and fewer indicating that they were having
difficulties raising finance for working capital and growth. Clearly when
institutional finance is available the business is able to absorb long credit periods
and overdue and is less sensitive to late payments.
There was a significant increase in the use of debt collection services by smaller
businesses. A perhaps unanticipated effect of the late payment act was to make
debt collection services more attractive/cheaper. The debt collection agent
typically charges commission on the recovery of debt. Clearly the DCA will
charge the statutory interest and court costs when recovering debt and can pass
this benefit of the customer in terms of a lower commission rate. In 2007 88%
of a small firm sample indicated that they use DCA;s compared to 60% in 2003.
There has been an increase in the use of factoring services by smaller
companies over the time period.
Credit insurance is an effective means of alleviating late payment problems,
improving credit management discipline and protecting against default/bad debt.
There is evidence that smaller companies are turning to credit insurance
products as premiums become more competitive and technology and improved
the distribution and management of such products.
About the authors
Professor Nick Wilson (BA hons, Phd, FICM) is ICM Professor of Credit
Management at Leeds University Business School and Director of the Credit
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1. Background
The granting of credit by nonfinancial firms to their customers is a widespread
practice and has existed as long as trade itself. The practice of exchanging goods
and services on the promise of future payment or by means other than the
immediacy of hard cash was a natural development as trade grew physically and
geographically. Such practices can be traced back many centuries. During the
Middle Ages credit became essential to trading activities. Evidence of the use of
consumer credit is widely documented and sales on credit i.e. trade credit was a
common form of credit between merchants in 15th century Britain. Trade credit the delivery of goods or services on invoices to be paid at a specified future date
– has always been an important source of short-term finance for business and
represented a substantial component of both corporate liabilities and assets,
especially in the case of intermediate companies. In a thesis on credit and debt
in Britain (1380-1460) Elizabeth Bennett suggests that sales on credit (i.e. trade
credit) “.... accounted for more than half of all credit transactions” and notes
that, “... many firms had more of their assets tied up in credit than in capital”.
Interestingly, the latter was not always deliberate, “.... in many cases the
creditor never intended to extend credit to the debtor; these debts originated
when debtors failed to pay for goods on delivery ... (p. 236)”. This represents an
early reference to the ‘late payment problem’ in Britain. Moreover, net trade
credit was an important component of working capital management one study of
West Yorkshire business in this period notes “.... the art of commercial survival
was to keep ventures and credit in a state of constant motion” (Kermode, 1995).
What is also clear from history is that credit flows with information and in difficult
times gravitates towards the established information networks.
As the UK economy emerged out of the recession in the early 1990’s the impact
of the ‘late payment of commercial debts’ on the corporate, and particularly
small firm sector, was widely debated and attracted considerable media
attention. Surveys conducted by the Institute of Directors, the Small Business
Research Trust, the Forum for Private Businesses and the major credit insurers
indicated that the recovery of trade debts was a persistent problem for
businesses during the recession and as the economy moved into a period of
recovery. Moreover the late payment of commercial debt was identified as a
factor inhibiting corporate performance in the UK Government’s White Paper
‘Competitiveness: Helping Business to Win’ (HMSO, 1994). Lobbyists called for
government intervention to ‘combat the late payment problem’ which was
largely perceived as a problem caused by large companies exploiting dominant
positions in competitive supply chains. The Forum for Private Business was
particularly vocal in arguing for intervention favoring the introduction of a
‘statutory right to interest’ on overdue trade debt as a preferred solution. At the
time there were, of course, considerable variations between EU Member States’
legislation relating to late payment, for instance, surrounding statutory rights to
interest, redress procedures and the costs of pursuing debts. The, then,
proposed EU Directive to combat late payment suggested that, “these
differences make recovery of debts from other Member States a complex,
hazardous and often time-consuming business”. Thus, initially, the late payment
debate gravitated towards two central themes: (1) improving ‘the lot of small
businesses’ who, it was felt were unfairly treated by large (buyers) customers
and by the banks; (2) creating a level-playing field for trade across EU member
states by harmonizing policy interventions and payment behaviour.

In the early 1990’s there was a general consensus that late payment was
problematic and was a contributory factor to small business financial distress and
failure and hampered growth and innovation in this sector. However as the
debate on the impact of late payments on small firms developed it polarized
around two opposing camps those in favor and those against direct government
intervention. The arguments centered on whether government intervention
through legislation or simply improved financial and credit management practice
was required to precipitate change and alleviate the problems. Various lobbying
groups put forward cases for and against the right to statutory interest and other
policy interventions. Others stressed the need for a greater awareness of and
training in ‘best practice’ credit and financial management. For example, the
Institute of Directors (IOD, 1993) argued that small firms are not the ‘helpless
victims’ of the late payer but that the majority of overdue debtors can be
reduced by improved business practices and internal credit management.
However, the Forum for Private Business (FPB), a representative of a large
section of small UK businesses, was amongst the most vociferous advocates of
government intervention to mitigate the effects of late payment on the smaller
firm sector ( Gray, 1997a). As mentioned above the policy prescription favoured
by the FPB was the statutory imposition of interest on late payment by debtors.
The proposed (penal) interest charge would act as a deterrent to the late payer
and/or compensate the supplier when late payment occurred. It was posited that
such a provision would simultaneously bind all firms into paying promptly, create
a level playing field in payment behavior and ease the cash flow problems of
small firms, who would be adequately compensated for any overdue payments
(HMSO, 1998). Arguments against the statutory imposition of interest for late
payment were formulated in terms of ‘contractual freedom’; in that trade credit
is often used as a competitive tool and as a means of building trading
relationships. Suppliers may wish to retain the flexibility to vary (informally) credit
terms for specific customers and customers may value the freedom to negotiate
payment periods with their suppliers as financial circumstances dictate (Gray,
1997b). Further when establishing a trading relationship with a customer an
interest penalty could, in any case, be built into the specific credit contract
should the supplier wish. A further powerful argument against legislative
intervention contended that the imposition of statutory interest may, in fact,
dwindle a key source of short term finance for the small firm sector. Small firms
had been shown to value trade credit as a source of finance for its flexibility and
freedom from formal restrictions (Cosh and Hughes, 1994). It is also posited that
trade credit is used widely by small firms who are unable to obtain sufficient
finance from other sources such as financial institutions (Peterson and Rajan,
1995). It was argued that small and young firms often extend credit in order to
win business and establish reputation in the market. Consequently they would
be reluctant to impose interest penalties on customers for fear of losing
business to competitors with more financial resource to absorb some late
payments.

2. Causes and Effects of Late Payment
It was generally agreed that late payment and the subsequent effects on cash
flow was problematic for small businesses that have limited financial resource.
The impact of delayed payment could be devastating for some businesses. The
financing costs and management time involved in slow or uncertain payment
erodes the profitability of a sale and, when profit margins are tight, can eliminate

it altogether. Uncertainties regarding the timing of trade payments make cashflow management and banking relationships even more difficult. Chasing
payment puts a strain on the owner-manager, whose attention and time is
diverted away from business strategy, as well as on the customer and supplier
relations. Where slow payment progresses to protracted default and bad debt
the whole viability and survival of the business can be at risk. Indeed surveys by
insolvency practitioners indicate that problems with cash-flow or working capital
management and bad debts are the primary reasons that small businesses fail.
Late payments have a knock on effect through the small business sector and late
payments between small businesses are pervasive.
Early academic studies (pre-legislation) provided evidence on the use of trade
credit by businesses and the potential (actual) impact of late payment on
business performance. For example, Keasey and Watson (1992) in their study of
small firms in the north of England (Yorkshire), found a negative relationship
between bank finance and trade credit (implying that they are used as
substitutes), and a positive relationship between external finance and profits.
Wilson, et al (1997) in an empirical study of the demand for trade credit by small
UK firms, also found strong evidence of a financing demand for trade credit.
They surmised that small firms which pay trade credit liabilities late appear to do
so when they reach their limit on short term bank finance. These ‘credit rationed’
firms were, typically, growing and export oriented. In consequence, if the
imposition of statutory interest significantly reduces the trade credit offered to
smaller firms, this may lead to severe liquidity problems and increased failure
rates unless alternative finance is readily available. A number of other solutions
to the problem of late payment were put forward. For example it was argued
that credit management is a neglected function in many businesses with a focus
on ‘back-end’ collection rather than the front-end activities of negotiating, risk
screening, using credit information and establishing clear credit policies. Wilson
et al (1995) identified poor credit management practices as one of the underlying
causes of late payment. In addition to poor credit management practices, causes
were considered to include over reliance on trade credit and short term finance
and consequently an increased sensitivity to late payments. The Bank of England
report on finance for small firms (BOE, 1996) observed a similar occurrence of ad
hoc credit management which was viewed as being inefficient. They concluded
that this was due to the inherent lack of administrative resources in the small
firm sector. It was argued that policies which emphasized the provision of
financial and credit management training for smaller businesses would have a
beneficial impact. This, it was posited, would raise awareness of the services
and potential benefits of credit insurance and factoring (see e.g. Jarvis and Gillie,
1998), and the returns to investments in information technology. Other
measures which were proposed included voluntary codes of practice; a British
standard for payments; the establishment of the ‘Better Payment Practice
Group’; the compulsory disclosure of payment policies in company accounts; and
the streamlining of legal procedures for the recovery of debt. It was recognized
that it is unlikely that late payment could ever be totally eliminated since
payment behaviour is, to some extent, a function of a firm’s financial health and
management professionalism. Failing firms and poor management will always
surface in a competitive economy. Moreover, the recession o the late 80’s
demonstrated that payment behaviour has a strong cyclical component and can
deteriorate amongst some firms and industries with the economic cycle. Much
evidence suggested that late payment is an inevitable side-product of the
inherent uncertainties involved in managing cash inflows and outflows, and
overall financing needs, particularly for smaller and growing firms

Pre-legislation there were relatively few UK studies that had addressed the
issues of credit management and late payment which could be used to inform
the debate. A summary of the extant studies is provided in a later section.
Thus, in summary possible remedies to the late payment problem that was
posited included: providing supportive legislation to make it easier for small
businesses to suggest and impose financial penalties on late paying customers;
encouraging prompt payment by the use of incentives and early payment
discounts; improving payment through technology by encouraging electronic
payments and efficiencies in the clearing system for cheques; encouraging larger
businesses to adopt codes of practice or standards for prompt payment and a
reputational asset and good business ethics; improving the flow of finance to
small businesses and new financial products for small businesses; improve the
flow of information surrounding payment behaviour such that habitual late payers
could be identified and exposed; improving the flow of credit information for risk
assessment and management; encouraging better credit management practice;
tackling sectors with imperfect competition and asymmetric bargaining;
smoothing the economic cycle and interest rate changes.

3. Government Legislation
3.1

Late payment of commercial debts (interest) act

The Labour Government, elected in 1997, decided that intervention was required
to ‘combat the late payment problem’ and considered the range of possible
remedies suggested above. The publication of a Green Paper in 1997 set out the
government’s aim to ‘improve the payment culture’ amongst UK businesses and
invited responses from the business community and interested parties. The
centerpiece of the intervention was the Late Payment of Commercial Debts
(interest) Act but other measures were also proposed. By the summer of 1998
the proposals put forward in a Bill. The Minister of Small Firms, Barbara Roche in
1998 argued that, “the Bill is a long-overdue measure to tackle late payment and
the genuine harm that it does to small businesses. It is fair to say that small
businesses are the lifeblood of the economy. I am happy to be able to provide to
our small firms a statutory mechanism that they have wanted for a long time”.
(Hansard: 1 Jun 1998 : Column 135)
The Bill proposed a statutory right to claim interest on late payment of
commercial debt. The right to claim would be 'phased' in three stages. In the
first stage the right will be exercisable by small businesses against all large
enterprises, including public sector organisations. The right would be extended,
after a period, of two years, for use by small businesses against all enterprises
and the public sector. Finally, the right would be extended, again after a period of
two years, to all enterprises and the public sector to use against all enterprises
and the public sector. The phasing proposals which were decided upon are
outlined later but were not set out on the face of the original Bill. Parliament was
given the opportunity to debate the phasing proposals when the clause giving
the order-making power was discussed.
The Government also wanted to encourage businesses to agree their own
contractual terms giving a right to interest if bills are paid late. The legislation

would, therefore, give precedence to contractually agreed provisions. However
the Bill contained provisions to prevent parties to a contract "contracting out" of
the legislation by setting excessively low rates of interest on late payments, by
extending credit terms excessively or by any other terms which result in no
substantial remedy for late payment. The provisions would apply a test of
"reasonableness" to such terms.
A payment would be deemed to be ‘late’ when it is received after the expiry of
the contractually agreed credit period; or the credit period in accordance with
trade custom and practice or in the course of dealing between the parties; or the
default credit period defined in the legislation. The Bill applies to a debt under a
contract for the supply of goods or services where the purchaser and the
supplier are acting in the course of a business.
In the Green Paper, the Government proposed to use as the test for ‘smallness’
the two out of three criteria test in section 247 of the Companies Act. However,
it became apparent that to take that test out of its context (i.e. filing accounts in
respect of a completed year by companies incorporated in the United Kingdom)
and use it in another would lead to difficulties of proof. It was, therefore,
proposed that the legislation should define a business as being "small" if it has no
more than 50 full-time employees. The legislation would apply across the UK and
to any commercial contract, including imports and exports, written under the law
of part of the UK, except where there is no significant connection between the
contract and that part of the UK, and, but for the choice of law, the applicable law
would be a foreign law. Where the choice of law is a foreign law, the Bill would
apply if, but for that choice of law, the applicable law would have been a law of
part of the UK and there was no significant connection between the contract and
any country other than that part of the UK. No minimum level was set below
which a claim for interest could not be made. Respondents to the Green Paper
supported the proposal that the creditor should be free to determine on which
debts to make a claim for interest.
Where no credit period was defined in a contract, or no contract existed, the Bill
set a default credit period of 30 days from delivery of the invoice for payment of
the goods and service, whichever is the later. The Government said that it was
seeking to recompense creditors for the cost of the delay. The Green Paper
originally proposed a rate of interest of base rate + 4%, this being the average
bank lending margin to small businesses. A persuasive argument was made that
the Bill should recompense all businesses, but particularly the smallest and most
vulnerable. The rate should be, therefore, the level at which small businesses are
charged for term lending and agreed overdrafts. The Bank of England advised
that a rate of base rate + 8% would meet this criterion. The Government
intended to follow this suggestion. The separation and assignment of interest,
the Government proposed, would allow the separation of interest and the
assignment of the interest on the debt.
The late payment legislation was introduced in several stages. Subsequently the
law has been amended to bring it into line with the EU Late Payment directive
(below). This means now that different rules apply, depending on the date that
the 'contract was formed' and the period in which it falls.
Thus in response to debate, and following a period of consultation, the
government introduced legislation (the Late Payment of Commercial Debts

(Interest) Act 1998) entitling firms to claim a statutory right to interest on late
payment of trade debts, to be phased in over four years. The first stage,
introduced November 1998, allowed only the smallest companies to claim
interest from larger companies and the public sector in recognition of their
vulnerability to dominant customers. Small firms will had a statutory right to
interest from each other two years later, and large firms could claim interest
from 2002. The phases were:
Phase 1- 1st November 1998 to 31st October 2000
Interest on Late Payment could be claimed at 8% over the base rate. However,
only small businesses could use the legislation to claim against large businesses.
Phase 2 - 1st November 2000 to 6th August 2002
The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998 enables a small
business to charge interest at 8% above the existing Base Rate on debts due
from large businesses, public sector bodies, and is now extended so small
businesses could also claim against other small businesses. Large businesses
were still not able to use the legislation.
Phase 3 - After 7th August 2002
From 7 August 2002 the late payment legislation provided all businesses and the
public sector with four entitlements:
1. The right to claim interest for late payment;
2. The right to claim reasonable debt recovery costs, unless the supplier has
acted unreasonably;
3. The right to challenge contractual terms that do not provide a substantial
remedy against late payment
4. The right for “representative bodies” to challenge contractual terms that
are grossly unfair on behalf of SMEs.
The Legislation had been revised to bring it into line with the EU directive.
Interest rates were fixed for six months at a time rather than changing every
time base rates change. In addition companies could now demand
compensation for the costs of collecting late payments up to a fixed amount.
The law now applied to all UK companies - large or small
Calculating the rate of interest for contracts formed before 7th August 2002
Interest is claimed at 8% over the Bank of England's base rate. Interest is
claimed at the Bank of England rate plus 8%. The rate is listed as the 'UK
clearing bank base lending rate' in the Financial Times and is also sometimes
known as the "repo" rate. The rate that applies is the rate in force at the end
of the day on which the payment was due.
Calculating the rate of interest for contracts after 7th August 2002
The parties can agree a different rate of interest or an alternative remedy for
late payment. In the case of interest, this is usually then known as
'Contractual Interest'. However, the Act requires that the agreement must
provide for a 'substantial remedy'. Purchasers are not allowed to force
suppliers to accept a low or nominal rate of interest, as a way of getting

round the Act. Any such clause is likely to be struck out, in which case
interest can be claimed at the rate described above.

3.2

Other measures

The Better Payment Practice Group (BPPG) was formed in 1997 as a partnership
between the public and private sectors. Its aim was to improve the payment
culture of the UK business community and reduce the incidence of late payment
of commercial debt. Their research on late payment was incorporated into a
guide to effective credit management - 'Better Payment Practice: a guide to
credit management' published by the DTI on behalf of the Better Payment
Practice Group. It provided straightforward guidance and advice on how to get
paid on time.
The Better Payment Practice Group was a consortium of small business support
and representative organisations, Government and other interested bodies. It
formed an integral part of the Government's commitment to work in partnership
with the business community to bring about a better payment culture in the UK.
Small Firms Minister Barbara Roche said: "I am delighted that the leading
business representative organisations have agreed to join in this partnership with
Government in tackling the problem of late payment. By working together as the
Better Payment Practice Group we can help ensure that all UK companies can
reap the benefits of a better payment culture. The advice in the Guide is drawn
from the combined experience and considerable expertise of the Group's
membership. This represents a major opportunity for businesses to recognise
the benefits of a healthy cash flow that better credit management can bring”.
The original Payment Practice Group included: British Bankers Association,
Association of British Insurers, British Chambers of Commerce, CBI, SME
Council, Factors and Discounters Association, Federation of Small Businesses,
Forum of Private Business, Institute of Credit Management, Institute of
Directors, National Farmers Union, The Union of Independent Companies,
Department of Trade and Industry and CMRC.

3.3

EU Directive on late payment

On 8 August 2000, Directive 2000/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council on combating late payment in commercial transactions was published in
the Official Journal L 200, page 35. The Directive entered into force on 8 August
2002 for the then 15 Member States (and the three States of the European
Economic Area); on 1 May 2004 for another 10 European countries and in 1
January 2007 for Bulgaria and Romania.
The Directive was an attempt to bring member states into line in terms of all
payments made as remuneration for commercial transactions. The EU felt there
to be a gap between the free circulation of goods and services on the one hand
and the timely receipt of the corresponding payments on the other. The
existence of this gap was confirmed by various surveys at the time which found
that 21 % of businesses would export more if payment delays were shorter. This
indicated an imbalance of the Internal Market, which the Commission felt it was

necessary to correct. Moreover, wide variations were shown to exist between
the payment performance in the Member States. Surveys by Grant Thornton in
2000 showed that in six Member States, more than 40% of invoices are still
unpaid after 60 days.
The Directive was designed to remedy this situation and to ensure that the
sellers of goods and the providers of services would have a number of
instruments at their disposal which permit them to obtain payment on time. Due
to the close link with the free circulation of goods and services, the Directive is
based on Article 95 (ex-100a) of the EC Treaty.
The EU legislation does not apply to contracts made before 7 August 2002,
claims for interest of less than €5, transactions with consumers or debts that are
subject to other laws, e.g. insolvency proceedings. Only if the date or period for
payment, and/or any penalty rate, have not been fixed in the contract, statutory
interest automatically becomes payable 30 days after the date of receipt of the
invoice or the date of receipt of the goods or services.
3.4

The Companies House Act 1985

The Companies Act 1985 requires a statement by large companies in their
directors' report on the company's policy and practice on payment to
its suppliers. That requirement was intended to be effective by exposing late
payers if all companies complied with it, and as such would help to transform the
culture of payment among large businesses. The problem was that although
many large companies did comply, others complied only with the requirement to
state their policy and did not state their actual performance.
It was argued that Companies House could not find the resources to monitor
compliance comprehensively and suggestions were made to discuss with
Companies House the possibility of regularly and systematically monitoring a
sample of plc reports and publishing the findings, together with the names of
late payers. That would have placed a significantly lesser burden on Companies
House than comprehensive monitoring, but the threat of getting caught in such a
sample and of subsequent exposure as an exploiter of small firms would, it was
argued, have acted as an incentive to some plcs to comply with the spirit and the
letter of the law.
A further idea put forward for change included the introduction of a requirement
for holding companies to produce a statement about the policy and practice on
payment of suppliers of all the companies within the holding group. It was
argued that many holding companies and that were using this loophole to avoid
reporting such a statement in the Directors Report.
Finally Government was asked to consider ways to force auditors to take greater
responsibility for ensuring compliance with the provision.
A result of these arguments led to the introduction of the Payment Performance
League Tables by the Federation of Small Businesses in 1998. The Government
supported this measure to publish a league table showing the average payment
times of public limited companies and their large private subsidiaries. The
Payment League Tables were subsequently managed by the Institute of Credit
Management and the Credit Management Research Centre.

The CMRC collects information on the average number of days it takes UK PLC's
to pay their invoices. The payment data is updated throughout the year, as soon
as each company files a new set of full accounts with Companies House. This
website enables the user to find the number of payment days by company
name, as well as within an industry sector. The CMRC has collected information
over the time period of 2003-2006 to identify which sectors where payment
behaviour has changed. The analysis do not indicate any change in average
payment times over the period.

3.5

Some possible effects of the late payment act

In effect the act established, formally, a default price for trade credit which to
some extent has created a bargaining position for firms that ask for a discount
for early payment. The argument being that if 8%+base can be charged for late
payment then an equivalent discount should be given for early payment. One
possible further issue with the interest rate of 8%+base is that this was set with
a view to ‘compensating’ small businesses based on their average cost of
capital. However the same rate applies to large businesses and Plc’s which
generally have a much lower cost of capital. Therefore, one could argue that
large businesses are ‘more than compensated’ and in fact have an incentive to
enforce interest penalties. This is particularly the case if they are less fearful of
losing business by applying penalties. Indeed we find evidence, discussed later,
that some businesses have started to deduct a percentage of the invoice value
as an early payment discount, and that larger businesses are more likely to apply
late payment charges where possible than are their smaller counterparts. Further
there is evidence than buyers have negotiated longer credit terms from suppliers
in response to the possibility of interest charges. Other likely users of the Act are
debt collection agents and insolvency practitioners. Commercial debt collection
agents can use the act to guarantee that interest is collected on the overdue
debts of their clients along with some collection costs and can pass this benefit
onto their clients in the form of lower commission rates. Insolvency practitioners
can apply interest charges on the trade debts of insolvent companies (if it has
not been applied already) and collect the interest going back up to 6 years on late
payments.

4. Business to Business Trade and the Nature of Trade Credit
In order to understand why and under what conditions late payments occur it is
useful to understand why businesses trade with each other on credit terms and
why we can observe, in practice, a wide variety of credit activity across
businesses and sectors, over the life-cycle of businesses/products and in relation
to the economic cycle. We turn to these issues next. We first define trade credit
and then analyse its importance for business in relation to sectors, company
characteristics and over time. We then turn to look at some of the theory that
helps to explain trade credit behaviour.
4.1

Trade credit: definition

Trade credit involves supplying goods and services to business customers on a
deferred payment basis that is, giving the customer time to pay. Therefore in
addition to regular sources of finance such as bank overdraft, loan, leasing,
bonds, venture capital and so on, firms can get short-term finance from their
suppliers of goods or services. This amount of deferred payment is known as
trade credit. The majority of businesses engaged in business to businesses
trade are both recipients of trade credit from suppliers and providers of trade
credit to customers. The motives an individual business has for using trade credit
(demand-side) and supplying trade credit (supply-side) can be quite different as
discussed later in the report. For a more formal definition of trade credit, we can
refer to Cole and Mishler (1998), “trade credit involves a firm’s ability to obtain
merchandise, inventory, and services in exchange for its promise of future
payment. It is one of the most important types of short-term credit used and
accepted by businesses, by virtue of the number of transactions, the policies
associated with accepting it, and the accounting procedures necessary to
manage it accurately.” Thus, trade credit has interesting characteristics: it
represents a substantial component of both corporate liabilities and assets of the
balance sheet (figure 4.1). For the buyers’ balance sheet, it is a source of
financing through accounts payable, while for the sellers’, trade credit is an
investment in accounts receivable Trade credit is recorded as trade debtors
(asset), which is the amount of credit that the firm provides its customers, and
trade creditors (liability), which is the amount that the firm has to pay its
suppliers.
Credit
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Figure 4.1 The nature of trade credit (Source: Petersen and Rajan, 1997)

4.2

Trade credit terms

Trade credit is often given under two main types of credit terms. Net terms
involve the setting of a period after which payment should be made in full (e.g.
30 days after receipt of goods and invoice net 30, or 60 days net 60 etc), while
two-part term involve a discount paid for early payment (2% discount if paid in
full within 10 days, no discount if the 30 days period is taken e.g. 2/10 net 30).
Thus credit terms refer to the written or stated policies given to a customer with
regard to: the timing of payments; discounts for early settlements; the methods
of payment; ownership of goods prior to payment (e.g. retention of title to the
goods or other types of security); and (if applicable) interest or penalties for late
payment. The terms of payment on business-to-business sales can take many
forms and a wide variety of possible payment terms can be offered. Cash on or
before delivery (COD, CBD) obviously does not involve trade credit. Progress or
'stage payment' terms usually involve an up-front deposit or down payment with
the outstanding invoice value being spread in payments over a set period or at
specific points in the fulfilment of a supply contract. This type of payment is
usually required for the delivery of complex services such as construction
projects or bespoke software installation etc. The majority of trade credit sales
however, are offered on a net period or a net period with cash discount for early
settlement. Net terms involve the setting of a period after which payment should
be made in full. This is usually defined either as a number of days after the
invoice date or a number of days after the end of the month in which the invoice
is issued (e.g. 30 days EOM, meaning thirty days from the next month end). The
use of EOM terms obviously has a substantial impact on the actual credit period;
if sales are evenly spread through the month 30 days EOM will lead to an
average credit period of approximately 45 days. With two-part terms the supplier
specifies a net period, as with net terms, but also specifies a shorter period (the
discount period) during which payment will attract a discount. Terms of 2/10 Net
30, for example, mean a buyer can obtain a 2% discount by paying in 10 days or
less, otherwise payment of the undiscounted price is required in 30 days.
Although the percentage discount offered might often seem small, it is
equivalent to a high annual rate of interest being charged for the additional
extension of credit to net terms. Variations on this concept also exist, for
example, the payment of a rebate to customers who pay in full by the discount
date. This latter variation protects the seller from the buyer taking unearned
discounts opportunistically. Predominantly, the payment period specified, in the
UK, is 30 days (net 30 or 30 EOM) but can vary from less than 7 days (near cash)
to over 120 days depending on the nature of the trading relationship and/or the
type of product/service being provided. Typically, credit periods offered on export
contracts are slightly longer than those for domestic sales, but, again, this varies
according to the destination country, the industry sector, the characteristics of
the buyer and the nature of the product/service involved.
A typical two-part term often involves three components: a discount on the price
for the buyer if the buyer pays early (discount rate); the number of days that
qualify for early payment (discount period); and the maximum number of days for
payment (net credit period). An example is a credit term of 2/10 net 30. This
means that if the buyer pays within 10 day after delivery they will qualify for a
2% discount. Otherwise they can pay in full within 30 days after delivery with no
discount. Buyers who fail to make payment within 30 days may be charged a
penalty, which is specified in the agreed credit term. The discount rate for early
payment implies an ‘implicit interest rate’ that the buyer pays for the use of
credit and is also referred as the price of trade credit. In the above example, the

buyer will pay 2% for the use of trade credit in 20 days. This is equivalent to an
annual interest rate of 43.9%.
The credit periods often vary depending on the terms offered. In the UK, for
example, the payment period most frequently specified is 30 days but can vary
from less than 7 days to over 120 days. Credit periods offered on export
contracts are, on average, slightly longer than those for domestic sales but this
varies also depending on the buyer’s the destination country and his industry
sector. Credit terms vary across industries and countries, but tend to stay stable
within industries and over time. We provide some evidence of this below.

Figure 4.2

Credit Terms and Periods: Schema
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The schema above (4.2) shows the range of possible credit terms and periods
that can be offered in a trade credit relationship between two businesses. If the
supplier utilises discount periods and late payment penalties there is much scope
for varying the terms and periods across the customer-base. Moreover the
supplier may periodically opt to ‘allow’ late payments from some customers
without penalty or grant discounts outside of the discount period for favoured
customers. There is much scope for flexibility and for treating customers
differently depending on their importance, short-term financial circumstances,
the opportunity for developing repeat businesses or, of course, the relative
bargaining position.
In reality we do observe wide variations in the credit terms and credit periods
offered by businesses. Credit periods vary within and between industrial sectors
and often in relation to firm and product level characteristics. Research published

by Experian demonstrates the range of possible credit terms using data taken
from its Payment Performance data-bank of over 250 million records.

Chart 4.3

Payment terms agreed by companies with their customers
(adjusted for variable terms)
7 days from invoice
15 days from invoice
30 days from invoice
60 days from invoice
90 days from invoice
120 days from invoice
End of month of invoice
End of month following invoice
End of second month following invoice
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30th day of next month
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Source: Experian, November 1998

The chart (4.3) above suggests that 36% of business to business credit
agreements allow a 30 day credit period; 10.5% insist on cash on or before
delivery; 14.3% have a credit period of less than 30 days and nearly 60%
establish credit periods of 31-120 days.

4.3

Trade credit: an incomplete contract

Clearly, when a business offers credit to a customer or receives credit from a
supplier there is much scope for varying the terms and credit periods. The
schema set out the range of possibilities from cash payments on or before
delivery (no trade credit) through to varying credit periods with discounts and
penalties being offered for early and late payments in relation to established
terms. Moreover, the ‘price of trade credit’ varies in relation to terms offered and
those taken. Trade credit can be viewed as a very flexible form of short-term
financing and/or marketing tool.
The schema above implies that credit terms for business to business trade are
agreed by both parties prior to the exchange of goods and services. In practice
this is not always the case, as will be discussed, later. Many business to

business transactions are managed more informally with terms being established
only after sales by stating the payment terms on the invoice. In the US this
practice has been referred to a ‘ship and chase’. The supplier ships the goods
and then chases the payment after invoice. Evidently this is not good practice
and renders the supplier vulnerable to uncertain payment periods from creditors.
We will return to look at some evidence on this later in the report. Moreover,
when trade credit terms are agreed by both parties to the transaction prior to
sale the terms are not easily enforceable. Trade credit contracts are, by their
nature, ‘incomplete’ and established often between buyers and sellers with
asymmetric bargaining positions. Trade credit agreements can be disputed if one
party has failed (or is perceived to have failed) to deliver. For example the
supplier may have failed to deliver the correct type, quantity or ‘quality’ of
goods/services on the date specified and/or provided inappropriate after-sales
service. The supplier may have made a ‘mistake’ on the invoice (values,
quantities, address of customer etc). These can all lead to delays in the payment
of the invoice which may be perceived as late payments by the supplier but are
justified by the buyer. Whatever the situation payment periods on the supply of
trade credit can be uncertain. From the buyers perspective the nature of trade
credit is such that it can often facilitate ‘extended’ short-term credit, with or
without the agreement of the supplier, when working capital or other short-term
finance is tight.

5. Economic Significance and Importance of Trade Credit Flows
The vast bulk of inter-firm sales are made on credit terms in the UK and
elsewhere. Trade credit is a particularly important source of funding for all
companies; the stocks and flows of trade credit are typically twice the size of
those for bank credit. In the UK corporate sector it is estimated that more than
80% of daily business-to-business transactions are on credit terms. This form of
financing, trade credit, is the most important and largest form of short-term
financing for the corporate sector. The amount of credit extended by a business
to its customers (and not yet recovered) appears as a current asset ('trade
debtors') on the balance sheet and is therefore a component of net working
capital. The amount of credit received by a business from its suppliers (and not
yet paid back) appears as a current liability (trade creditors) on the balance sheet.

5.1

An analysis of UK company accounts

An analysis of UK company accounts submitted in 2006 gives an indication of
the importance of trade credit on both the asset and liabilities side of the balance
sheet. A total of 1.124 million sets of accounts were analysed in order to quantify
the significance of trade credit for the population of limited companies.
Chart 5.1

Trade Credit on the Balance Sheet: Company Accounts 2006
Number of Accounts Analysed:
Accounts with Trade Debtors
Accounts with Trade Creditors

1,124,516
741,792
834,309

Value of Trade Debtors
Value of Current Assets
Value of Total Assets

£ 53.355 billion
£ 87.592 billion
£ 102.524 billion

Value of Trade Creditors
Value of Current Liabilities
Value of Total Liabilities

£ 59.741 billion
£ 84.937 billion
£ 92.487 billion

66%
74%

The data is presented in chart above. The number of accounts available for
analysis was over 1.1 million and of these 66% had a positive trade debtors
figure on the balance sheet and 74% had a positive trade creditors figure on the
balance sheet. Thus at least 74% of limited companies engage in business to
business trade on credit terms. The total value of trade debtors on the asset side
of the balance sheets of some 741,792 companies was in excess of £53.3 billion.
The total value of trade creditors on the liabilities side was over £59.7 billion. This
represents a picture of the stocks of trade credit and debtors when we take into
account the frequency of trade the flows of trade credit in the economy take on

enormous proportions exceeding the primary money supply by over 1.5 times
and amount to twice the total bank lending to the corporate sector.
We examined this accounting data over the time period 1997-2006/7. The
sample was divided into companies that are live during this period and
companies that fail (become insolvent) at any time during the period. The sample
covers some 8.9 million sets of company accounts. The number of accounts
analysed in each year is tabled below.
Table 5.2
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Company A/Cs
500860
623793
724674
783329
840241
887221
981422
1154557
1320660
1124516

Pretax profit data % with profit data Turnover data % with turnover data
259810
51.9
228892
45.7
305436
49.0
265163
42.5
337587
46.6
290024
40.0
353175
45.1
298720
38.1
363107
43.2
301732
35.9
372797
42.0
307423
34.7
387456
39.5
324032
33.0
432744
37.5
368498
31.9
471097
35.7
390415
29.6
365018
32.5
300031
26.7

By 2006 only a third of companies accounts reported a profit figure, pre-tax profit
and only 27% reported turnover. The majority of companies report only
‘abridged’ accounts. The table above has ‘survival bias’ because it omits the
accounts from any company that has failed during the time period.

Chart 5.3

Trade Debtors as a Percentage of Total Assets: By Sector
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We present a number of calculated ratios for the sample related to trade credit.
The first chart plots the ratio of trade debtors (credit to customers) on the
balance sheet to total assets (expressed as a percentage). The chart plots the
ratio over time and by industrial sector. The share of trade debtors in total assets
ranges from around 14% up to 43%. The ratios are remarkably stable over time
for each of the sectors reported but vary considerable between sectors.
Business services shows a growth in trade debtors to asset ratios as does the
transport sector and the sectors post and telecommunications, printing and
publishing and machinery manufacturing have a ration around 40%. The hotel
and restaurant sector does not grant credit to customers and has the lowest ratio
of trade debtors to assets (but growing). Thus, as in the 15th century businesses
still have a large proportion of assets tied up in customers.

Chart 5.4

Trade Debtors as a Percentage of Current Assets: By Sector
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Of course, if we examine the ratio of trade debtors to current assets then it is
higher for all sectors but the ranking of sectors is quite consistent. Trade debtors
are often over 50% of current assets and over 65% in the case of the transport
sector.
We examine the liabilities side of the balance sheet and look at trade creditors
(credit taken from suppliers) in relation to other credit. Again there is a consistent
pattern across industries but the gap between industry sectors is smaller in that
the range varies between 47% up to 75%. Thus on the liabilities side of the
balance sheet trade credit is a very significant form of finance in relation to other
forms of finance available. Of course we observe a similar but consistently
higher pattern for the ratio of trade creditors to current liabilities.
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Trade Creditors as a Percentage of Total Liabilities: By Sector
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The construction of a variable capturing net trade credit, the difference between
credit extended to customers and that taken from suppliers demonstrates
further variation between industry sectors in the use and supply of credit. Some
sectors are net providers of credit and some are net takers of credit but this is
more variable within and between sectors and in relation to economic conditions.
It is likely therefore that payment behaviour is quite variable across sectors and
the cycle. We analyse further data on this issue next.

5.2

Debtor days and creditor days: industry level variations

Debtor days (DSO) express trade debtors in relation to sales and indicate the
average length of credit period and payment period extended to customers.
Larger values could occur because some industries have longer credit periods
specified in their credit terms (e.g. 60 rather than 30 days) but the DSO figure
will also rise if the businesses is experiencing payment delays from customers.
Creditor days (DPO) measures the credit taken from suppliers in relation to the
cost of supplies and the same logic applies. The DPO figure is higher if the
company can negotiate long credit periods from suppliers and/or delays payment
to suppliers. If DSO is higher than DPO then the sector is extending more credit
than it is taking and vice versa for DPO.
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The charts show that across many sectors we observe a peak around 19992001. This implies that in this period that B2B credit activity is increasing and
credit periods have been extended and/or payment behaviour deteriorates.
Interestingly this coincides with some adverse economic conditions and a
decline in GDP growth or mini recession. It seems clear that trade credit
behaviour changes with trading conditions. During this period the business
services, retail, hotel and restaurant, printing and publishing and telecoms
sectors are taking more credit and the construction, and manufacturing sectors
are extending more credit. In some sectors the balance between extending and
receiving credit is close and the sector is neutral in terms of net credit.

5.3

Debtor days and creditor days and company characteristics:
Size, Age and Risk
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In this section we explore DSO and DPO in relation to company characteristics
rather than sector and look at sub-samples according to company size (assets);
age since registration and risk (financially healthy versus financially vulnerable).
Some interesting patterns emerge. Smaller companies show some volatility over
the time period in credit granting and receiving but are generally net users of
credit, particularly during the downturn. In contrast the largest companies appear
to extend credit (to smaller business) during the downturn period. It appears that
larger companies play an important role in channelling trade finance down to
smaller businesses when conditions are tight. This is also the case when we
split the sample by risk (financial health). Financially healthy companies appear to
channel finance to less financially healthy companies during the downturn.
The age dimension provides an interesting result. Young companies extend more
credit as they try to win business and mature companies are net providers over
the cycle.

5.4

Debtor days and creditor days: insolvent companies

We analyse the accounts of companies that become insolvent during the period
1997-2006 and cease trading. Insolvency is identified as liquidation, receivership
or administration. The sample consists of 361,335 sets of accounts which are
then organised by the year prior to insolvency. That is we track trade credit
behaviour from 4 years prior to insolvency up until the last set of accounts prior
to insolvency. The sample is split into company size bands (<£1m assets; £12.5m; (£2.5-10m).
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The smaller companies have a consistently higher level of creditors days than
debtor days prior to failure and appear to be net users of trade credit.
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Companies in the size band £1-2.5m show an increase in both debtor and
creditor days as they approach failure with creditor days rising fastest.
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The medium-sized companies show a similar pattern of a rise in debtor and
creditor days prior to failure.
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The chart which shows the net trade credit position (debtor-creditor days) shows
that all size bands have negative values and worsening as the companies
approach failure.

5.5

An analysis of trends in the use of County Court actions to recover debt

One would expect that county court actions coincide with deterioration in
payment behaviours between businesses. After a period of decline the use of
County Court action to secure and recover debt has been increasing. Indeed the
Registry Trust recently commented that, “lenders are increasingly using the
court route to deal with unsecured debts. A judgement opens the way to further
action such as a charging order “, (RT Press Release, October 2007). Registry
Trust do not distinguish between CCJ’s against individuals and those against
businesses. Indeed for the small business sector this would be problematic
since the individual and business finances are indistinguishable.
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The number of CCJ’s against individuals and businesses has grown rapidly since
2004 and reached a ten year high by the end of 2006 with 843,853 judgment
orders. The growth has continued in 2007 with almost 250,000 judgements in
Q1 and therefore the total could reach 1 million judgements by the end of the
year compared to just over half a million in 2004. Much of the growth is
associated with consumer debt.
However, we are able to track the number and value of CCJ’s against the
population of Limited Companies. CCJ activity is to some extent a lagging
indicator of late payment. Moreover one effect of the Late Payment of
Commercial Debts (interest) Act was to make it more cost effective for
businesses to use the services of commercial debt collection agents. The DCA

sector could now be guaranteed of recovering interest on any collected debts
(8% + base) and some or all of the recovery costs. As a result they were able to
offer their services at a more competitive commission rate and attract more
business. An increased use of DCA’s may also translate into an increase in court
action to recover debt and, as a result, more CCJ’s.

5.5.1 Analysis of CCJs by Size Band

Table 5.12
Total Number of CCJ’s By Year and Size Band

< £1m
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

£1‐2.5m
28818
31960
38513
47681
53056

£2.5‐10m
3245
3808
3839
5443
4110

>£10m
3355
3440
3977
3580
3438

5230
4876
4788
5606
4698

Total Value of CCJ’s By Year and Size Band

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
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5.5.2

Analysis of CCJs by Industry

Table 5.14

Business Services Retail
2002
7892
2003
8172
2004
8896
2005
10048
2006
9622

Motor Trades Wholesale
1775
729
1688
740
1749
819
2154
850
2556
686

Total Number of CCJ’s By Year and Industry

Construction Hotels & Restaurants Publishing and Print Post & Telecom
2046
4847
1100
654
1966
4680
1181
592
1891
4513
1205
538
1825
5393
1216
568
1366
5826
933
348

Textile manufacture
607
408
401
412
276

Chemical Manufacture Machinery Manufacture Agriculture etc Transport
245
646
3353
961
227
616
3240
666
201
577
2938
577
193
611
2849
589
135
383
2507
499

12989
17241
23919
32571
36963

Total Value of CCJ’s By Year and Industry

Business Services Retail Motor Trades Wholesale Construction Hotels & Restaurants Publishing and Print Post & Telecom Textile manufacture
2002 33149110 4345358 2241813 5975850 20890785
3945840
3772459
2536438
2003 35140196 4281012 2202451 5818899 20127993
3773586
2326370
1598738
2004 39050085 4068919 2093346 6400874 20111531
4122039
1818346
1510141
2005 39611562 7800655 2287477 6156307 25044344
4665121
2557706
1789240
2006 35647444 5337867 2487254 4720178 24066649
3009834
1095414
1015138
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6. An Overview of Theories Related to Trade Credit

6.1 Why does trade credit exist ?
In this section we examine the theoretical reasons put forward for explaining
why business use and supply trade credit. Before looking at these issues in more
detail it is useful to examine some more fundamental questions about the nature
of business to business trade namely: Why do suppliers offer trade credit to
customers and not insist on pre-payment or cash on delivery? Why do customers
demand trade credit from suppliers? Why do we observe a wide variation in
credit terms and credit periods across firms and industries? The academic
literature that addresses these questions is somewhat eclectic but can be
grouped under a number of headings that are at times inter-related. The brief
discussion that follows groups the theories under the headings of: Financing
Theories; Transaction Costs Theories; Theories Related to Asymmetric
Information; Theories Related to Price Discrimination.
6.11

Financing theory

Trade credit can be viewed as a complementary or an alternative source of
finance. Firms may wish to use trade credit when they have limited access to
institutional finance (e.g. they rely on short-term bank finance). Firms that have
surplus liquid funds may wish to invest this in the customer relationship by
extending credit to gain sales and in fact may achieve a higher rate of return in
trade credit than by investment in financial markets. For instance, as discussed
above, the implicit interest rate of two-part terms suggests that trade credit is
often extended at a much higher than normal market lending rate. Given that the
firms that seek trade credit may be rationed elsewhere then they may well be
prepared to pay a premium via two-part terms or on the supply price to the
benefit of the seller.
This theory was formalized by Emery (1984) who argues that when financial
markets are imperfect, a firm must maintain a liquid reserve to meet its
requirements for cash. This reserve enables the firm to avoid the transactions,
excess borrowing, and insolvency costs that characterize an imperfect financial
market. Sellers may extend trade credit in order to circumvent the financial
market by lending a portion of its liquid reserve directly to borrowers who are
also customers. The liquid reserve is still available to meet liquidity needs even
though the receivables are created as a result of operations because they may
be factored prior to maturity if necessary. Obviously, the extension of trade
credit for this purpose is preferable to market lending if the seller uses two-part
credit terms with an implicit interest rate that is much greater than the marketlending rate of return and/or is able to charge a premium price for the package of
product/services and finance. The seller, therefore, acts as a financial
intermediary, providing funds to customers with a view to earning a high rate of
return on liquid reserve. The theory only applies if we accept the assumption that
financial markets are imperfect and that some buyers have an unsatisfied
demand for bank and other institutional finance. Differences in size of firm,
market structure or type of industry, the amount of liquid assets, which firms
may accumulate, imperfections in the capital markets, and a variety of other
institutional phenomena are reasons for the failure of the financial market to
operate efficiently. The discrimination by suppliers in the market for money and
credit, is referred to as ‘credit rationing’. The literature suggests that small firms
are those who bear the brunt of ‘credit rationing’. The theory of asymmetric
information predicts that small firms have less access to capital market because

they are more likely to have less liquidity, and a greater degree of profit and cash
flow volatility than large firms. For example, the lack of funds and heavy reliance
on short-term finance are major reasons put forward for the record level of
corporate failure rates in the UK in the recession of the early 1990’s (Nelson,
1993). Hutchingson and Ray (1986) confirm that small growing firms experience
liquidity problems because they do not have easy access to capital market.
Therefore, during the down turn of a business cycle, small firms are those who
are more likely to be credit rationed by bank or other financial institutions.
Schwartz (1974) shows that when a firm is credit rationed by financial
institutions, trade credit will be used as a substitute for traditional credit. That is
trade credit will flow predominantly from firms that have relatively easy access to
capital markets to firms that have productive uses for funds but relatively poor
access to capital markets. Credit-rationed firms will be willing to use trade credit
even at a premium cost since it may be cheaper than other source of financing,
or may even be the only source of financing. From a slightly different perspective
Cunat (2002) suggests that suppliers may supply liquidity to their customers but
can threaten to stop the supply of intermediate good to their customers. The
customer and supplier are tied into a relationship that facilitates the sharing of
liquidity surpluses whenever it is required. For their model to hold there must be
a link between the supplier and the customer that makes it costly for the
customer to find alternative suppliers and makes it costly for the supplier to lose
its current customers. As a result, the high interest rate of trade credit is justified
by the existence of a default premium and an insurance premium. The default
premium accounts for the fact that, in their model, suppliers lend when banks
are not willing to lend. They use their extra enforceability power to lend on the
basis of returns that are non-verifiable and stochastic. This makes trade credit
more risky than bank debt. The insurance premium is related to the fact that
suppliers foresee the future needs of liquidity of their customers. As they know
that they may have to bail out customers in need of extra liquidity, they will
charge them a premium for providing insurance against potential liquidity shocks.
There is a growing body of empirical evidence from several countries. Calomiris,
Himmerlberg and Wachtel (1995) analyze firm-level data on commercial paper
issuance and argue that large, high-quality, commercial paper-issuing firms
increase paper borrowings during downturns to finance loans to smaller firms.
They note that accounts receivable rise for paper-issuing firms, supporting the
notion that these firms may serve as trade credit intermediaries for smaller firms
in some periods. Tsuruta (2003) investigates the relationship between banks and
the borrowers and finds that the less collateral asset a firm processes, or the
higher the growth rate of the firms, the higher is the ratio of account payable.
Moreover, they point out that when the interest rate the bank sets is too severe
or is worsened for the borrower, the borrower substitutes more trade credit.
Examining the UK corporate loan market, Atanasova and Wilson (2004) argue
that credit rationing is a transitory phenomena and show that the proportion of
borrowing constrained firms is significantly higher during the recession years and
that small firms increase their reliance on inter-firm credit to avoid being rationed
by their bank during these periods.
Petersen and Rajan (1997) find empirical evidence that suggests that not only
large, profitable firms increase trade credit provision. They find that, contrary to
the theory, ‘the greater extension of credit by firms with negative income and
negative sales growth’ (p.667). They suggest that trade credit is more functional
than expected by the financing theory. Trade credit extension may be used as a
means of ‘signaling financial health’, ‘reputation’ and for building sales, which is

of vital importance for small and young firms. This relates to the idea that trade
credit is a means to deal with asymmetric information described in a later
section.
6.12

Transactions cost theories

Traditional financial models of trade credit rely on capital market imperfections,
such as transaction or information costs. Ferris (1981) finds that by forewarning
both trading partners about the timing of money flows, trade credit permits a
reduction in precautionary money holdings and a more effective management of
net money accumulations. In the absence of trade credit, uncertain trade creates
variable money flows for both trading partners. Thus, a firm has to hold
precautionary cash balances since it is costly to convert liquid assets to cash.
However, if the firm uses trade credit, it is able to accumulate invoices and
anticipate their cash requirement with greater certainty. Thus it is able to hold
smaller cash balances as well as to plan for the conversion from liquid assets to
cash in the most cost effective manner. This is known as the cash management
motive of trade credit. In this sense, “transaction cost theory views trade credit
as a mechanism that separates the exchange of money from the uncertainty
present in the exchange of goods (p.243)… In the same way that money can
economize on transaction cost by circumventing the needs to produce the
double coincidence of wants required in barter exchange…Trade credit may arise
as a way of lowering the exchange costs by separating the exchange of goods
from the exchange of money (p.244)” (Ferris, 1981).
Trade credit, however, is not extended in a cost-free manner. It carries
information and enforcement costs that must be set against the saving
otherwise achieved in the trading activities. Moreover, the fact that other
institutional credits may have much a cheaper price than trade credit raises again
the question why firms do not secure credit from financial institutions. Ferris
deals with this question by pointing out that it is the interest of trading partners
to lower the joint costs of trade credit rather than the costs of each partner
individually. If the variability is covered through overdraft facilities, each partner
has to secure credit separately. In the special case, where the costs facing both
trading partners are identical, twice as much bank credit must be secured as in
trade credit use. It follows in this case that the trading partners will prefer trade
credit use as long as the costs are less than twice the individual costs of bank
credit. Trade credit provides benefits to both trading partners simultaneously. By
using one transaction, the trading partner can effectively separate money flows
from the trade in goods and thus pool the individual risks of immediate money
use.
A further motive arises from the reduced number of transactions on the buyer’s
bank account (the transaction volume motive). The buyers cumulate their
obligations and pay these obligations periodically rather than paying them on the
delivery of goods. This reduces the costs of paying bills, as most banks charge
businesses on a per transaction basis. Elliehausen and Wolken (1993) find
evidence for this transaction motives by pointing out that a relatively large
volume of purchases and relatively great variability in the timing of delivery of
purchases were significantly related to a greater probability of using trade credit
and a greater dollar amount of trade credit outstanding.
However, while all firms can benefit from the transaction volume motive, they
may find it difficult to gain benefits from the cash management motive. The
reason, according to Summers and Wilson (1999), is that “some business bank
accounts now offer the option to have money switched to and from an interest

earning deposit account as required. If a firm does not have the funds or the
inclination for a more complex investment strategy then the benefits from the
cash management motive would be reduced or negated by such arrangements”.
This would suggest that the cash management motive might only be an issue for
larger firms.
Another aspect of transactions costs is discussed in Brick and Fung (1984). They
develop a model in which firms facing relatively high tax brackets gain by offering
trade credit to firms in lower tax brackets. Buyers prefer trade credit only if their
tax bracket is lower than that of sellers. Otherwise, the buyer can borrow at a
lower after-tax cost than the seller and will prefer to buy at the lower cash price.
Further, within a given industry, sellers with tax rates below the industry average
cannot profit from offering trade credit. Empirically, their model shows that firms
that find it optimal to extend trade credit but will find no tax advantage in using it.
Emery (1987) suggests a different version of transaction costs theory by pointing
out that there may be strong seasonality in consumption patterns for a firm’s
products. The seller must be prepared to respond to deviation from expected
demand. While the seller might temporarily change the price or the rate of
production, such modifications of operation are costly not only for the supplier
but also for the trading partner. The seller should adjust accounts receivable
balances in response to deviation in demand by relaxing (tightening) credit term
or credit standard to meet a temporary deficit (excess) in demand. This can be
achieved by holding a large inventory and/ or by offering trade credit to the
customers. Obviously, offering trade credit selectively with more lenient terms
will enable the firm to manage its inventory position better. It can reduce
warehousing costs, especially if its customers have a better ability to carry
inventory. This hypothesis is supported by Long, Malitz and Ravid (1993), who
find that firms with variable demand will extend more trade credit than firms with
relatively stable demand. However, Ng, Smith and Smith (1999) find no evidence
supporting this hypothesis.

6.13

Theories related to asymmetric information

According to the theory of asymmetric information, sellers offering trade credit
are open to moral hazard problems because buyers that are poor credit risks are
more likely to be attracted because of a lack of alternative sources of finance.
Moreover buyers who pay cash may be vulnerable to low quality sellers who
prefer the buyer not to have an ‘inspection period’ in order to assess quality prior
to payment.
By using trade credit, the seller may avoid the moral hazard problem. Smith
(1987) suggests that the seller may use credit terms as a screening contract that
can elicit information about buyer default risk. High implicit interest rates of
providing trade credit facilitate the sorting of low from high default risk buyers.
Moreover, as noted by Petersen and Rajan (1997), throughout the course of
doing business the seller may be in a better position than financial institutions in
collecting information from the buyer. For example, the supplier may visit the
buyer’s premises more often than financial institutions would; the size and
timing of the buyer’s orders also gives the supplier information on the condition
of the buyer’s business, etc. A trade credit lender’s financial clients are the
customers for its real product and are, accordingly, a relatively homogeneous
group compared to a bank’s credit customers. The specialization in credit
analysis should therefore produce better information about default risk for the
same cost or the same information for less cost. However, Smith (1997) notes

that the trade credit is only provided when the seller has made non-salvageable
investments in the buyer since that will give the seller incentives to take actions
to protect the non-salvageable investment after high default risk is signaled by
the buyer’s acceptance of trade credit terms. With the presence of nonsalvageable investment, the seller has potentially more to lose in a decision to no
longer offer credit to their customers, while a financial institution does not have
such incentive.
Sellers may also use trade credit to gain some control over their buyers. There
are situations in which the goods supplied have few economical alternative
sources other than the supplier. The supplier can threaten to cut off future
supplies if there is a signal that the buyer will repay late or fail to repay. This
threat may be especially credible if the buyer accounts for a small portion of the
supplier’s sales. To the contrary, a financial intermediary threat of withdrawing
future finance may have a lesser effect. Moreover, “the financial institution’s
ability to withdraw past finance may be constrained by bankruptcy laws”
(Petersen and Rajan, 1997).
Moreover, sellers have an advantage over financial intermediaries in relation to
collection costs. When the borrower is in default, the seller may be able to
repossess the product, rework it and sell it again through its distribution
channels. In many cases, banks do not have these repair or distribution facilities
and may have to dispose of repossessed assets at distress sale prices. In cases
where the banks can repossess the firm’s assets to pay off the firm’s loan, the
cost of repossessing and resale is higher than that of a supplier since the seller
has more experience and has a network for selling its goods (Peterson and
Rajan, 1997; Frank and Maksimovic, 2004).
Smith (1987) suggests that trade credit is a means to help a supplier signal
quality. By allowing an inspection period (through credit term), the supplier can
signals confidence in the product quality. From the buyer’s view, this can protect
the buyer from non-compliance by the seller. This idea is further investigated in
Long, Malitz and Ravid (1993), who develop a theoretical model of trade credit in
which asymmetric information leads high quality firms to extend trade credit so
that buyers can verify product quality before payment. Empirically, they find
supporting evidence that smaller firms with lower turnover (longer production
cycles), and those requiring more time to observe quality (high-tech) extend
more trade credit than larger firms or those where quality is easy to observe
(perishable goods). Lee and Stowe (1993) also find that firms which offer trade
credit but have financial difficulties or no reputation may offer longer credit
periods. Wilson and Summer (2002) argue that in addition to providing a quality
guarantee via an inspection period, trade credit may also provide a way to offer
preferential terms to attract new customers. Moreover, firm size often puts
them in an asymmetric bargaining position vis-à-vis their customers so that the
decisions to grant credit and on what terms to offer are often driven by customer
expectations or customer pressure. The same empirical evidence is found in
Petersen and Rajan (1995, 1997), Deloof and Jegers (1996), Emery and Nayar
(1998), Ng, Smith, and Smith (1999).
Elliehausen and Wolken (1993) find that firms that use relative large amounts of
short-term institutional credit are also the largest users of trade credit. They
argue that rather than substitute for bank credit as suggested by the financing
theory, trade credit is a complementary source of finance. Assuming
informational asymmetry, Biais and Gollier (1997) show that beside the direct
role as a substitutable source of funds as suggested by the financing theory,
trade credit can indirectly alleviate the credit constraints by facilitating banks to

lend to those that receive trade credit from their suppliers. In other words, the
use of trade credit acts as a signal and reveals supplier’s unique information to
the bank. In their model, credit rationing occurs because the bank cannot always
assess the quality of a firm with enough precision. As a consequence, some
firms with positive net present value projects cannot be financed with bank debt.
Nevertheless, suppliers can sometimes find it profitable to finance some of
these firms and then extend trade credit to them. However, banks can observe
this actual use of trade credit and update their own information concerning the
quality of the firm. In their game theoretic model some firms which would have
suffered from credit rationing in the absence of trade credit finance actually
finance positive net present value projects with a mix of trade credit and bank
debt. This view makes trade credit and bank debt as two complementary
financial resources. However, Alphonse, Ducret, and Severin (2003) provide
empirical evidence using US small business data. They find evidence that is
consistent with the substitution hypothesis and evidence consistent with the
complementary hypothesis.

6.14

Theories related to price discrimination

We noted above the range of possibilities for varying credit terms when offering
a package of goods and services and short-term finance to customers.
Effectively by manipulating the credit term the supplier is varying the supplyprice to the customer. If the product price is constant for all customers but the
credit term is varied then the supplier can vary price (price discriminate) in a way
that is need easily detected. Price discrimination is possible because of
asymmetric information. Brennan, Maksimovic and Zechner (1988) develop a
model showing that even in the presence of a perfectly competitive banking
industry it is optimal for firms with market power to offer trade credit in some
circumstances. One circumstance is when the elasticity of demand of cash
customers exceeds that of credit customers due to adverse selection and the
other is when the cash customer’s reservation prices are systematically higher
than those of credit customers. In these circumstances, the seller will finds it
profitable to price discriminate in favor of credit customers by setting credit
terms that are attractive to them but not to the cash customers.
In a related view of the price discriminatory role of trade credit, Schwartz and
Whitcomb (1978) argue that suppliers often use credit terms and enforcement
policy to disguise price reductions from their competitors and particularly to
enhance price discrimination between their customers by allowing them to pay
outside agreed terms, by paying late without penalty or by taking unearned
discounts. In many cases, trade credit can also be used to circumvent
prohibitions on price discrimination1. High-priced trade credit may be applied on
potential risky customers. High quality customers will find trade credit overpriced and will repay it during the discount period, while risky customers will find
it worthwhile to keep their borrowing since trade credit may still be cheaper.
Nadiri (1969) uses the Dorfman – Steiner (1954) model, developed to describe
optimal advertising expenditures, to explain trade credit decisions. In Nadiri’s
model, managers maximize firms’ value by choosing product price and trade
credit. The end product of this maximization is that the optimal ratio of trade
credit to revenues is directly proportional to the elasticity of demand with respect
to trade credit and inversely proportional to price elasticity. Because the optimal
1

Schwartz and Whitcomb in fact suggests that trade credit can be used to circumvent RobinsonPatman Act.

profit margin is inversely related to price elasticity, the optimal receivables – to –
sales ratio is positively related to the profit margin. This result suggests the
intuitive notion that firms offer more generous credit terms when they can earn
greater profit margins from additional sales. This finding is evidenced in Petersen
and Rajan (1997).
In Nadiri’s application of the Dorfman – Steiner model, trade credit is an
investment that firms use to help maintain their long-term relations with
customers. Returns to the investment do not come immediately. Like
advertising, trade credit generates returns over time. Smith (1987) develops this
view in her model of the presence of specialized, non-salvageable investments
as a determinant of seller decisions to offer two-part trade credit. By offering
trade credit with terms as the screening contract, the seller can identify
prospective defaults quickly to protect their specific investment that are
endowed in the buyers through the course of doing business.
According to Ng, Smith, and Smith (1999), in addition to relationship-specific
investments, firms make investments that are industry-specific. Firm reputation
(for the product quality of the seller or the credit quality of the buyer) is facilitated
by making non-salvageable investments in an industry because the investment
itself creates a performance bond that would be forsaken if the firm were to
leave the industry. The supplier’s concern with the buyer’s credit is reduced if
the buyer has made a significant sunk investment in the industry. Accordingly,
buyer reputation is an expected determinant of credit terms and practice.
Re-examining the price discrimination theory of Nadiri (1969), Blazenko and
Vandezande (2003) argues that profit margin and trade credit need not be
positively related as Nadiri’s model implies. Their model explicitly represents the
relation between the cost of bad debts and the price of the product offered on
credit. When prices are higher, firms suffer greater losses from non-payment.
Because the cost of trade credit depends on product price, optimal product price
and optimal profit margin is influenced by this cost. Controlling for the capital
intensity of firms, they find that the relation between trade credit and margins
can be either negative or positive. A negative relation is predicted when product
demand is sufficiently price elastic. A manager maintains revenue for price
elastic demand by moderating the price increase, which decreases profit margin.
At the same times, the manager also increases trade credit, which serves to
maintain revenue by encouraging product demand.
Firms may incur many types of costs, both fixed and variable, from running credit
accounts. Firms with larger customer bases can reduce the fixed cost allocation
per account, and may also be able to reduce some variable costs due to bulk
discount (Ng, Smith and Smith, 1999). The size and nature of the firm’s
customer base, hence, may affect its decision to extent trade credit. This is
known as the economy of scale hypothesis. However, this may not be applied
fully for small firms, as argued by Wilson and Summers (2002). They find that
small firms can manage trade credit efficiently when they deal with a smaller,
more stable customer base relative to turnover, i.e. small number of larger
orders. For a large number of small orders and a fast changing customer-base,
they will be reluctant to grant credit.

6.2

Motives for the Supply of and Demand for Trade Credit

It is clear for the theoretical review above that the motives individual firms have
for extending trade credit to customers (supply-side) are likely to be complex and
manifold.
Late payment behaviour will to some extent be a function of the supply of and
demand for trade credit and the factors that affect the level and flows of trade
credit in the corporate sector. This section provides a brief review of the
motivations for extending trade credit (supply-side) and the factors determining
the usage of trade credit (demand-side), the implications for the credit
management process and sheds additional light on the factors precipitating late
payment behaviour.

6.2.1 Trade Credit Extension and Credit Terms: The Supply-Side Motivation
This section provides a brief overview of the main motives that (non-financial)
firms have for extending credit. In particular we examine the motivations for
extending credit from a 'strategic' or 'competitive' perspective.
Firms add value by creating and sustaining competitive advantages. The seminal
work by Michael Porter suggested that competitive advantages emanate from
strategies of either cost-leadership or differentiation that may or may not be
focused on a well-defined market segment. Others develop more complex
models which suggest that competitive advantages are established through
innovating products and processes (including information systems); building and
reinforcing relationships with customers and suppliers (external and internal to
the firm); establishing and maintaining a reputation; and by having 'strategic
assets' i.e. market dominance or position. One could argue that the extension of
trade credit is an increasingly important element of marketing strategy and a
potential source of competitive advantage. Offering and managing credit can be
a key element in developing a strategy which can both create and sustain
competitive advantage. In the context of the Porter model it can clearly play a
subtle or overt role in price competition and can be an engine for driving
differentiation strategies.
Of course, firms will vary in the extent to which they use credit pro-actively in
this way. For some organisations credit policy is closely aligned to the sales and
marketing function whereas in some it is seen as a subsidiary function to the
finance department. In still others it is seen a forming a vitally important loop
between the two. For instance suppliers may use trade credit as a means of
competing in markets and generating sales and customer loyalty. Trade credit as
a competitive tool is many faceted and can be used to respond to customers'
sensitivities to total effective price (goods plus finance); their needs or demand
for short-term finance; their focus on product quality and after-sales service; and
their requirements for continuity and reliability in the timing and quality of
supplies. The table below summarises the way in which trade credit can provide
an important component of business strategy. The individual strategies are, of
course, not mutually exclusive and some of which will depend on the extent of
the firm's market power or 'strategic assets'. The nature and way in which credit
can be used as a tool for gaining competitive advantages and reducing demand
uncertainties will depend on the competitive structure of the markets facing the
supplier and the customer, their relative bargaining strengths and the conditions
affecting the supply of alternative sources of corporate finance.

Figure 6.1
Strategy

Impact

Market signalling
and Differentiation

Credit acts as an implicit guarantee of product quality.
Available credit terms provide a ‘quality signal’ to
potential buyers. Offering credit may be a key factor that
differentiates one supplier among competing suppliers.

Customer Loyalty &
Information

Trade credit can be used to ‘tie-in’ customers and
encourage repeat purchase i.e. ‘building relationships’.
Extending credit generates potentially useful information
on customers.

Price Discrimination
& Price Competition

Offering credit terms provides more opportunities for
varying effective price to buyers with different elasticities
of demand or different credit risk. Credit terms can be an
important element of price competition and the
‘marketing-mix’ in competitive markets.

Cost Leadership

Offering a package of both product and finance that is
cheaper than a buyer negotiating with two parties
(supplier & financier) may generate profitable sales. The
supplier may generate profit from both activities - profit
margin on the product; (premium) interest on the
finance.

Managing
Uncertainties

Using and extending trade credit can be used to reduce
the uncertainties in trading relationships and minimise
‘transactions costs’. It can therefore help the firm
develop an environment conducive to innovation.

Trade credit extension can be viewed as an important means of managing
'relationships' with customers e.g. generating repeat purchase behaviour,
establishing reputation and building stable and long-term relationships with

customers i.e. good-will and a future income stream, and of generating market or
customer information. As discussed above potential buyers of a product may
require an 'inspection period' in order to ascertain product quality. In the same
way sellers may wish to differentiate their offering to the market by extending
credit as a signal or 'pledge' of product quality.
Manipulation of standard credit terms through informal deals is one way in which
the extension of trade credit can be used for marketing purposes and for price
discrimination between customers (e.g. to compensate for different risks). The
presence of such deals to any significant extent in a market means that the
actual price of trade credit in a particular circumstance can be difficult or
impossible for a third party to determine (or for a potential customer to
determine prior to negotiation). The CMRC found, for example, that over 30% of
firms said they were likely to vary credit terms to attract new large customers or
promote slow moving products and over 20% were likely to do so to retain
existing customers. Such deals may even include effectively allowing a customer
to pay late or allowing a customer to obtain discount without paying early. The
willingness of companies to vary terms suggests that a standard assumption that
credit terms are standard in an industry and perhaps over time must now be
reconsidered in such an environment. Evidence suggesting that firms are using
trade credit terms more pro-actively and flexibly has implications for the debt
collection industry, which, in the past, has had a poor image in terms of
managing 'customer relationships'.
Extending credit to customers who themselves face highly competitive product
markets can be a useful means of winning business. Such firms are likely to
attach a greater weight to the availability of credit when choosing amongst
competing suppliers. Indeed these are likely to be the firms that have difficulty
raising institutional credit and/or are credit rationed by the banking sector. This,
however, is clearly not without risk since credit rationed firms are also more
likely to default or pay late.
The supplier may well be able to offer products with trade credit and pass on the
cost of credit to the buyer. Some firms will add a premium onto product price in
order to cover the costs of extending credit or to discriminate between different
classes of risk in the customer base. Others may offer credit at a loss to illiquid
buyers but offset this against a surplus from cash buyers. There may be other
situations where the firm will wish to trade-off the short-term profitability of
individual customers with the increased volume of sales or market share and, of
course, the potential for generating repeat purchase behaviour and market or
customer information.
Trade credit extension may be used to smooth the pattern of customer demand
over the business cycle or seasonally. For instance trade creditors may relax
credit terms in order to stimulate demand in lean periods and recover the costs
of this policy in more buoyant times. Thus, although trade credit is short-term
finance for the recipient, as far as the supplier is concerned it may be used as
part of a long-term strategy of managing the customer-base. Consequently the
supplier may be prepared to extend trade credit at a short-term loss (or crosssubsidised by cash payers) for the benefits of a long-term relationship and future
income stream. Whereas the seller may regard the bundling of products and
finance from a marketing/relationship point of view the buyer may value the
financing element.

Finally, in the context of financial markets suppliers may have cost-savings vis-àvis institutional lenders both in assessing credit worthiness initially, and in
monitoring it on-going basis. Some of these cost savings arise from industry
knowledge and others from the contact of the selling process and potentially
from the trade credit transaction itself. A supplier may also get more collateral
value, in the event of default, from goods sold on credit than would a third party
(e.g. a bank). Offering products and finance (trade credit) can thus be part of a
strategy of cost leadership. In such cases, the cost of obtaining both
merchandise and credit from a single firm can be lower than purchasing them
through separate transactions. The provider may be able to generate profit from
both the sale of the product and from the provision of finance.
6.2.2

Credit management: best practice

Companies extending and managing trade credit should establish a credit policy
which provides the framework for making consistent and well-informed credit
decisions which are compatible with the company's strategic objectives and the
goals of the credit function. The credit policy is a document that specifies the
course of action for granting credit and for recurring credit activities. The credit
policy, obviously, has to be understood by, and communicated to, all relevant
parties, particularly credit staff, sales staff and customers.
Credit policies need to be reviewed and monitored on a regular basis. A carefully
documented credit policy is a fundamental requirement of sound credit
management practice, and should serve at least the following purpose:
•
•
•
•
•

to define the objectives of credit extension in the context of corporate
strategy and organisation structure
to define the authority and responsibilities for credit granting, establishing
and varying terms and the timing of collection actions;
to provide documented procedures in relation to the above that can be
communicated to all staff
to specify training policy for credit staff
to specify performance targets and monitoring activities for credit staff.

Most large companies will have a documented credit policy but many mediumsized and smaller companies lamentably neglect this aspect of their business. A
CMRC survey in 1994 revealed that only 35% of manufacturing companies and
less than 20% of small companies had a written credit policy. Over 30% of firms
extending credit did not agree credit terms in writing prior to the sale. More
recent research by CMRC suggests that credit management practice, SME
financing and banking relationships and perceptions of the late payment problem
have all improved significantly in the period 1995-2000, discussed later.
The credit policy of a company should be developed in accord with the strategic,
marketing, financial and organisational context of the business and be designed
to contribute to the achievement of corporate objectives. The corporate strategy
can include trade credit management not just in terms of its contribution to
collection and cash flow but as a means of generating sales and profits, and of
investing in customers by building relationships.
The management of trade credit can help build stable and long term relationships
with customers, generate information about the customer and their
requirements and facilitate different customer strategies in terms of credit
granting, credit terms and customer service. The objective is to generate

growing but profitable sales. Managing collections lowers cash-flow risks and
helps to ensure that cash is available for investment opportunities. The objective
is to collect in accordance with credit terms, minimise collection costs and
reduce the need for finance whilst responding quickly to customer queries and/or
disputes. Managing the total investment in debtors and ‘money at risk’ has a
direct impact on profitability and the ability of firms to raise external funds.
Measuring, monitoring and minimising credit risk is an important activity for
credit management. Minimising bad debt in the context of the risk-return
decision has a direct impact on profitability.
The decision of the extent to which the firm uses the services of external
agents such as credit reference agents, credit insurance, factoring, invoice
discounting and debt collection/recovery services is a strategic issue and will
have a bearing on overall performance. The use of credit insurance can impact
on credit management practice and, in turn, on corporate performance in a
number of ways. Firstly, credit insurance protects cash-flow against protracted
default and protects profits from the risk of bad debt. Credit insurance, however,
imposes a discipline on the credit management activities of the firm. Thus, sales
on credit have to be agreed formally between the two parties along with
payment dates.
The credit grantor has to monitor payment times in order to inform the insurer of
any overdue and comply with the terms of the policy. In effect this improves the
collection time on all trade debt and impacts on cash-flow as well as allowing the
firm to analyse individual customer payment histories. The credit insurer will
credit vet all the firm’s customers, provide the firm with advice on credit limits
and provide early warnings of customers in financial difficulty. This information
may be useful for marketing decisions and customer relationship management
as well as with credit decisions. Having trade debtors insured may facilitate the
raising of finance from the banking sector and foster better banking relationships.
In turn, a credit insured company is a better risk from the perspective of current
and potential suppliers since they will be protected against the ‘knock-on’ effects
of bad debt.
In previous research by CMRC, it was possible to demonstrate that relatively
simple credit management practice could have significant effects and certainly
give the firm an edge over its competitors. For instance, in the sample as a
whole only 20% of companies had a written credit policy and over 50% did not
agree credit terms in writing prior to a sale. Few used credit reference
information or credit insurance - a substantial number were extending credit to
bad risks. However, those companies that were devoting more time to ‘frontend’ credit management (i.e. checking credit- worthiness of customers;
negotiating and agreeing terms in writing and monitoring credit limits) had: a
greater proportion of accounts paid on time, lower levels of bad debts, lower
average debtor days (controlling for credit periods), and perceived less of a late
payment problem.
Of course, firms will vary in the extent to which they use credit pro-actively in
this way. Some organisation’s credit policy is closely aligned to the sales and
marketing function, whereas, in some it is seen as a subsidiary function to the
finance department. In still others, it is seen a forming a vitally important loop
between the two. For instance, suppliers may use trade credit as a means of
competing in markets and generating sales and customer loyalty. Trade credit as
a competitive tool is multi-faceted and can be used to respond to customers’

sensitivities to total effective price (goods plus finance); their needs or demand
for short-term finance; their focus on product quality and after-sales service; and
their requirements for continuity and reliability in the timing and quality of
supplies. The nature and way in which credit can be used as a tool for gaining
competitive advantages and reducing demand uncertainties will depend on the
competitive structure of the markets facing the supplier and the customer, their
relative bargaining strengths and the conditions affecting the supply of
alternative sources of corporate finance.
The strategy map below summarises the routes by which good credit
management practice can impact on a companies overall performance i.e.
profitability, growth, shareholder value.

Figure 6.2 Credit Management: The Impact on Corporate
Performance
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Clearly operating a credit policy is an essential means of gaining sales and
managing customer relationships but has associated costs. These costs include
the administrative and operating costs of credit management, invoicing and
collection costs, the financing costs of holding trade debtors and overdue debts,
potential bad debts and the collection and recovery costs associated with
delinquent accounts.

CMRC's surveys indicate that most firms in the UK offer credit terms of either
30 days from date of invoice or 30 days EOM, which correspond to credit
periods of 30 and an average of 45 days respectively. Offering such credit
periods, however, does have financial impacts on the supplier; at the most basic
level there is the cost of financing the receivables. If a thousand pounds of
turnover is offered on 30 days credit, then for a supplier whose costs of credit is
10% the cost of financing this credit is £8. If the customer does not pay on time
costs rise even further. The cost of credit at a number of interest rates is shown
in the chart 6.3
Chart 6.3: Financing Costs of £1000 of Receivables
at a Selection of Interest Rates

With late paying customers additional costs may accrue; the costs of follow up
calls, letters or visits by credit management staff, to give one example. A
percentage of the credit management staff budget should therefore also be
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included when costing receivables; CMRC's surveys indicate that on average
20% of time is spent chasing overdue payments and a further 10% in resolving
disputed invoices (some of which are spurious). If a company wishes to price its
goods and services with a view to profit therefore, these costs should be
considered as part of the pricing decision.

6.3
The Use of Trade Credit and Payment Behaviour: The Demand Side
Motivation
Understanding how customers, 'buyers', might behave in respect of their usage
of trade credit (their demand for trade credit), their payment behaviours and the
likelihood of protracted default and/or insolvency is an important aspect of the
credit manager's role and may, in turn, affect their decision to insure the risks of
trade debt. This section focuses on the factors affecting the demand for trade
credit.
It was suggested above that a buyer may wish to purchase on trade credit in
order to protect against forms of seller non-compliance e.g. delivering goods of
poor quality or not fully complying with the terms of sale. Moreover a firm may
have no real preference for trade credit over other forms of finance but accept
trade credit as but one element of the supplier's total 'marketing bundle' (of
goods + credit + after-sales service etc.). The most likely motivation for using
trade credit is however, to satisfy a financing demand (financing theory) and/or to
minimise transactions costs (transactions cost theory).
As we have discussed above trade credit, to the recipient, is primarily a form of
short-term financing. If we consider trade credit as one of several options for
financing purchases, then the attractions of trade credit will depend on the
relative costs and availability of other options. If credit market imperfections
cause some buyers to have unsatisfied demand for finance, i.e. to experience
credit rationing, then they will be willing to use trade credit even at a premium
cost. Academic studies of trade credit demand provide some support for this
notion. If, on the other hand, firms are cash rich then trade credit must be
compared with the opportunity cost of other uses of the money. Possibilities for
credit rationing arise where lenders are not able to set an appropriate rate for
each loan applicant based on the riskiness of the loan. This situation may arise
because of imperfect information; where a lender is unwilling, due perhaps to
economic viability, or unable to obtain sufficient information on the borrowers
creditworthiness or the risk-return profile of the project for which the loan is
being raised. If a lender is asymmetrically informed compared to the borrower,
they are exposed to the problems of adverse selection and moral hazard.
Alternatively the ability of the lender to set an appropriate rate may be restrained
by the way such action is viewed by the customer base, or the potential impact
on public perceptions of the lender.
If credit rationing exists in a market (e.g. amongst small growing businesses)
then trade credit can be an attractive way of obtaining finance even if the costs
are high due to foregone discounts or late payment penalties.
This motivation for trade credit demand would imply that firms who are higher
credit risks would have a higher demand for trade credit, including that at
premium cost, and would be more likely to display behaviours such as late
payment, which are effectively breaches of the terms of sale. Suppliers may be
willing to finance such customers because the firms have more in common than
the financial transaction; the supplier benefits in the longer term by helping a
customer in temporary difficulty to stay in business and therefore making future
sales. The supplier is also in a potentially better position to ascertain the
probability of default than an institutional lender if the relationship is long term or
the selling process facilitates the collection of credit information. In the event of
default the supplier may be able to obtain greater value from the goods if they
are repossessed than would a third party. The supplier's credit management

department may also be in a better position to monitor customers on an ongoing
basis. Moreover suppliers can also use two part terms to obtain ongoing
information on credit worthiness; buyers who fail to take early payment discount
may be signalling financial difficulty. Finally the differences between the market
borrowing and market lending rates of interest provide a financial incentive for
suppliers to engage in arbitrage, using surplus funds to finance customer
purchases, rather than earning interest on the market.
Even if a firm is not subject to credit rationing, trade credit may be an economic
option compared to other finance because suppliers are in a position to save on
information costs in assessing a buyer's creditworthiness and in collection and
monitoring costs, particularly with regular customers. The relative price of trade
credit may therefore be favourable. We might then expect that firms who have
long-term relationships with suppliers might use more trade credit, and might
obtain more favourable terms.
The lack of the fixed costs associated with arranging a loan or line of credit and
the administrative costs to the borrower may also make trade credit more
attractive. Another factor which may make trade credit a more attractive option
financially is the motivation of the supplier in extending it; although making a
profit from the credit side of the transaction is a potential motivation, it is not
necessarily the major determining factor - the suppliers main business is usually
the goods being sold. Alternatives to the profit motive for credit extension are
unlikely for financial institutions, where the credit transaction is primary business.
The CMRC surveys, reported later, support this notion, suppliers indicated that
they offered credit as a necessary part of marketing their products and did not
think of trade credit as a potential substitute for bank credit when credit terms
are requested by a customer.
Transactions costs theory emphasises trade credit's intermediary role in
removing a requirement for simultaneous action by both parties in a trade
transaction, (i.e. simultaneous exchange of money for goods and services). Trade
credit can be seen as a way of reducing the transaction costs involved in trade
exchange. A main issue is the cost of making money available. To do this firms
have to convert liquid assets into cash; there are costs to doing this that may be
greater if conversion is frequent and/or for small amounts, consequently firms
have a demand for precautionary cash balances. Trade credit reduces the need
for this, particularly where there is uncertainty in the trade exchange. For
example, supplier relationships are important; a firm facing variable and uncertain
delivery schedules with no trade credit available has to take the risk of a delivery
arriving when it does not have available cash (and therefore incurs implicit or
explicit penalties). This risk level will, of course, influence the size of the firms
precautionary cash balance. Trade credit gives a buyer notice of when cash is
needed for payments and thus allows them to keep reduced precautionary
balances and to plan movements from liquid assets to cash in the most cost
effective manner; this is therefore a motive for buyers to use trade credit and we
might expect that uncertain delivery schedules would be associated with more
use of trade credit.
The above argument in fact gives rise to two motives; the buyer can plan the
management of cash versus liquid assets more effectively optimising returns on
assets (the cash management motive), but the buyer will also potentially reduce
the number of transactions on their current bank account (because one cheque
may be able to pay many invoices) thereby reducing banking costs (as most
banks charge businesses on a per transaction basis); we refer to this as the

transaction volume motive. The ability to group invoices for payment at predicted
dates in the future may also make it easier for firms to organise payment by
credit transfer, which would again reduce bank charges as such transactions
usually have a lower fee compared with, for example, cheques.
The businesses purchasing and delivery schedule would affect the benefit they
could potentially gain from the transaction volume motive. If a firm requires
frequent deliveries, particularly from a large number of suppliers then they have
the most potential for gain. Obviously a business's purchasing and delivery
schedule may in turn be influenced by the availability or otherwise of credit
terms; if a firm has a transaction charge on each individual purchase they might
seek to have fewer, larger purchases (if their business allows), the trade off
being the additional costs of holding extra stock. We might therefore expect a
positive relationship between use of trade credit and frequency of orders as
those who require frequent orders have most motivation to use credit.

6.3.1

The Benefits of Prompt Payment

On the supply-side, extending credit to customers, is an important means of
gaining sales, building relationships and generating customer information. On the
demand side trade credit is but one, albeit important, form of short-term finance
and device for controlling cash-flow. Credit and purchasing managers, thus,
operate at an important interface with the business community and are
fundamental to good customer and supply chain relationship management.
The survey revealed that just less than 50% of firms paid their suppliers late. A
summary of the reasons why respondents say they do not pay their suppliers on
time can be seen in Figure 1. As can be seen key reasons include procedural
problems (30%), cashflow problems (13%) and personal benefit (11%).
However, just over half of respondents to the survey indicated that they paid
3

their suppliers on time frequently . Those respondents who said they paid on
time frequently reported an average payment period to suppliers of 8 days past
due date, which compares with a mean of 20 days past due date for other
respondents. If median values are considered the difference is even more
apparent, with those firms who pay on time frequently reporting a median of 1
day past due date compared with 15 days past due date for other firms. This
sub-sample of firms therefore can be regarded as ‘prompt payers’ in relation to
other firms in the sample.
As well as asking respondents whether they paid promptly, the survey asked all
firms about possible motivations for paying on time. Firms were asked to rate a
number of reasons to pay on time using a five point scale where 1 indicated that
the reason was not important and 5 indicated that the reason was very
important. Figure 6.4 below shows the percentage of respondents rating each
reason as 4 or 5 on this scale. The graph shows the responses of sub-samples
‘prompt payers’ versus ‘non prompt payers’ as well as the overall averages for
the sample. Prompt payers clearly see paying on time as an important means of
growing company reputation and particularly amongst their own supplier base.

Figure 6.4: Motivations for Paying on Time

This graph shows the percentage of respondents who thought each reason for
prompt payment was important or very important. Responses were measured
on a 1-5 scale from “Not important” to “Very important”, and “important or very
important” corresponds to a response of 4 or 5 on this scale. Responses for all
firms and broken down by prompt payers versus the rest.
Paying promptly – reputation
A more detailed analysis indicated that patterns of response fell into three main
groups, summarised in figure 3. Respondents showing the first response pattern
(pattern 1) have a general focus on good business relationships, tending to see
the maintenance of relationships with the general supplier base as important.
They also put greater emphasis on maintaining the company’s reputation and
4

good business ethics as reasons to pay on time. Such firms were significantly
more likely to report paying on time frequently and to have a lower creditor days
figure. They also reported a significantly higher percentage of their customers
paid them on time and had a significantly lower number of export customers.
The latter factors, of course, are likely to improve their own cash-flow and make
paying suppliers on time more easily achievable i.e. good credit management
and good supply chain management go hand in hand. Firms in this group tended
to be smaller, growing companies with a concern for building reputation.

Figure 6.5

Reasons for Paying on Time

Pattern – 1

Reputation and Ethics
Cash-flow

Pattern – 2

Particular Suppliers

Pattern - 3

Finance and

* Maintain relationship
with general supplier base

* Maintain relationship
with particular suppliers

* Improve credit rating

* Maintain company
reputation

* Develop relationship
with general supplier base

* Obtain early payment
discounts

* Good business ethics

* Develop relationships
with particular suppliers

* Avoid late payment
penalties

Reputation is an important mechanism for conveying information (e.g. about the
quality and professionalism of management; financial health; about products and
service) to the market and potential customers. Reputation spreads to
businesses that you are not in direct contact with, and, of course, potential
customers may also be suppliers. Paying promptly is one important means of
building a good reputation. The poor treatment of an unimportant supplier (via
late payment) is likely to undermine the businesses general reputation in the
supply chain. All businesses should strive to build a good reputation with
customers, suppliers and the community not for any philanthropic reasons but
because reputation confers commercial benefit and ultimately can be used to
generate added value. One way to communicate good payment practice is to
obtain quality certification such as the British Standard for Prompt Payment
(BS7890). The CMRC survey, however, reveals that use of this standard is
diffusing slowly. Only a small proportion of the survey panel hold (4%) or intends
to hold (3%) BS7890
Figure 6.6

Paying promptly – relationship management
The second pattern of response (pattern 2) indicated much more focus.
Respondents showing this response pattern were interested in maintaining and
developing relationships with particular suppliers rather than the supplier base as
a whole. These respondents regard prompt payment as important for
maintaining and developing relationships with the important suppliers in the
supply chain i.e. those with which they wish to do repeat business. Often paying
promptly is seen as a way of generating good will with suppliers and of achieving
a better quality of service and after-sales service. Indeed a supplier is likely to be
more predisposed to a customer that honours their trade credit policy.
Paying Promptly – financial management
Respondents with the third response pattern (pattern 3) seemed to be more
cash-flow and finance focused. These firms placed more emphasis on obtaining
early payment discounts and avoiding late payment penalties. As with the
second group therefore, individual suppliers to these firms may differ in their
view of the firm’s payment behaviour. These firms were significantly more likely
to say that they paid their suppliers late because of financial difficulties and
tended to be smaller in terms of turnover, although the difference was not
statistically significant. Firms following response pattern 3 were also concerned
to improve their overall credit rating.
From the above one can surmise that firms who are dealing with many ‘one-off’
or unimportant suppliers are more likely to incur statutory interest penalties on
late payments than those in a repeat purchase relationship. However customers
who are in a strong bargaining position vis a vis certain suppliers, for example,
when they face a very competitive supplier market and/or are a (potentially) large
customer may be able to take extended credit without the threat of late payment
penalties. The latter strategy may indeed benefit the customer’s short-term
cash-flow position and profitability but may be at the cost of a longer-term impact
on the firm’s cost of capital by adversely affecting their credit rating. Although
individual suppliers may feel powerless to act against a dominant customer, third
parties, such as credit reference agencies, credit insurers, and new internet
credit reference products can act as an important countervailing power.
Centralised data-bases on inter-firm payment behaviours and particularly
payment beyond due dates are building in sophistication and are likely to become
an important force against late payment in the future.
It is clear that poor payment practice or an observed deterioration in payment
behaviour is a function of firms in financial difficulty and/or on the path to failure.
Consequently payment scores (e.g. Dun and Bradstreet’s Paydex score) are now
factored into the models (e.g. z-scores) that are designed to identify firms that
are likely to fall into financial difficulty in the near future. Banks as well as trade
suppliers routinely use this information for risk assessment and credit decisions.
Thus, those firms that are financially healthy but ‘strategic’ late payers (as a
result of being in a dominant bargaining position or who are simply exploiting the
poor credit management practice of the supplier) may be wise to moderate their
behaviour towards certain suppliers in fear of being mistaken for a failing firm.
In early surveys of trade credit and credit management practice the CMRC
observed a wide variety of credit terms and credit periods were used in business
to business trade. Predominantly, suppliers offered net terms (e.g 30, 60 days
etc) or EOM terms less than 18 percent of firms offered two-part terms e.g. 2/10

net 30. Moreover it was commonplace that such terms were offered as standard
across all customers. More recent surveys have found that firms are now more
likely to attempt tailor product and finance packages to suit individual customer
requirements by manipulating list prices, net periods, discount rates and discount
periods across the customer base. The credit offering may be part of a marketing
package to attract and retain customers. Recipients of more complex credit
offerings therefore have to react to the different effective prices on offer (i.e.
product price plus credit price). Figure 5 sets out the formula for converting
various two-part credit terms into an ‘implicit interest rate’. The implicit interest
rate shows the charge for credit that is being made when a company makes
monthly orders and takes credit over the net period i.e. foregoes the discount.
Clearly paying promptly, within the discount period, can result in substantial cost
savings. Trade credit can be a very expensive source of short-term finance
In summary, a policy of prompt payment can enhance and build reputation and
consequently impact on the firm’s potential to add value; develop relationships
with specific suppliers which result in loyalty, reliability and a better quality of
service; improve credit rating and provide a signal to the product and financial
markets that the firm is soundly managed and financially healthy. Finally, firms
that are in a position to pay promptly are able to improve profitability by taking
advantages of discount deals on shorter credit terms.

6.4
Determinants of the Demand for and Supply of Trade Credit: Empirical
Studies
In the previous sections we discussed the factors that may be related to the
length of credit period offered to customers and obtained from suppliers. In this
section we seek to examine the empirical evidence in order to attempt to explain
these variations across firms and industries and in particular why smaller
companies extend longer credit periods than their larger counterparts, on
average.

6.4.1

Credit Granting: The Supply-side

Trade credit terms and periods are related to industry sector, product and
customer-base characteristics, trading relationships, financial strength and other
firm-level characteristics such as age/reputation and perhaps size. Empirical
support for the extant theory on trade credit extension can be found in the work
of Ng, Smith and Smith (1999); Petersen and Rajan (1994), Wilson and Summers
(2002) and Summers and Wilson (2003). The results provided by Ng, Smith and
Smith (1999) suggests support for theories that explain credit terms as
contractual solutions to informational problems concerning product quality and
buyer credit risk. Consistent results across all of the studies are apparent. Ng,
Smith & Smith’s study shows an impact for product characteristics in the choice
of sales terms e.g. net versus cash. Summers and Wilson’s results indicate that
product characteristics have little influence on the probability of extending credit
or on the decision to use two-part terms but do show up in models explaining
the length of the credit period and the percentage of sales on credit. For
instance, firms that produce goods to order have a higher percentage of credit
sales than those which sell from stock (e.g. product homogeneity). Moreover,
product characteristics (particularly collateral values) do have an impact on the
length of credit periods. Shorter credit periods are used to protect the supplier’s
interests when they are vulnerable to opportunistic action by the buyer and more
generous periods are extended when the supplier has more opportunity to
recover from such situations, perhaps by resale of the goods. The results show
clear links between credit extension and both the nature of the supplier’s market
and the characteristics of its customer base. Trading in marketplaces dominated
by large customers is related to a higher percentage of sales on credit and to
firms being more likely to be a net extender of trade credit. These results might
be expected given that such customers are able to wield bargaining power in the
contractual seller-buyer relationship. The source of the bargaining power may be
to do with market structure but may reflect the relative reputation, financial
strength and stability of the customer (risk) relative to the seller. The results for
measures of geographic spread in the customer base support the requirement
for an inspection period, with a more widespread customer base being
associated with a higher percentage of credit sales and longer credit periods. Ng,
Smith & Smith found firms with an international customer base were more likely
to offer two-part terms as a means of encouraging prompt payment and
screening potential buyer risks. The position of customers in the value chain has
an impact on the credit offered. Summers and Wilson’s results in this area are
generally consistent with those of Ng, Smith & Smith, in that firms extend more
credit to manufacturers than to wholesalers and retailers consistent with the
hypothesis that customers with non-salvageable industry specific investment
would be deemed more creditworthy. Summers and Wilson (2003) find evidence

of the impact of the firm’s non-salvageable investment in customer relationships
although Ng, Smith & Smith did not find a significant relationship. This is possibly
due to the different proxy variables used in the Summers and Wilson study, i.e.
the amount of time invested in getting to know accounts. This puts more
emphasis on the amount of investment than Ng, Smith & Smith’s relationship
variable which considered whether personal relationships have a lot of influence
on sales, and may explain the difference here.
In the UK samples only a minority of firms in offer two-part terms. Interestingly
smaller firms are more likely to offer two-part terms, consistent with offering
credit in a manner most tuned to limiting the period of credit taken, and thus
both improving cashflow and minimising financing requirements as suggested by
Ferris (1981). A lower percentage of the customers of those firms offering twopart terms in this study always or frequently pay in the net period (17.5%) when
compared with those in Ng, Smith & Smith’s study (30%). It may be that the
customers of firms in Ng, Smith & Smith’s study have less access to alternative
sources of financing but, interestingly UK respondents are more likely to see
payment in the net period as, at least occasionally, an indication of financing
difficulty. Those offering two-part terms in the UK sample may focus such offers
on firms that they expect to be capable of responding to the discount offer, or it
may be that two-part terms are less often being used in the UK as a device to
shift risk to the buyer. Firms are generally unwilling to allow the taking of
unearned discounts, although they are more willing to do so for firms with which
they have a long term relationship, consistent with Ng, Smith & Smith’s findings.
In relation to firm characteristics, theory suggests that firms with relatively lower
costs of capital and higher liquidity are more likely to extend trade credit. The
Summers and Wilson results suggest that advantages in the ability to finance
trade credit activity are not a significant determinant of the percentage of sales
made on credit and, contrary to theoretical expectations, the results suggest that
firms with lower gross profit margins are more likely to extend credit. The latter
result highlights the necessity of offering trade credit as a means of gaining sales
in competitive markets. Moreover, smaller, growing firms, and those with the
objective to grow, are likely to have a larger investment in trade debtors relative
to assets consistent with the use of credit as a marketing/signalling tool. Thus
higher levels of investment in accounts receivable are correlated with low
margins and cashflow and may indicate the necessity of offering credit to make
adequate profits in low margin businesses or be a sign of firms in financial
difficulty offering credit in an attempt to boost flagging sales (Petersen and
Rajan, 1997). Moreover, the results overall do not seem to support the view that
the firms with access to lower cost finance (usually large firms) are always net
extenders of trade credit. In order to fully assess the latter phenomenon,
however, we need to examine credit granting in different economic phases and
monetary conditions. Of course, larger more established firms will be perceived
as lower risk in terms of payment default and the supplier may trade-off the
benefits of ‘certain payment’ with the expected longer credit period. Indeed it is
more damaging for the small business if it is uncertain about the timing of
payments from trade debtors than situations where the payment delay is long
but certain.

The CMRC surveys, undertaken in 1994 and 1996, look at trade credit granting
behaviour of small and larger firms. The results suggest that trade credit granting
has a set of subtle and complex motivations over and above those predicted by

standard theory. In particular trade credit extension can be used as a manyfaceted marketing/relationship management tool and/or as a means of signaling
information to the market or to specific buyers about the firm, its products, its
financial health and its future prospects/commitment to the industry. Moreover,
firm-level decisions on credit extension are moderated by the current dynamics
of market competition and bilateral buyer-seller bargaining relationships and/or by
market or informational imperfections that affect transactions.
As Wilson and Summers’ (2002) study of SME’s concludes:
“Much of credit extension can be seen as customer focused, encouraging
frequent purchasers which offer the potential for relationship development, for
example, or accommodating customers’ demand for credit to help finance their
production period. The requirements/bargaining power of large customers can
influence a firm to extend more credit. Firms will vary terms in anticipation of
capturing new business, to attract specific customers and in order to achieve
specific marketing aims. Indeed it might be expected that large customers could
use their bargaining power to obtain more credit than the seller wants to give,
but attracting large customers is seen as the most important reason for suppliers
varying credit terms”
The further study of the general business population, Summers and Wilson
(2003) concluded, “overall our results show that credit can be a useful tool to
support sales and business growth, despite the constraints imposed by existing
norms in the business environment. Growing firms, and those with objectives for
growth, make relatively higher investments in trade debtors. Much of credit
extension can be seen as customer focused, being used, for example, to
encourage customers who are frequent purchasers with the potential to develop
a long term relationship. The requirements of large customers can influence a

firm to extend more credit, and firms will vary terms to attract such
customers and to achieve specific marketing aims”

6.4.2

Credit Usage: The Demand-side

Summers and Wilson (2003), using data generated by the CMRC survey 1994,
investigate, empirically, the motivations that firms have for using trade credit to
finance the purchases of supplies and the relative amounts of trade credit used
in relation to firm size. The multivariate results from this study support the
transaction costs and financing theories of trade credit as determinants of the
level of trade credit use and of the relative value of accounts payable. The firms
production cycle is also an influence on the extent to which credit is used for
purchases. The authors estimate a multivariate statistical model in order to test
the theoretical propositions discussed above. There are relatively few empirical
studies of trade credit demand using firm level data. Elliehausen and Wolken
(1993) and Wilson, Singleton & Summers (1999) have considered trade credit
demand by small firms in the USA and UK respectively. Both use a model based
on work by Chant and Walker (1988) which considers a range of firm sizes but
does not make use of the sort of detailed firm level data included in the
Summers and Wilson study to augment financial and accounting data. Petersen
and Rajan (1997) also consider the topic using primarily financial data and
considering only supplier information costs, marketing and transaction cost
theories. Deloof & Jegers (1999) investigate the role of trade credit as a source
of finance for large Belgian firms, and consider the pecking order extent to which

it may be a substitute for other forms of finance. The Summers and Wilson
investigation expands on these previous studies by considering a wider range of
motivations for trade credit demand. It also complements them by considering
firms of similar size in a different country (by comparison with Elliehausen &
Wolken) and firms of different sizes in the same country (by comparison with
Wilson, Singleton & Summers).
In the sample 82% of respondents made over 80% of their purchases on credit
75% of firms accept trade credit from over 80% of their suppliers. Most firms
(72%) obtain 80% of their inputs from less than 24 main suppliers, although they
would typically deal regularly with others. Almost a third of the sample (33%) had
over 100 active suppliers at the time of the survey, and half had over 75. Perhaps
because of its general availability, an offer of credit terms is not as important a
factor in supplier choice as might otherwise be expected. Forty one percent of
firms rated it as an important or very important factor in supplier choice,
compared with 98% giving this rating to the quality of the product or service and
77% to the potential for a long term relationship. Neither would the prospect of
better credit terms lure most firms to an alternative supplier, only 21% always or
frequently did this. Respondents were asked a number of questions designed to
probe aspects of their use of trade credit. Seventy percent of the sample
reported that it was either always or frequently cheaper to finance purchases
through trade credit than to obtain finance elsewhere. Given a predominant use
of net rather than two-part terms in the UK this is not surprising; unless a firm
can obtain a discount for cash or early payment then net terms represent interest
free credit. These early findings for the UK environment seem to contrast with
those in some US literature. For example Elliehausen & Wolken (1993), in their
study of trade credit demand in the USA, state that “sellers that extend trade
credit typically offer cash discounts to encourage early payment”. Interestingly
only 57% of firms said that they always or frequently took an early payment
discount if it was offered. This is surprising, given the implicit high interest of
some two-part term offerings. Summers and Wilson suggest “that the way in
which two-part terms are perceived has an impact. Generally the discount offer
in two-part terms has been referred to as early payment discount in the UK,
being therefore cast as a reward for payment earlier than is necessary; the buyer
deciding whether to take discount is therefore evaluating whether the discount is
sufficient to warrant early payment. Although the implicit interest rate involved in
paying to net terms is high, the actual price reduction can be small and may be
insufficient to justify special administrative action to pay early. We might expect
therefore that taking of early payment discount would be related to the value of
purchases from the supplier.” The authors find that sixty one percent of
respondents reported always or frequently finding that the payment profile of
their customers made credit from suppliers a necessity. “As most firms both
receive and grant credit this could be a significant driver of credit use”. There is
some evidence that the relationship between buyer and supplier impacts on the
credit terms a firm receives. Sixty one percent of firms always or frequently
receive preferential credit terms from suppliers with which they have a long term
relationship and 57% receive such preferential treatment from suppliers for
whom they are large customers. This suggests some support for the theory that
credit can be used as a marketing tool and to build relationships.
The significant variables in the multivariate statistical model support the effects
of the variability of transactions with suppliers and the relative price of trade and
institutional credit. Firms with a larger number of suppliers and those which see

trade credit as a cheaper form of finance are both more likely to make extensive
use of trade credit.
The study finds results consistent with the results of Elliehausen & Wolken
(1993) that firms with high inventories use more trade credit. They interpret this
as indicating a financing motive on the basis that a high stock levels due to a
lengthy production process or difficulty selling the end product could indicate
increased business risk and therefore difficulty raising finance. However when
Summers and Wilson control for industry sector which reflect intrinsic
differences in the length of the production cycle, results in the stock turnover
variable being no longer significant this would lend support to the view that its
significance in the original model reflects differences in the intrinsic production
cycle rather than business risk. The significance of financing variables in the
models, particularly for the accounts payable to total assets ratio model, does not
of itself imply a response to credit rationing. However, the fact that variables
more indicative of financial difficulty, such as that representing the adverse
impact of bank credit limits or the risk score, are only significant in the accounts
payable model may be indicative of a finance gap. The use of short/medium term
finance is not significant in the models and hence cannot provide any evidence
on whether the two types of credit are complements or substitutes.
The model determining accounts payable to total assets model suggests support
for the transaction costs theory. Variables representing financial risk, business
risk and constraints on bank credit are all significant in the model with the
expected signs. “Thus high risk firms, owner managed firms and young firms are
all more likely to have a higher value of accounts payable relative to size. A
higher level of accounts payable is also correlated with the extent to which bank
credit limits are having an adverse impact on the business, but the use of short
term finance is not significant in this or the previous model, and so does not
provide an indication of whether the two forms of credit are complements or
substitutes”. Impacts of the firm’s relationships with customers and suppliers
are supported by the significance in the model of the trade debtors to total
assets ratio and the extent to which the firm has received preferential terms
from suppliers with which it has a long term relationship. The value of the firm’s
accounts payable relative to firm size is influenced by the firm’s size, its
investment in accounts receivable and marketing and customer relationship
building activity by the firms suppliers via preferential credit offers. The presence
of such offers supports the use of trade credit for price discrimination. Large
firms are found to have a higher accounts payable to total assets ratio, but the
exact cause of this is uncertain. In particular it is not clear whether large firms are
recipients of attractive credit offers or use market position to demand such
facilities. This result could support the transaction costs theory in that large firms
are expected to gain most from reduced brokerage costs but a note of caution is
raised, as there are a number of reasons why this result might be obtained.
Attracting large firms, as discussed above, is the major reason why suppliers
vary their credit terms (CMRC SME survey (1999)), and as such variations usually
involve extending the credit period recipients of such treatment would be
expected to have a higher relative level of accounts receivable. Late payment by
large firms due to their market power has also been put forward as a cause of
the late payment problems in the UK, and again this would result in large firms
having a relatively high level of accounts receivable. Summers and Wilson (2003)
conclude,
“Trade credit is generally seen as a cheaper option for financing purchases than

institutional finance; a result which may be linked to the large scale use of net,
rather than two-part, terms in the UK. The pervasive nature of trade credit leads
to it being seen as a hygiene factor, and therefore it has less influence on
supplier choice than might otherwise be expected. The customer-supplier
relationship however does influence the credit offering the firm receives, with
suppliers offering preferential terms where relationships are beneficial to both
parties. The benefits of such relationships may be reflected in the concentration
of purchase activity shown by most firms; typically firms obtain 80% or more of
their inputs from only a third of the suppliers with which they are actively
purchasing”.
A later study, Duc Le Tung and Wilson (2007), attempts to re-estimate the
demand-side model using the CMRC 2004 survey data. The results suggest a
pattern that is consistent with the view that firms with high financial risk tend to
have higher level of account payable relative to size. Two proxies for firms’
business risk are strongly significant. In addition the age of the company is
related to increased use of trade credit since established firms may be seen by
their suppliers as more credit-worthy. These firms may receive more credit from
these suppliers, especially those who want to invest in the trading relationship
with them. For this reason, we may find firms that operate in a long period in the
market have fairly high level of account payable relative to size.
Results on financing motivations support the hypothesis that when other forms
of finance are become more expensive, firms tend to use trade credit more
aggressively as an alternative source of finance. But there is also evidence that
young firms that are establishing themselves in the market use their ability to
attract trade finance as a means of attracting bank finance. Overall, however, the
result show that trade credit generates substitutional rather than complementary
effects on other short and medium-term finance.
All variables representing for the transaction cost theory are strongly significant
in the model. Thus firms with high volumes of purchases and large numbers of
suppliers tend to demand for more trade credit to alleviate the uncertainty in
transaction, to reduce transaction costs and to manage better the monetary
flows. There is evidence for the theory of trade credit as the specific investment.
Results show that firms with higher level of account payable in relation to its size
are likely to be offered more credit from its supplier with which it has a long-term
relationship. The model predicts strongly that firms whose market sector is
dominated by large buyers have less chance to balance the credit received and
consequently, have higher accounts payable to total assets ratio.
The results in relation to size suggest that smaller firms tend to use more trade
credit. However, this suggestion may be justified if by Petersen and Rajan
(1997), who argue that small firms are deemed to have high investment
opportunity, and suppliers of these firms are willing to invest an implicit equity
stake in them. Providing small firms with trade credit is a good strategy,
especially when the supplier has no potential substitutes or its customers.
Atanasova and Wilson (2003) use a large firm-level panel data base to look at the
relationship between ‘borrowing constraints’ and the demand for trade credit the
authors “find strong support for the prediction that when monetary policy
conditions tighten the bank constrained firms in our sample increase their
demand for trade credit substantially more than the firms that are not rationed by
banks (p511)”. The latter paper looks primarily at trade credit in the context of
monetary conditions, an issue that we turn to next.

6.5

Trade Credit and Monetary Policy

Trade credit, we have established, is a significant from of short-term finance
particularly for smaller businesses. The greater the usage of trade credit for
financing trade then the more likely we are to see businesses paying late
because of short-term cash flow and financing difficulties, financial stress or for
strategic reasons. The reliance on trade credit as a form of short-term finance, of
course, is related to the availability of other forms of finance. In the case of small
businesses, short-term (external) bank finance, and (internal cash) generation and
retained earnings are the important means of financing daily activities. However,
the availability of external finance to small and medium-sized firms is likely to
vary in important ways with changes in the macro-economic environment,
particularly with changes in monetary policy. In periods of monetary contraction,
for instance, SME’s can often not obtain the bank finance that they desire and
consequently substitute away from bank credit and increase their demand for
trade credit. During these periods pressure can be put on working capital and the
small business is more sensitive to variations in cash generation from customers
(i.e. late payers) which can in turn affect their ability to pay increased trade credit
invoices as they fall due. The suggestion, here, is that late payment ‘problems’
will be exacerbated for SME’s in periods of monetary tightness. There is
evidence, however, that during such periods larger companies alleviate the shortterm financing problem to some extent by providing more trade finance i.e. ‘the
credit channel theory’ of monetary transmission. Indeed, academic studies that
have provided some empirical evidence on this issue suggests that larger firms
are, in aggregate, net trade credit providers and may therefore provide an
important mechanism for channeling finance down to those firms (temporarily or
permanently) rationed by financial intermediaries. This has been documented by
Nilsen (2002), in the case of the US, and Biais et al. (1995), in the case of France.
These studies find that small firms, which are more likely to be credit rationed,
rely heavily on trade credit when credit market conditions deteriorate. In
contrast, Petersen and Rajan (1994,1995) for the US find that firms, which are
less likely to be bank credit constrained, tend to rely less on trade credit.
Monetary policy impulses that induce only small increases in short-term interest
rates often result in large and persistent reductions in aggregate demand (see
Bernanke et al. 1996). Such effects might occur even when there are no
significant changes in long-term interest rates, i.e. the firms’ cost of capital.
Recently, a debate about how credit market imperfections influence the
transmission of monetary policy to the real economy has resurfaced. A ‘credit
channel’ of monetary policy transmission a mechanism where credit market
imperfections may serve to amplify and propagate the effects of initial shocks to
the aggregate economy has been identified (see Kashyap and Stein, 1994 and
Bernanke et al., 1996 for surveys). The influence of credit market imperfections
on the transmission of monetary policy shocks to the real economy is still
controversial. Many economists believe that only the ‘money channel’ is
important. This view suggests that when the central bank reduces reserves,
higher costs of funds induce banks to reduce their demand deposits. If prices are
sticky, this short run decline in real money balances raises real interest rates to
slow interest sensitive spending and thus economic activity (see Mishkin, 1998).
The credit channel theory suggests that monetary policy can influence the
economy via two mechanisms: the volume of bank loan and the firms’ balance
sheet position. The ‘bank-lending channel’ hypothesis suggests that monetary
policy may influence the external finance premium by shifting the supply of bank
loans, while the ‘balance sheet channel’ suggests that monetary policy affects

the borrowers’ financial position, which in turn changes the borrowers external
finance premium. The bank-lending channel clearly emphasises the importance
of bank lending. It presumes that financial market imperfections can arise due to
informational asymmetries between borrowers and lenders. Some borrowers are
unable to obtain funding on the public capital markets without paying large
premiums. Banks specialise in providing ‘information intensive’ loans and are
therefore often able to reduce the premium on the finance for their borrowers.
This is not the case for smaller companies, which are particularly ‘informationally
opaque’. Monetary policy has real consequences for bank dependent borrowers
because of its effect on the banks’ ability to lend. Open market operations of the
central bank lead to a contraction in reserves and therefore to a decrease in
funds available for lending. As a result, bank-dependent borrowers are forced to
seek funds at a higher cost or are unable to obtain funds at all and thus their own
spending contracts. Whilst there are difficulties separating out the effects of the
‘balance sheet channel’ and the ‘bank-lending channel’, there appears to be
general agreement on the existence of the credit channel of monetary
transmission mechanism. The credit channel of monetary transmission suggests
that monetary tightening results in a contraction of the supply of credit to firms
who borrow via financial intermediaries. As with the bank lending channel, the
existence of the credit channel depends on the assumption that capital markets
are imperfect and that internal and external finance are not perfect substitutes.
The key point for this mechanism is that the size of the premium on external
finance depends on the firm’s balance sheet condition. Following a
contractionary monetary policy, firms’ balance sheets deteriorate and the
premiums on external finance rise, exacerbating the effect of the shock.
Bernanke et al. (1996) provide a comprehensive survey of the literature on the
financial ‘amplification’ effect. Both macro and micro level studies have provided
evidence for the importance of credit market imperfections as a propagator of
monetary policy shocks to the economy. Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) and Oliner
and Rudebusch (1996) study the behaviour of small and large manufacturing
firms and show that the sales of small firms tend to fall relative to the sales of
large firms in response to monetary tightening. In addition, the bank loans of
small firms fall relative to the bank loans of large firms after a monetary policy
shock. Calomiris et al. (1995) find that firm level commercial paper issuance is
not countercyclical (as demonstrated in prior studies) instead it is positively
correlated with sales. Also, high quality firms use commercial paper to finance
the accumulation of accounts receivable during downturns. This suggests that
commercial paper issuers serve as intermediaries during recessions.
In the context of macro-data studies, using innovations to the Federal Funds rate
as an indicator of shifts in monetary policy, Bernanke and Blinder (1992) find that
a positive shock to the funds rate leads to shifts in the portfolio of depository
institutions. Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) add some detail to the pattern of bank
portfolio dynamics. They find that total commercial and industrial loans do not
respond significantly to a monetary tightening, whereas real estate loans and
consumer loans account for almost the entire decline in bank loans after a
monetary tightening. Such findings are consistent with an existing credit channel
of monetary policy transmission. In a similar spirit. Friedman and Kuttner
(1993,1992) find that proxies for credit conditions such as the spread between
commercial paper and treasury bills have predictive content for economic
activity. Kashyap et al. (1993) show that the aggregate financing mix between
bank loans and commercial paper plays a key role during monetary contractions.
They find that the issuance of commercial paper jumps relative to bank loans
after monetary tightening. Trade credit is available to small firms yet its

unattractiveness makes them reluctant to switch from bank loans to this
substitute. However, when banks restrict credit, those firms depending on bank
finance are forced to use trade credit. Given that trade credit terms remain
constant over time (see for evidence Ng et al., 1999) during monetary
contractions it may become relatively cheaper for some firms to use it. It is this
imperfect substitutability of trade credit and bank loans that allows us to observe
systematic differences in the use of trade credit versus bank loans across tight
and easy monetary condition. Empirical studies in the US of the credit channel
using disaggregate (firm-level) data show that tightening monetary policy
disproportionately affects a class of firms that cannot readily switch to other
funds and those without access to credit markets.
Meltzer (1960), however, finds that the net inter-firm credit and inventories
increase substantially during periods of monetary contraction and firms with
relatively large cash balances increase the average length of time for which this
type of credit is extended. Meltzer concludes that the extension of inter-firm
credit appears to favour those firms most affected by credit rationing. This raises
the question of whether there is an ‘inter-firm credit channel’ that offsets the
standard ‘credit channel’ of monetary policy. Tightening monetary policy may
make conditions tighter for firms who want to borrow from banks and other
external agents, but firms who have direct access to capital markets may step in
to fill the financing gap via trade credit, thereby mitigating the effects of policy
tightening on real activities.
A good deal of empirical and theoretical academic work has attempted to
discover and explain the existence of the ‘inter-firm credit channel’ (from now on
we call the ‘trade credit channel’) and its relationship with monetary policy. This
trade credit literature focuses on two important aspects of trade finance: the
operational aspect and the financial aspect such as Ferris (1981), Petersen and
Rajan (1997), Smith (1987), and Biais and Gollier (1997). A further strand of
literature has sought to examine the relationship between trade credit and
monetary policy. There has, however, been little work on the Meltzer’s
redistribution hypothesis. Brenchling and Lipsey (1963; 1966) support the view
that net trade credit frustrates the effects of monetary policy, while White (1964)
rejects this hypothesis. Schwartz (1974) suggests trade credit supplements
capital market credit in a manner that reduces the efficacy of any given amount
of aggregate monetary control and mitigates the discriminatory effects believed
to be generated by restrictive monetary policy. Yet, Schwartz’s conclusion is
criticized as premature by Myers (1977). Marotta (1997) looks at the trade credit
flows in Italy but finds no conclusive evidence that trade credit acts to offset the
credit channel. However, recent developments in econometric methods and the
use of richer and larger datasets has produced research findings that provide
more robust and consistent support for the Meltzer’s hypothesis (see, for
instance, Kohler, Britton and Yates (2000), Nielsen (2002), and Mateut, Bougheas
and Mizen (2002)). Nonetheless, further research that examines trade credit
flows in periods of tightening monetary policy is merited.
The CMRC has undertaken research using data from UK companies on this
issue. A study by Atanasova and Wilson (2003) using data from a panel of UK
companies estimate a model of the demand for trade credit and the impact of
bank borrowing constraints on corporate financing policies over the business
cycle. The demand for trade credit is found to be a function of size, growth
opportunities, the level of short-term assets and the availability of internal funds.
The findings are consistent with previous studies that have confirmed the

pecking order and maturity matching hypotheses of corporate financing. The
study extends previous research on trade credit by considering explicitly the
effects of business cycle dynamics on the firms’ financing decisions. As
discussed in detail above, the credit channel of monetary policy transmission
predicts that when monetary policy tightens, the reduction of bank loans causes
bank dependent firms to cut spending independently of changes in the cost of
capital. In this paper we demonstrate that bank constrained firms increase their
use of trade credit, which is an unattractive/expensive substitute for bank credit.
This identification from the supply side provides support for a potent channel of
monetary transmission. Many researchers have attempted to quantify the effect
of financial constraints by using samples of smaller companies (see Gertler and
Gilchrist, 1994). However, in order to gauge the full effect of credit constraints,
we should not only measure the impact on smaller businesses, but also some
large firms. Evidence exists that some large firms are turning to trade credit
when money is tight (see Nilsen, 2002). To the extent that large firms are banks’
preferred customers, this implies that they are constrained in their use of bank
finance. Thus, the paper concludes that credit constraints may be more
widespread than previously believed.
In a further CMRC study Wilson and Le Duc (2007) attempt to re-examine and
extend Meltzer’s redistribution hypothesis using UK data. This study builds on
other empirical work in this area but: 1) It utilizes a large and unique sample of
13,293 annual observations of 944 UK firms that are selected randomly from a
current credit reference data-base. 2) It applies appropriate panel data estimation
techniques, which is expected to generate more robust and accurate results on
the relationship between trade credit and monetary policy than in previous
studies. 3) The data-set facilitates controls for the “two-way nature” of trade
credit by attempting to investigate not only account payables (AP), but also
account receivables (AR) and consequently the ‘net trade credit’ position of
individual firms (the difference between AR and AP). 4) It utilises a range of
variables reflecting the firms’ financial status. These variables are employed as
alternative classification criteria for splitting the sample. Different measures of
monetary policy are investigated. 5) Finally, it attempts to analyse trade credit
flows in firms prior to bankruptcy and compares the findings with the sub-sample
of active firms to see how trade credit granting and receiving behaviour differ
from the two.
The results of the analysis shows that indeed there is an increase in trade credit
flows in period of rising interest rates, but the magnitude is not very significant
overall. Firms in the sample offer trade credit to their customer, but at the same
time they receive more credit from their suppliers, resulting in a small volume of
net trade credit released. However, firms of different financial status behave
differently. Large firms offer more trade credit than they receive, resulting in an
increase in net trade credit given, while small firms do not. Medium firms receive
less trade credit whilst they offer more in this period. The novel finding is that
small firms extend trade credit more aggressively than medium and large firms.
This behaviour occurs even in those firms that eventually go bankrupt.
Interestingly, this behaviour may be one of the reasons that cause small firms
who cannot receive trade credit from their suppliers in period of monetary
contraction, to go bankrupt. This is evidenced by a reduction of account payables
of the small failed firms in periods of tightening monetary policy but a significant
increase their accounts receivable.
Analysing the same data-set Duc Le Tung (2007) analyses the extension of trade
credit by businesses in the UK, but unlike many recent studies it focuses on the

accounts payable behaviour when the firm is in financial distress. With a carefully
selected dataset that consists of UK firms that experienced at least one year in
financial distress, the study reveals the underlying incentives of the supplier’s
behaviour toward his distressed customers. Several interesting results regarding
the relationship between trade credit and financial distress are found, in which
firms’ accounts payable increase significantly when the firms are in down-turn.
The intensive use of trade credit is also a cause for the firm’s failure. Trade
creditors in the UK, although accounting for a large part in firm’s liabilities, are
greatly scattered and thus are rarely given seniority status when their customers
default. These features of the UK business environment give banks far more
power than trade creditors in extracting superior information from the borrowers.
The scattered position of suppliers makes it difficult to extract explicit
information from their customers. Plus with the sunk costs that are created
during the trading relationship with customers, it is not surprising to see
suppliers eagerly expanding trade credit to financially distressed customers, but
then being more likely to be locked with these customers in bad debt or even in
insolvent situations.
One more interesting finding in the research is that once entering in distress,
firms in wholesales and retails industry use more trade credit while firms in
manufacturing and services industry use less trade credit. This result is against
the expectation of the incentive motive theory, which suggests that the liquidity
of input will decide the amount of trade credit to a firm.
The analysis goes on to look at how suppliers adjust their credit policy toward
their customers when they (suppliers) are coping with financial distress. In the
sample non-distressed firms do not raise their accounts receivable relative to
sales when facing profitability problems. In such situations, they tend to use less
cash and use more short-term loans to finance their accounts receivable. They
can do this more easily than distressed firms because they can get better access
to external finance.
On the other hand, financially distressed firms rely heavily on their cash
generating ability and less on short-term loans. When making losses they tend to
raise their accounts receivable: sales ratio. Interestingly, the higher level of
accounts receivable: sales ratio may be the consequent of different behaviours.
Some firms use trade credit as a tool to promote sales and gain the market
share. The higher level of accounts receivable: sales ratio in this situation is the
result of a more aggressive credit policy toward customers. Meanwhile, some
other may find it difficult to enforce customers to repay. The contraction of
market share and the weakening financial status makes these firms less efficient
in threatening of cutting future supplies to their customers as well as of
undertaking legal action to recover its dues. The higher level of accounts
receivable: sales ratio in this situation is just the result of non (or late) - payment
from the customers.
The study examines the behaviour of distressed firm in different degrees of
industry concentration. In concentrated industries, distressed firms tend to raise
their accounts receivable: sales, while they do not in competitive industries. The
results suggest that firms in competitive industries do not seem to use trade
receivables as a tool to increase sales and market shares when thing start going
bad. Finally, the firm’s failure to enforce collection from customers is the
negative impact of financial distress on firm performance, and that the uncollected level of accounts receivables experienced by non-profitable firms with
negative sales growth is one of the costs of financial distress. The results show

that firms under distress may suffer a loss of 1.25 days of sales on average. For
those operating in concentrated industry the loss may go up to 1.67 days of
sales.

7. Assertions on the Causes of Late Payment
Given that there are a range and complexity of motives for businesses both
extending and receiving trade credit then late payment is likely to derive from
multiple and often complex causes. In the diagram below we attempt to summarise
the main themes associated with likely causes of late payments.
Figure 7.1

Assertions: Causes of Late Payment
Competition and Bargaining Power
Market Structure
‐ Imperfect competition
‐ Bargaining power
‐ Dominant Buyers/competitive suppliers
‐ ‘fair trading’
‐ Sub‐contracting
‐ Competitive process

Management and Customer Service
‐ Financial management practice
‐ Credit management practice
‐ Product and Service Quality
‐ After‐sales service

Macro and Financial Environment
Commercial and B2B Lending
‐ Flow of commercial finance/credit
‐ Monetary policy
‐ Flow and nature of credit information
‐ Credit Rationing (transitory/permanent)
‐ Capital Structure (bank/trade credit)

Business Cycle and Monetary Conditions
Business Cycle Upturn/Downturn

Business Cycle Downturn

‐ over‐trading
‐ under capitalised businesses
‐ inappropriate financing
‐ export growth/finance
‐ product life‐cycles/innovation

‐ tight lending/interest rates
‐ financial distress and insolvency
‐ creditors in the pecking order

The ‘popular’ view of the causes of late payment asserted that business customers
that have a dominant position in the market vis a vis suppliers are able to leverage
their own cash-flow and profits by taking extended trade credit from the supplybase. Clearly this behaviour is more likely in market structures where there exist
dominant buyers with very competitive supply chains. The buyer has bargaining
power arising from its ability to select from a range of potential suppliers and is able
to dictate the credit terms/periods from suppliers and/or take extended credit (pay
late) when it is advantageous to do so without fear of a loss of supply. Bargaining
may manifest itself by the buyer insisting on longer credit periods than the supplier
might wish to extend and/or discounts on the invoice values. Moreover, buyers with
bargaining power may insist on high standards of delivery, after-sales service and
invoicing providing much scope for disputing invoices and, in consequence,
extending the credit period. Bargaining power occurs where the buyer is a large
company and the supply-chain is composed of many small competitive businesses
or where the market structure is one of imperfect competition. However dominance

is not necessarily a function of the relative sizes of businesses. There are many
other types customer-supplier relationships where the customer may have a strong
bargaining position relative to the supplier related to product type rather than size of
order/business. For instance a supplier is vulnerable if the nature of the
product/service being supplied involves investing a lot of time and effort in securing
a sale with a customer (specific investment) and/or needs repeat business to make
the relationship profitable. Industry where there are contractors and subcontractors
(e.g. construction sector; software and IT provision) appear to be bedevilled by late
payment problems. Typically a contractor waits to be paid before being in a position
to pay subcontractors. In the latter case both the market structure and the complex
nature of the product/service precipitate the late payment problem. A recent
consultation document on the construction sector suggests that “problems of
disputed, late and non-payment continue to be commonplace”. Moreover, the “ the
vast majority -99 percent- of the 185,000 construction businesses are small or
micro, typically operating on low profit margins”. Of course, small businesses with
low profit margins are more sensitive to late payments and its impact on cash-flow
than larger more profitable companies.

One could assert that late payment is a function of poor business and credit
management practice. Where there is scope for disputing the quality of the
supplier’s products/services, after-sales service then the customer is likely to do so
and withhold payment until satisfied. This may be perceived as valid practice by the
customer but as late payment by the supplier. A particular issue surrounds credit
management practice and the establishment of the terms of trade prior to the sale.
As will be demonstrated later many small businesses extend credit to customers
without establishing the credit terms in advance with the customer or without even
specifying a payment date. Clearly this gives rise to possible disputes surrounding
the due date and precipitates uncertainty about the timing of cash-inflows. Good
credit management practice would ensure that credit terms, credit limits and credit
periods are clearly established with the customer prior to any trade and that goods
or services and invoices are supplied as pre-agreed. The supplier should endeavour
to credit check the customer and establish the financial health, risk and
creditworthiness of the customer. Disputes should be identified and resolved
quickly and ‘excuses’ for payment delays minimised or eliminated. Should late
payment still arise then it is likely that the customer is itself inefficient, acting
strategically and/or is in some unanticipated (short or long term) financial difficulty.
Of course, the risks of doing business dictate that the supplier cannot anticipate all
eventualities but should take all reasonable steps to minimise payment risks.
Unfortunately when a supplier makes the ‘lending decision’ to supply to a customer
on trade credit terms it is difficult to ascertain how much trade credit the customer
has received from other suppliers at any point in time and therefore establish
whether the customer will have enough cash to repay on the due date. Moreover,
customers that do not manage their own working capital well may not always have
cash resources available to pay creditors as debt fall due. Indeed financial and
working capital practice (or lack of) has often been cited as being as major reason for
late payments between businesses.

The reality of the competitive process is that businesses will establish and fail due
to changes in technology, product innovations and management mistakes and
inefficiencies. Businesses on the path to failure will typically begin to struggle with
cash-flow and financing and the servicing of debt. Often trade creditors will not be a
priority in the pecking order of creditors as the business attempts to stay afloat.
Firms in financial difficulty often stretch their creditors in order to alleviate cash-flow
problems. Thus businesses in financial distress will be late payers and businesses
that continue to supply will run the increased risk of slow or non-payment from
these customers. Particularly, as alluded to above, if the customer has increased the
amount of credit it has received from other trade suppliers. Moreover it can often be
the case that a business will fail quickly without showing obvious signs of financial
distress and the trade suppliers continues supplying on credit terms when the banks
have started to withdraw funding. Clearly the macro-economic climate will have a
bearing on the number of business failures as the economy moves through cycles.
Likewise we would expect to see late payments and bad debts increasing as the
economy moves into a through recession. Subsets of small businesses that
overtrade as the economy moves into growth are potential late payers.
A further assertion has been that small and growing businesses can get into
difficulties with cash-flow and payment when they have difficulty raising institutional
and bank finance. Businesses that are undercapitalised or inappropriately financed
have a constant battle with cash-flow. CMRC research identified that small, growing
businesses and particularly those that service export markets can be periodically
starved of cash and struggle to pay creditors. In an empirical study of the demand
for trade credit by small UK firms, CMRC found strong evidence of a financing
demand for trade credit. The paper surmised that small firms, which pay trade
credit liabilities late, appear to do so when they have reached their limit on shortterm bank finance. These 'credit rationed' firms were typically growing and export
oriented.
The different and complex causes of late payment behaviour suggests that policy
measures aimed at tackling late payment would have to attack the problem in a
number of ways. A range of possible measures might have an impact. Measures to
tackle dominant bargaining positions of customers; education and training in credit
and financial management and improvements in the flow of finance to SME's would
all help as would macro-economic policies that avoid boom and bust and
consequent high levels of business failure and financial distress.

8. Business Failure, Insolvency and Bankruptcy
As discussed above overdue payment to suppliers and default on trade and other
credit agreements is a function of the number of businesses experiencing financial
difficulties. The pattern of corporate bankruptcies and liquidations will be indicative
of the degree of fragility and corporate financial distress and one would expect late
payments to be a leading indicator of bad debts and insolvency/bankruptcy. Indeed
the economic cycle is likely to be the most important driver of the degree of
payment delays in the economy.

Chart 8.1
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There has been a trend increase in the number of active companies registered with
Companies House. The stock of active businesses approached 2.3 million in 2006.
According to Companies House the number of new incorporations has been
growing rapidly year on year, e.g. 43% 2003-6. In total, unincorporated businesses
and SMEs account for a significant proportion of the business stock. This is
estimated to have grown by more than 1.4 million since 1980. The stock of small
businesses is estimated at 3.8 million. SMEs account for 52% of aggregate
business turnover and 56% of private sector employment, according to the SBS.
Barclay’s bank estimated that the number of business start-ups has been growing at
approximately 20% pa since 2002; and in 2003 the number of new start-ups was
465,000. Business closures, however, are also high. It is estimated that over 50% of
new starts go out of business within 3 years. Of course, not all of these leave
unpaid debts behind.

The company birth rate, new registrations and a proportion of the stock of active
companies showed strong growth from 2000 to 2004 with a levelling off up to 2006
(Q2) at around 2%.

Company Birth Rate (2001-2006)

Chart 8.2

Source: Companies House
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The number of company insolvencies (compulsory and creditors’ voluntary
liquidations) in the England and Wales was 3,194 in the last quarter of 2006, nearly
half of the figure that was observed in the third quarter of 1992 with a record
number of 6,509.

Chart 8.3
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The trend fluctuated around 3,500 insolvencies per quarter between 1995 and 2007,
the figures have been much lower than the levels of the early 1990s’ recession. The
seasonally adjust figures provided by the Insolvency Service show 3,032 liquidations
in the second quarter of 2007, representing a 4.2% decrease on one year ago.
Corporate failure may be the necessary by product of the competitive process. One
might argue that markets basically keep efficient firms inside but throw out the
inefficient ones, as the natural process in aggregate economic activity, in order to
secure future growth and the efficient use of resources. However, company failures
result in immediate social costs for families after possible job losses or more
seriously affect a whole region or a city if the company is large enough to drive that
area’s economy. Indeed individual corporate failures have a knock on effect via bad
debts that puts pressure on the cash-flow of otherwise healthy companies and
impacts on their ability to generate new future projects or investments, and indeed,
may push them into bankruptcy.

Chart 8.4

The Relationship between Insolvencies and the Writeoff Rates of Banks (Source: Bank of England)
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Company failure investigations can be highly useful for banks, investors, and also
trade credit specialists. On the one hand, lenders need to know who to give credit
safely and profitably or creditors who to trade with or investors who to invest in. On
the other hand, they also want to know how companies they have a business
relationship would react to aggregate economic fluctuations. For instance, the Basel
Capital Accord has provided the impetus to lenders to research and develop
adequate default/failure prediction models for all of the business sectors of their
lending portfolios. Research by the Bank of England shows a clear relationship
between insolvencies and the write-off rate of the banks. One would expect a
similar relationship between bad debts related to trade credit and insolvency.

The Credit Reference Agencies play a very important role in provider creditors with
up to date risk and often payment behaviour information on the population of UK
businesses. Of course, as pointed out earlier information is perhaps the most power
weapon against late payment. Credit Reference information provides the lender with
an assessment of the risks of non-payment prior to any lending activity, alerts the
lender to changes in circumstances and can provide information of any changes in
the payment behaviour of the customer from a more holistic perspective. Of course,

payment behaviour is often factored into a businesses risk score and acts as an
important deterrent to poor payment behaviour by downgrading the late payer.

9. Personal Insolvency: bankruptcy and Voluntary Arrangements
Personal bankruptcy rates are used as a proxy for the failure rate amongst
unincorporated businesses. The levels of personal insolvency as gauged by the
number of bankruptcies and individual voluntary arrangements show a quite
spectacular increase since 2000. The beginning of this upward trend pre-dates the
changes in bankruptcy law introduced in April 2004 although there is a clear
acceleration in the levels of declared insolvencies post-2004. The Act appears to
have encouraged individuals on the path to bankruptcy to declare early. The
legislation changes allow individuals in serious financial difficulty to be discharged
from bankruptcy after a maximum of one year as opposed to 3 years under the old
rules. Although the legal changes make the bankruptcy option more attractive the
bankruptcy trend is more likely symptomatic of a tremendous increase in the
number of individuals facing severe financial difficulty. The level of personal
insolvency appears to have peaked at the end of 2006 and was at a level almost 3
times higher than the previous peak in the early 90’s recession.
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What is particularly striking about the growth in bankruptcy is that the trend increase
occurs against a background of generally good macro-economic and monetary

conditions, GDP growth, low interest rates, high levels of employment and strong
asset prices. The 90’s peak occurred against a backdrop of economic decline and
nominal interest rates in the region of 13-14%. Some commentators argue that the
insolvency levels are still relatively low in relation to the number of individuals in
debt and therefore are not indicative of a general increase in household financial
stress.
2

The personal bankruptcy ratio, bankruptcy filings per 10000 adults , rose from 0.30
in 1970 to 3.86 in 2005 and is estimated to have reached 4 in 2006.
Chart 9.2

The CMRC has produced a model of personal bankruptcy rates in an attempt to
determine the key drivers of bankruptcy. The purpose is to model variations in
personal bankruptcy in relation to other macro-economic and credit related statistics.
It is clear that personal bankruptcies, household indebtedness, and consumer credit
are highly interrelated. What is more, it is suggested that evolution of personal
bankruptcies and laws related to them have been influenced considerably by the
consumer credit expansion. Although there are some conflicting arguments
regarding why bankruptcies have increased steadily and reached to record levels,
the main reasons are generally cited as the increased credit availability, decreased
credit quality in the industry, decreased default costs (fall in “social stigma” or in
“legal costs”), changes in regulations and laws, and macroeconomic shocks.
The data used in our study are described briefly below:
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Data from The Insolvency Service and ONS

The personal bankruptcy ratio is calculated as the number of individual insolvencies
divided by the adult population. The insolvency data is gathered from the Insolvency
Service as the number of individual insolvencies in England and Wales on a
seasonally unadjusted and quarterly basis from 1960 to 2006. The quarterly
population data for the UK is collected from the Office for National Statistics as the
population aged over 16 (ONS code: MGSL). The England and Wales quarterly adult
population is then calculated from the population estimates gathered from the
General Register Office for Scotland and Northern Ireland Statistics and Research
Agency.
Debt-to-income ratio, an indicator of the household indebtedness level, is calculated
as the total household liabilities (ONS code: NNPP) divided by the real households’
disposable income (ONS code: NRJR) with the ONS data on a quarterly basis from
1987 to 2006. Quarterly values of Real Households’ Disposable Income are
multiplied by 4 to match the nature of the liability values. Capital Gearing, a factor
that shows the level of indebtedness relative to household wealth, is calculated as
the ratio of total household liabilities (ONS code: NNPP) divided by total household
financial assets (ONS code: NNML).
Amounts Outstanding of Net Lending to Individuals, an indicator of the trend in the
consumer credit volume, is reported both for each lender type and for each type of
lending. The Bank of England data contains information about UK Resident Banks’,
Building Societies’, other specialist lenders’, retailers’, and other lenders’ lending as
well as secured and unsecured lending in total over time. However, the data do not
inform about the proportion of secured or unsecured lending for each type of lender.
Write-off Ratio, an indicator of the default behaviour over time, is calculated as the
Amount of Write-offs of Lending to Individuals divided by the Amounts Outstanding
of Net Lending to Individuals using Bank of England data on a quarterly basis. The
data includes only UK Resident Banks’ write-off amounts for secured and unsecured
lending. However, amounts outstanding of UK Resident Banks’ secured or
unsecured lending is not available separately. Therefore, although it is more desired
to use the unsecured lending write-off ratio, such an application is not possible with
the data available. Hence, the ratio calculated here is the UK Residents’ Banks’
write-off ratio in total including both secured and unsecured lending due to the data
limitation.
ILO Unemployment Rate for England (ONS code: YCZG) is selected to represent
Unemployment, a proxy of economic discomfort and financial strain for households.
Since the ILO rate is calculated for the economically active resident population, it
may also be more representative for the economic shocks for households.
Data for Interest Rates, which could be stated as the cost of credit, is collected as
Treasury Bill interest rates given that, as widely argued, economic conditions as well
as the inflation may have an effect on Treasury Bill Interest Rates. Data for Quarterly
average rate of discount of 3 mount Treasury Bills is gathered from Bank of England
on a quarterly basis from 1975 to 2006.
Data for Household Savings, which would help to deal with income shocks, is
gathered from the ONS as the Households’ Saving Ratio (ONS code: NRJS) on a

quarterly basis from 1963 to 2006. Self-employment is calculated with a ratio as the
number of self-employed divided by the adult population. Data for the number of
self-employed is gathered from the ONS (ONS code: MGRQ) for the UK and the UK
adult population is used to calculate the ratio accordingly.
Retail Prices Index (RPI), one of the main measures of inflation, is used as an
indicator of the changes in the cost of living that may have an effect on households.
The RPI data is collected from the ONS as the RPIX (ONS code: CHMK) which is the
retail prices index excluding mortgage interest payments to minimise the impact of
the interest rate changes.
Consumer Confidence, a factor that may affect bankruptcy decisions as public’s
confidence in the economy, is represented with Retail Sales Index (RSI) in terms of
volume with constant prices for predominantly non-food stores (ONS code: EAGX).
Consumer spending, which is one of the main economic drivers of the whole
economy, is generally cited to be affected by consumers’ confidence in the
economy. Another general view is that when consumer confidence falls, it is more
likely to see a drop in spending on comfort or durable products than in spending on
food.
Income Gearing, an indicator of the affordability of debt, is considered as both
mortgage and total income gearing. Total Income Gearing, which is related to the
total cost of servicing household debt, is calculated as the ratio of household
interest payments (ONS code: QWMG) to real households’ disposable income (ONS
code: NRJR) on a quarterly basis. Mortgage Income Gearing is calculated as
mortgage average interest rate (ONS code: AJNL) multiplied by amounts
outstanding of total secured net lending (Bank of England data) and divided by real
households’ disposable income (ONS code: NRJR).
The series are modelled using a dynamic time-series methodology which attempts
to identify and model those factors that form a long term relationship with personal
bankruptcy rates with those that affect bankruptcy rate in terms of short-run
dynamics. The debt-to-income ratio and the indebtedness level of households,
emerge as the key long-term determinants of personal bankruptcies in the sample
period. The econometric model suggests that other than the debt-to-income ratio,
the growth rate of the write-off ratio and consumer confidence have significant
short-run effects on personal bankruptcies. Although the study does not find
unemployment or inflation significant in the equation, they still may have an impact
on bankruptcies. The reason of insignificance may be the relatively stable nature and
low levels of such factors in the sample period. The results of this study need to be
interpreted according to the sample period. The write-off ratio only has a short-run
impact on personal bankruptcies in the sample period. The ratio used in this
research is a general ratio of all lending types. However, unsecured lending write-off
ratio may still form a long term relationship with personal bankruptcies. The research
is unable to explain a relatively sharper increase in personal bankruptcies between
2004 and 2006 other than suggesting that the new bankruptcy law is largely
responsible for this increase.

To the extent that these drivers affect the rate of bankruptcy then we might expect
them to have an impact on the payment behaviour of unincorporated businesses.
The personal finances of owner managers are inextricably linked to the finances of
the business. As personal bankruptcies increase then so does financial distress
amongst the unincorporated business sector and experiences of payment delays
and bad debt increase.

10. Evidence on Payment Behaviour and the Late Payment Problem
In this section we examine the evidence as to actual payment behaviour amongst
UK businesses and the perceptions of late payment as a ‘problem’ within the
business sector. The data covers the period 1997-2006/7 and therefore has
evidence pre-legislation and as the late payment of commercial debts (interest) act
is phased in. Of course, during this period as well as changes in the legal and
regulatory environment, there are changes in the economic conditions affecting all
businesses, in the supply of bank and institutional finance to businesses and
changes in business practices in respect of credit and financial management. This
section utilises survey evidence from a number of sources and different time
periods. All of the surveys cover aspects of credit granting and credit management.
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CMRC has undertaken a number of business surveys during the time period and
administered a quarterly survey (CMRC Quarterly Review) during the period 19982007. The respondents to the Quarterly Review were sent questionnaires on special
topics on a number of occasions covering: the use of debt collection agents; the use
of credit insurance; the use of the late payment legislation and the benefits of
prompt payment. CMRC carried out three separate surveys of SME’s in 1996, 2000,
and 2004; surveys of UK businesses in 1994 and 2004; and a European Business
Survey in 2006. Other surveys that inform this section are the Credit Agency
Experian’s analysis of payment times from its Payment Performance data-base;
Intrum Justitia’s surveys of payment times across Europe; and two surveys that
follow the CMRC 1994 survey format: Manchester Business School’s SME survey
and Bradford Management Centre’s Large Firm survey. The dates of the surveys are
summarised in the table above.

10.1

Interpreting Data on ‘Payment Times’

The main sources of data on actual payment times are company accounts, sales
ledger data and one-off or regular surveys of businesses. The relevant data taken
from company accounts is generated from trade debtor and trade creditor figures on
the ‘balance sheet’ which is used to calculate the financial ratios, debtor days and
creditor days. From an individual businesses perspective debtor days proxies the
average time (in days) that customers are taking to pay the business and creditor
days proxies the average time (in days) that the business is taking to pay its
suppliers. Credit Reference Agencies often collect data directly from company sales
ledgers and are able to track the individual transactions with its customer(s) (subject
company(s)). Typically they analyse the payment experiences of many different
companies which report on the number of days the same subject company takes to
pay its invoices. From this information they can calculate how long, on average, any
individual company is taking to pay its suppliers. The sales ledger information
provided by participating companies enables the CRA to build a payment profile and
history of each company on the database. The data reported by Experian, for
instance, has a sample size of over 400,000 subject companies and covers the
period 2000-2007.
Of course, the measures discussed above are a proxy of the average payment time
a customer is taking to pay from the receipt of an invoice and do not isolate the
‘number of days overdue’ i.e. late payment. The total payment time includes the
agreed or assumed credit period plus, if late, the number of days overdue. As a
simple illustration, the chart below presents two debtor days figures of 38 days and
48 days. The first can be broken down into 30 days credit period given to the
customer but the customer pay 8 days late. The second figure of 48 days reflects a
45 day credit period given to the customer who then pays 3 days late. The overdue
periods may be caused by the customer disputing the invoice and/or the quality of
the supplied goods/services, because of uncertainty about the actual agreed or
implied credit terms or because the supplier has extended credit to a risky customer
and/or has an inefficient ‘collections process’. In some circumstances the supplier
may ‘allow’ the customer to take longer than the initially agreed terms as discussed
in the earlier sections. In sum we have to be cautious about interpreting variations in
payment periods, as measured above, as indicative of ‘poor payment practice’.
Moreover an increasing/decreasing trend in payment times may reflect changes and
flexibility in credit periods rather than increase/decreases in overdue periods.
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The CMRC surveys, reported later, collect data on average payment times but can
disaggregate the total payment time to isolate overdue periods. The European
Payment survey of businesses administered by the debt collection company, Intrum
Justitia, collects data on ‘contractual’ payment periods and overdue periods across
European businesses.

10.2 Payment Times in the UK 1997-2007
10.2.1 Experian Surveys 2000-2007
The survey undertaken by Experian is probably the largest and most consistent
sources of information on the payment periods taken by UK businesses. The data is
used to measure the average payment time from receipt of invoice and can be
plotted over time and by size band (small, medium and large) the data is reported by
Experian bi-annually in November and May of each year across 30 industrial sectors.
Averaging across all sectors we can gauge any systematic changes in payment
times during the time period 2000 to 2007.
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It is clear from the chart above that payment times have remained relatively
constant over the whole time period with small and medium firms taking between
58 and 61 days to settle from receipt of invoice and large firms taking 74 to 81 days.
Interestingly during the slight economic downturn around 2000-3001 the payment
times of large firms shortened and those of small and medium increased
(marginally). All size bands show a slight increase in payment times since 2005. The

results suggest that there has been no systematic change in payment periods
during the time period and no noticeable change in payment behaviours in relation to
the phasing of the late payment legislation. There is some evidence of a
deterioration in payment behaviour in 2007 as the economy moves into slow down
and the rate of insolvency/bankruptcy increases. The results on sector level
variations are presented in the next section.

Experian : Average Payment Times By Sector
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10.2.2. CMRC Quarterly Business Survey
The Credit Management Research Centre (CMRC) at Leeds University Business
School has undertaken a quarterly survey of a panel of UK businesses since 1998.
The chart above shows the CMRC Late Payment Indicator (CPI 1). This is a
confidence indicator based on reports that payments from customers are being
received on time. A higher figure means that companies in the survey panel are
reporting better payment conditions. Consistent with the findings of Experian there
has been some variation in payment experiences over the time period 1998-2006
but no systematic increase or decrease in the payment index. There has been a
recent fall in confidence in the last 2 quarters up to Q4 2007 with the index at its
lowest point in the last 5 years

Chart 10.5 Payment Confidence Index (CMRC)
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The survey collects information on the average payment delay that the respondent
experiences i.e. the number of days overdue. Payment from customers beyond the
due date has remained fairly stable over the time period but show some increase in
2007 reaching an average of 18 days in the latest quarter (Q35). Manufacturing
companies suffer the longest late payment delays with an average of 21 days
overdue compared with just 17 days for the service sector. Micro and smaller
companies report the longest payment delays (22 and 20 days respectively). In
contrast, larger companies employing over 250 people indicate an average payment
time delay of just 8 days. Thus, consistent with Experian data the CMRC survey
shows no trend change in overdue days but some deterioration in 2007 in line with
changing economic conditions.

10.3

UK in a European Context

10.3.1 Intrum Justitia
The debt collection company, Intrum Justitia, undertake an annual survey of
businesses across 22 European countries and compile data on the average credit
period (contractual terms) and the average payment period (including overdue). In
th
their 2006 survey the UK ranks 18 out of 22 in terms of total payment periods and
th
17 on overdue periods.

Chart 10.6
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Intrum Justitia Survey: European Payment Times
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Intrum Justitia use their survey data to compile a ‘European Payment Index’ (EPI)
which combines a number of factors reflecting payment behaviour in the country.
Generally payment behaviour is better in the Nordic countries and worst in Southern
Mediterranean and Eastern European countries with the UK ranking better than
average.

2.

Intrum Justitia :Payment Index Scores
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The surveys undertaken by Intrum Justitia in 1997 (pre-legislation) and 2003 show a
pattern that is consistent with other studies. The UK shows an average overdue
period of 18 days with an average credit period of 34 days
.

3.
Payment Term, Duration and Delay – Europe 2003

Comparison of Payment Delays in 1997 and 2003 ‐ Europe

10.3.2 CMRC: European Survey 2006
A business survey administered by CMRC, on behalf of the credit insurer, Euler
Hermes, in 2006 generated some data on payment times and overdue periods
across businesses in 10 European countries. The chart below shows the average
day’s sales outstanding figure reported in each country and the average payment
beyond the due date. The DSO figure incorporates the entire credit period (including
the credit term offered), whereas the payment beyond due date is the figure from
the end of the credit terms offered. As can be seen, the sample average ‘DSO’ is 45
days. In terms of ‘Payment Beyond Due Date’, the average is 15 days and most
firms in participating countries do not have a figure beyond 20 days, with the
exception of Portugal (21 days), Germany (22 days) and Spain (23 days).
Chart 10.7
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The average percentage of accounts which are reported to be paid on time across
the sample is 71% for sales accounts and 67% of customer accounts. Conversely,
this means that 29% of sales accounts and 31% of customer accounts are paid
after the due date. Polish companies, for example, seemingly suffer most with late
paying accounts, with only 51% of their customer accounts and 67% of their sales
accounts paying on time.
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The table below shows that only 2% of the survey population replied 'never' when
asked if their customers ever pay them late. Companies located in Hungary are least
likely to suffer from late paying customers. A quarter of Hungarian firms stated that
they never have this problem. By contrast, a significant number of Polish companies
(19%) 'always' suffer from late paying customers.

Table 10.8
Table 10.8

All countries
Belgium (BE)
France (FR)
Germany (GE)
Netherlands
(NL)
Hungary (HU)
Italy (IT)
Spain (SP)
Poland (PL)
Portugal (PT)
United
Kingdom

Never
2
3
4
14
7

26
18
24
24
30

43
48
41
45
54

26
23
28
13
6

Always
3
8
3
4
3

25
5
7
5
2
2

20
31
8
20
20
24

33
32
69
8
32
44

18
25
8
48
42
27

4
7
8
19
4
3

11.

Perceptions of the Late Payment Problem

In this section we examine evidence from various surveys of businesses that have
been carried pre and post late payment legislation. The surveys examine aspects of
credit and financial management within businesses encompassing a range of size
and sectors. Crucially they collect information on the perception of late payment as a
‘problem’ and trends in the number and value of accounts ‘paid on time’. To some
extent the latter is also a ‘perception’. Businesses that are sensitive to payment
behaviours from their customers are more likely to indicate that payments are ‘late’
than businesses that have the financial strength to absorb some variations in
payment times and/or anticipate actual payment behaviour. Interestingly, although
there is much evidence to suggest that actual payment and overdue periods have
changed little, on average, over the period 1997-2007 the perception of late
payment has.
11.1

Pre-Legislation Evidence

The CMRC survey administered in 1994 and referred to in the earlier section
showed that around 45% of small firm invoices were ‘paid on time’ a figure that has
remained relatively constant for 10 years. The survey was undertaken as the
economy moved out of recession and almost 30% of companies indicated that their
company had been adversely affected by bad debt and late payments and 63% of
respondents felt that the introduction of a statutory right to interest would help to
reduce late payments in the future. A survey of SME’s by Manchester Business
School in 1997 (Chittenden et al 1998), which was based on the questions in the
CMRC survey generated similar results. The MBS study found that less than 50% of
customers settle their invoices on time and that 25% of small firms indicated that
they faced serious or very serious late payment problems. The sector breakdown
showed that 34% of SME’s in Business Services, 29% in Construction, 19% in
Manufacturing and 13% of SME’s in Wholesale had serious problems with late
payment. The average payment period was 53 days in the survey. Interestingly the
survey found that 43% of firms indicated that they had incorporated a right to
charge interest in their credit policies but few firms ever applied it (2%). The CMRC
survey had a similar finding of 44% with a right to interest clause. The CMRC small
firm survey, 1996, found that 52% of the sample indicated that late payment was an
important/very important problem and 54% of customers paid on time. Those
companies that indicated that they had a late payment problem were more likely to
pay their own suppliers late, 77% indicated that they paid late occasionally or more
frequently. The average debtor days, in companies indicating late payment problems
was 50, compared to 39 for those without a problem. An analysis of companies
experiencing late payment problems found them to operate in competitive and price
sensitive markets with standardised products. Businesses in sectors such as timber,
construction and textiles experienced most problems. Interestingly the study found
that younger businesses were most likely to indicate late payment problems as
were businesses that were trading with other small businesses. Small businesses
that were selling to large businesses were significantly less likely to indicate a late
payment problem. Moreover there was some correlation between experiencing late
payment and credit management practice. Those firms with less of a problem were

more likely to have a credit policy and spend more time on ‘front-end’ credit
management.
An analysis was undertaken on a question that asked the small businesses how
frequently they paid their own suppliers late. The analysis concluded that the “
profile of smaller firms who pay late suggests that these firms are trading in
competitive new and overseas markets, who are having difficulty in raising external
finance from the banking sector. Their cash flow is affected by customer demands
for long credit periods, liquidity is relatively low and they choose to finance their
operations by via short-term bank credit and extended trade credit at a premium rate
of interest” (CMRC, 1996, p64).
As a follow up to the CMRC 1996 SME survey interviews were conducted with 13
small businesses from the sample during 1997, reported in Howorth and Wilson
(1998). The interviews analysed in some depth the management and financing of
trade credit. The survey had revealed that a large number of businesses have late
payment problems. The interviews showed that some firms were more sensitive to
late payment than others. “At the extreme two types of firms were identified, those
who ‘suffered’ from late payment and those who ‘controlled’ it (p314). The authors
find that firms suffering from late payment were ‘typically undercapitalised, had poor
credit management practices and felt powerless to do anything about their debtor’s
late payments. However the actual dominance of particular customers did not
appear to be a causal factor in firms’ sensitivity to late payments’. Moreover,
“sensitivity to late payment was reduced in firms with long-term financial stability
and by having good knowledge of when payments could be expected, enabling
cash-flow to be planned” (p314).Late payment was less of a problem in SME’s that
had adopted sound credit management practices. The study suggests that
education in financial and credit management practices would do more to reduce
late payment problems than other interventions.
Pike, Cheng and Chadwick (1998) collected data on a sample of 154 large UK
companies in order to investigate aspects of credit granting and credit management.
Of relevance to this report is how quickly these large companies paid their invoices.
The study finds that when “looking at the surveyed firms as customers, most firms
pay their bills reasonably quickly. Over one-third (34%) of the respondents claimed
to pay their bills within the agreed credit period”. Dividing the sample into major and
medium firms 50% claimed to pay their bills promptly whereas medium firms were
less prompt. However, 18% of large firms institute their own payment policy rather
than adhering to supplier credit terms. 57% of the sample indicated that they react
to early payment discounts and pay early. Regarding the legislation that requires
PLC’s to report their payment policies only 38% of firms thought that this would
help to improve payment behaviour with 56% believing that it would not be helpful.
The latter indicated that it would lead to businesses negotiating longer credit
periods.
In a further analysis of the same data Pike and Cheng (2001) analyse variations in
the days overdue (late payment) experienced by firms in their sample. The authors
model days overdue using a multivariate statistical model and find that firm size is
correlated with late payment withb the smaller firms experiencing the greater delay.

However when they control fro credit policy and practice firm size becomes
insignificant. The authors suggest that “it is the other factors that are highly
correlated with firm size”. Larger firms take more care to categorise customer risk
and implement better credit control and payment methods and it is these
arrangements that give rise to more prompt payment for the customer base.

11.2

Credit Periods: Pre-legislation Surveys

Generally there appears to be a negative correlation between firms size and the
length of the credit period offered when controlling for the other factors affecting
credit period. Thus larger firms extend credit on 30 days periods or less whereas
smaller firms are likely to offer longer periods,
The SME survey of 1996 asked respondents to indicate the standard credit terms
that they offered to customers.
CMRC SME Survey 1996: Credit Periods

______________________________________________________
Credit Period (days)
Cash Terms
1- 7 days
8-14 days
15-29 days
30 days
31-46 days
47-60 days
60 days +

N
24
14
24
27
205
170
24
12

% firms
4.8
2.8
4.8
5.4
41.0
34.0
4.8
2.4

___
Total 500 100
Mean Sd Min Max
Credit period (days) 34 14.8 0 75

_____________________________________________________
The majority of firms in the sample offer primarily net terms; 20% offer two
part terms and 5% regularly offer cash terms. Firms were asked the number
of days credit that their standard terms allow. i.e. their net period; the results
are summarised in the Table. The distribution had several clear peaks the
most prominent being at 30 days (41% of cases) with subsidiary peaks at 45
days and 60, the longest credit period being 75 days. 8% of cases were
offering credit periods of less than 14 days.

Table 11.1 CMRC 1994 Survey: Credit Periods

Again the distribution had several clear peaks the most prominent being at 30
days (66% of cases) with subsidiary peaks at 45 (12% of cases) and 60 days
(9% of cases). No other period was quoted by more than 5% of cases. The
distribution follows the same pattern for firms offering primarily net terms
and for those offering two-part terms. As a 45 day net period corresponds to
terms of 30 EOM, over three quarters of firms in the survey are offering 30
days credit from date of invoice or from the end of the month in which
invoicing takes place.
11.3

CMRC Small Firm Surveys

In this section we can compare the results of three SME surveys undertaken by
CMRC in 1996, 2000 and 2004. Questionnaires responses were obtained from
approximately 500 small firms in each of the years and common questions were
asked in each survey in order to ascertain trends. Each of the surveys asked
respondents if they felt that late payments from customers was an ‘important
problem’ for their business and were asked to respond on a five-point scale (1= not
at all; 5= very important). The results suggest that late payment as a problem has
diminished in importance over the period 1996-2004. In 1996 63% of SME’s
thought late payment was an important (4) or very important problem (5). This
reduced to 48% in 2000 and 35% in 2004. Clearly 35% of businesses citing late
payment as a ‘problem’ is still of some concern but nonetheless improving.

Table 11.2

Small Firms’ regarding late payment as a problem for their
business (1996 – 2004)
Proportion/ Mean

Year

1996

Is late payment a problem?
3.72
(1 = not at all important, 5 = very important)

2000

2004

3.31

2.99

Chart1
40

37

29

30

29
26

26

25

23

22

20

20

17
13

10

9
7

10
8

0
Not at all
important

2

1996

3

2000

4

Very important

2004

Consistent with the finding that fewer SME’s were suggesting that late payment
was a problem, the number of companies reporting that they were ‘paid on time’
increased. This was measured as ‘sales’ and ‘customer accounts’ and ‘invoices’
being paid on time.

Chart 2
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The percentage of invoices paid on time increased from 59% in 1996 to 65% in
2004.
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There is strong evidence in improvements in credit management practice across the
three surveys. In relation to late payers it appears that more businesses are
indicating that they carry out a formal analysis of late paying accounts. A rise from
18% in 1996 to 41% of 2004. More companies in 2004 (87%) reported that they
were prepared to withhold supplies from slow paying customers than in 1996
(63%).
Table 11.3
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

2000

2004

Do you formally analyse late 18%
accounts?

11%

41%

Do you withhold supplies to 63%
slow paying customers?

76%

87%

The surveys looked the speed of response to late paying customers by collecting
information on the process for stopping supplies to customers. Generally the
respondents are stopping supplies more quickly and therefore limiting the amounts
of overdue debts.

Chart 11.4 Time after Due Date to Stopping Supplies
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The survey respondents were asked about their own payment behaviour towards
suppliers. The proportion of companies who indicated that they pay their own
suppliers after the due date fell over the surveys.
Table 11.5
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Do you ever pay suppliers
late?

2000

2.83

2004

2.79

2.77

(1 = not at all likely, 5 = very likely)
The question asked respondents about the likelihood of them paying their own
suppliers late. In 1996 around 30% indicated that they were quite or very likely to do
so this fell, marginally, to 26% in 2004.

Chart 11.5 Small Firms’ indicating that they would pay their suppliers late
(1996 – 2004)
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11.4

CMRC Quarterly Review – Special Topic (Debt Collection)

In special surveys of the CMRC Quarterly Review panel in 2003, 2005 and 2007
respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they had experienced late
payment and bad debt problems from their customer base. The figures below show
the percentage of companies indicating that they are positively affected by these
issues both domestically and in international trade. As can be seen 34% of large
firms state that they are constantly affected by customer late payment and over a
quarter of large companies state that they are affected by bad debt in their customer
portfolio.
Chart 11.6
1. Bad Debt and Late Payment Problems: 2007
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When this data is analysed for smaller companies, 37% state that they are always
affected by domestic customer late payment and 26% indicate a problem with bad
debt.

2. Bad Debt and Late Payment Problems: 2007
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Trends 2003-2007
Bad Debt – Domestic Trends
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they had experienced problems with
bad debt and late payment and the figures below represent the changes in these
perceptions during the last four years. In 2007 there has been an increase in
perceptions of bad debt with 25% of larger companies and 26% of SME’s now
state that this is a consistent problem within their business.
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Late Payment – Domestic Trends
Companies responding to the survey were asked if they are affected by late
payment from customers. 34% of large firms and 37% of SME’s indicated that late
payment was a serious ongoing problem in their domestic activities which
represents an increase since 2003.

5. Late Payment Problems (domestic)
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11.5

Use of the UK Late Payment Legislation – the early impact (1998-1999)

As discussed earlier, many organisations expressed their views at the time of the
legislative debate. Business lobby groups such as the Forum for Private Business
supported the introduction of the Act. Research by the FPB in 1998 showed the late
payment of bills imposed a significant cost on both individual businesses and the
overall economy. The FPB estimated that the average cost of late payment to a
business with a £500,000 annual turnover could be as much as £10,000. 75% of the
Institute of Credit Management’s members were reported as supportive for the
introduction of the Bill. Another survey by the Midland bank in 1998 found that 79
per cent of businesses supported the introduction of Legislation and 77 per cent of
small businesses stated that they intended to use it. The CMRC 1994 survey found
that 63% of businesses felt that the introduction of a statutory right to interest
would help to reduce late payment. The CMRC small firm survey in 1996 found that
56% of respondents felt that statutory interest would help ‘a great deal’.
Organisations such as the CBI and the British Chamber of Commerce questioned
how effective such legislation would be in practice. Groups who were against a
Legislative approach believed that it risked damaging small businesses, could add
extra costs and was unlikely to provide a level playing ground for all sizes of
business. Since the introduction of late payment legislation in 1998, most business
groups agree that although the legislation has provided a formal guidance in tackling
habitual late payment, actual use of the Act has remained limited and many
business support organisations still communicate the message that good internal
credit management practices are the best approach to reducing late payment risk.
Shortly after the introduction of the Act, CMRC research in 1999 (Quarterly Review)
showed that on average small firms had 52% of their invoiced sales paid on time,
whereas large firms had 58%. 88% of small businesses were aware of the late
payment legislation but only 2% had already used the legislation to charge interest.
A further 18% were planning to do so.

Most significantly, 30% of respondents were wary of using the legislation for fear of
damaging customer relations/customer retention. 9% expressed some difficulties
with the accounting and administrative aspects of charging interest. Only 3% of
large firms made early changes to the way in which they handled payment at the
time of the introduction of the legislation in 1998.

11.6 Use of the UK Late Payment Legislation – further research (2002 – 2007)
Later CMRC (Quarterly Review) research in 2002 showed that 79% of businesses
were aware of the first phase (November 1998) and second phase (November
2000). Specific research relating to the first phases of the legislation showed that
5% of small businesses (one in twenty) had actually used the interest to charge
interest from customers during 2002. As can be seen below initial usage among
small firms increased from 2000-2001 but dropped again in 2002. Usage of the
Legislation since 2002 to enforce an interest charge has remained consistently at
5% of all businesses.

Change in Small Firms using the Late Payment Legislation (1999-2002)
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Further CMRC research in 2004 showed that only 38% of firms made their
customers aware of their rights under the late payment legislation when negotiating
terms and conditions for granting trade credit. 36% of these firms indicated that
being charged interest made them pay a debt more quickly than otherwise would
have been the case.
In 2004, firms who were surveyed did not place high expectations on the effect of
the Legislation on UK payment culture. 69% of sample firms had a neutral opinion,
21% of firms saw it is advantageous and around 10% said that it would have a
negative impact.
CMRC found that those firms that had high expectations about the effectiveness of
the Legislation were those that viewed bad debt and late payment as a serious
problem for their business. They tended to conduct formal analysis of the reasons
for late payment and were more likely to apply the third phase of the legislation in
charging interest on late payments.

However, for the whole sample, firms show some hesitation when being asked
whether they would use the third phase of the legislation to charge interest on late
payment. 57% of sample firms confirmed that they would not do it for any
customer. 35% of firms would use it for some customers and only 3% apply for all
customers. A significant proportion of firms stated that the felt that their relationship
with customers would be damaged if they applied the Act.
Nonetheless, if the situation worsened, 78% of sample firms were willing to pursue
late payments through the courts and 97% of them were willing to consider
claiming interest for late payment. As expected, firms that specified their rights
under the late payment legislation when negotiating terms and conditions of credit
were more likely to pursue late payments through the court.
Table 11.8
Do you pursue
late payment
through the
courts (1)

Sub-group of
firms that
specify their
rights

Sub-group of
firms that do
not specify
their rights

Significant

0.87

0.73

0.011*

* Significant at 5% level,
(1): ‘0’ for ‘no’ and ‘1’ for ‘yes’

62% of firms indicated that they did not require more information about the
legislation. This is reasonable as most of these firms are aware of the UK first and
second phase of the late payment legislation. Statistical evidence shows that firms
that are not aware of the late payment legislation were requesting more information
about how to implement it.
Table 11.9
The need for
further
information of the
legislation (1)

Sub-group of
firms are
aware of the
legislation

Sub-group of
firms that are
not aware of
the legislation

Significant

0.31

0.67

0.000**

** Significant at 1% level, Value for (1): ‘0’ for ‘no’ and ‘1’ for ‘yes’

Publication of the 2006 Private Sector Payment Performance League Tables also
demonstrated the vulnerability of small businesses in terms of their relationship with
larger suppliers. The online tables (www.paymentleague.com), show how UK’s
publicly quoted companies perform when it comes to paying invoices on time, Since
1997, when late payment legislation was introduced, the tables have proved a
valuable addition in the assessment of the effects of late payment upon small
businesses. Commenting on the 2006 findings, the Federation of Small Businesses
said that despite the legislation, small businesses were reluctant to take larger firms
who do not pay to court. As many small businesses rely on one large contract for
their future, the late payment was still perceived to be less of a threat than the
future contract failing to be renewed.
12. Credit Granting and Credit Management Practice: Survey Evidence
12.1 CMRC 1994 and 2004 Surveys
CMRC major business surveys were conducted in 1994 and 2004. Detailed
questionnaires were established and sent by post to 2500 companies. Most of the
response came from Private Limited Companies (81% in 1994 and 83% in 2004),
then from full listing firms; other public limited companies, partnership and sole
traders accounts only 1 to 2% of the samples. The respondents vary in a broad
range of sizes, as can be seen in the tables below.

Table 12.1

Year
Legal Form
Private Limited
Companies
PLCs (full listing)

1994

2004

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

528

81%

213

83%

55

8%

19

7%

PLCs (other)

54

8%

16

6%

Partnership

2

<1%

6

2%

Sole Trader

13

2%

1

<1%

Other

2

<1%

3

1%

Table 1: Legal structure

Year

1994

Employees

2004

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

8

1%

46

19%

Small (10-49)

132

21%

77

32%

Medium (50-249)

356

55%

66

27%

Large (>250)

148

23%

54

22%

Micro (less than 10)

Table 2: Firm size – Number of employee

Year

1994

Industry Sectors

2004

Number Percent Number Percent

Primary industries

8

1

11

4

MFG: food, drink

43

7

15

6

MFG: Chemicals, plastics, petroleum

72

11

15

6

MFG: metal, engineering, electronics
MFG: Textiles, leather, clothes,
upholstery
MFG: Timber, bricks, ceramics,
glass, rubber
MFG: Paper, printing, publishing,
packaging
Construction

237

36

50

18

58

9

13

5

66

10

18

7

8

12

12

5

19

3

23

9

Wholesales and Retail

22

3

55

22

Business and Services

45

7

43

17

Total

578

100

250

100

Table 3: Industry Distribution

Results in 2004 reveal that 54% of companies in the sample have a WCP. This is an
increase compared to the result of 35% in 1994. Most companies specify
responsibility for different credit tasks (90%) and define the levels of authority for
agreeing credit terms and payments (92%), as well as, tabulating a timetable for
actions and intervals for collections (86%). 52% of firms pay attention to clarifying
the performance objectives and 33% deal with the matter of training for credit
manager and credit staff.
A positive correlation between firm size and firm’s having a WCP is found, meaning
that larger firms are more likely to have a WCP than smaller firms. This is in line with
expectation, given that larger firms find it easier to internally manage their credit
function, while smaller firms find it easier to outsource these functions or simplify
them as much as they can to save costs.

Table 12.2
Do you have a written credit policy?

1994

2004

35%

54%

79%

90%

85.2%

92.4%

82.5%

85.8%

46.3%

52.6%

32.8%

33.3%

If yes, does your credit policy define:
Responsibility for different credit task
Levels of authority for agreeing credit terms
and payments
Timetable for action an intervals for
collection
Performance objectives
Training for credit manager and credit staff

Written Credit Policy – Availability and Content

Table 12.3
Do you set credit limit for:

1994

2004

All accounts

54.7%

74.8%

Some accounts

33.6%

17.9%

None

11.8%

7.3%

Prior to sales, verbally

20.6%

30.9%

Prior to sales, in writing

68.9%

64.3%

After sales by invoices

13.9%

16.5%

Do you formally agree payment terms?

Table 5: Credit Limit and Agreement of Payment Terms

Table 12.4 compares between a firm with a WCP and a firm without it using the
2004 sample. As can be seen, a firm having a WCP is more likely: to set credit
limits; to use Account Application Form; to offer two-part credit terms; to conduct
formal analysis/ report of credit notes; to use commercial credit scoring to assess
and monitor customer risk; and to set cash collection targets. Besides, a firm with a
WCP issues 7322 invoices per month on average, while a firm without a WCP issue
2111 invoices only. Provided that these actions are important parts of a good
management practices, it is clear that firms with a clear written credit policy are
more seriously in the management of credit functions than firms without such a
policy.

Table 12.4
Firms with
written
credit policy
80.87%

Firms without
written credit
policy
68.04%

Significance

Credit limit setting
0.032**
Use of Account Application
0.87
0.56
0.000*
Form
Use of two-part credit terms
0.09
0.02
0.05**
Formal analysis/ report of
290.89
49.82
0.032**
credit notes
Cash collection targets, esp.
0.68
0.39
0.000*
week period
Use of commercial credit
0.38
0.17
0.013**
scoring
No. of invoice and credit
7322
2111
0.031**
notes per month
Table 6: Profile of Firms with a Written Credit Policy - 2004
The credit management processes include 1: checking customer’s ability to pay; 2:
negotiating payment terms; 3: checking orders and despatches against credit
worthiness; 4: collecting revenue in line with agreed terms; 5: applying cash and
adjustments to sales ledger; 6: resolving disputed billings; and 7: chasing overdue
payment. Wilson et al (1994) argue that the first three processes and 6 (which are
called front-end steps).The more (time and money) firms invest in these steps, the
less (time and money) firms have to spend on such (back-end) processes as number
4, and 7.

Figure 12.5
Percentage of time spent on each activity
Checking customer's ability to pay

12%

Negotiating payment terms

10%
6%
9%

18%

Checking orders and despatches against
creditworthiness
Collecting revenue in line with agreed terms

Applying cash and adjustments to sales
ledger

45%
Resolving disputed billings and Chasing over
due payment

2.: Percentage of Times Spent on Each Credit Management Processes – 1994
Percentage of time spent on each activity
Checking customer's ability to pay
Negotiating payment terms

13%
25%

6%

Checking orders and despatches against
creditworthiness
Collecting revenue in line with agreed terms

10%
Applying cash and adjustments to sales ledger

10%

Resolving disputed billings

12%

24%
Chasing over due payment

In 2004 firms devote 41% of credit management time to front-end activities
compared to 35% in 1994. The survey shows that there are some positive signals
about firms’ percept of the importance of trade credit management, reflected by the
higher use of a written credit policy, which not only specifies clearly the
responsibility for different credit tasks and define the levels of authority for agreeing
credit terms and payments, but also tabulate a timetable for actions and intervals for
collections. The shift to better credit management is also shown by the firms’
involvement in good practices such as setting credit limits; using Account
Application Form; checking customer’s credit worthiness before granting credit;
conducting formal analysis/ report of credit notes; offering two-part credit terms;
conducting formal analysis/ report of credit notes; and setting cash collection
targets. The increasing use and higher investment in trade credit references is
recognized as an effort to improve risk management. Sample firms stress the
importance of credit policy for improving trading relationships.

11.3

CMRC small firm surveys

Credit terms from month end increased 1 day between 1996 and 2004. Credit terms
from date of invoice increased 6 days between 1996 and 2004. Normal terms from
invoice date stand at 36 days in 2004.
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The proportion of companies agreeing terms “prior to sale, in writing” increased
over the 8 year period. The percentage of small firms agreeing terms in this way
increased to 64% in 2004. The number of firms agreeing terms “prior to sale,
verbally” remained fairly constant at around 30% (see below).
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The influence of internal management decisions on credit terms rose over the
period although the importance of industry standards/norms and the demands of
customers declined slightly.
Table 12.8
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Influence of internal
3.65
management decisions
Influence of industry norms
3.19
Influence of customer
3.25
demands
(1 = not at all important, 5 = very important)

2000

2004

3.44

3.49

3.43
3.34

3.03
3.23

40
35

33
29

30

29
27
24

24

23
20

20

10

16
10

9

7

9
5

0
Not at all
important

2

3

1996

4

Very important

2000

2004

1. The influence of internal management decisions on credit terms (1996 –
2004)
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The influence of industry norms on credit terms (1996 – 2004)
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3. The influence of customer demands on credit terms (1996 – 2004)

In terms of varying the credit period offered - attracting large customers, gaining
new customers generally, the promotion of slow moving products and responses to
economic changes were all factors that increased in importance in 2004.
Table 12.9
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Attract a large customer
2.88
Gain new customers
2.21
generally
Promote slow moving
1.75
products/services
Promote new
1.86
products/services
In response to economic
2.49
Changes
(1 = not at all important, 5 = very important)

2000

2004

3.28
2.67

3.21
2.92

2.17

2.30

2.22

2.33

1.88

2.69

A credit policy can be used as a clear statement of the terms being offered to the
customer and for internal credit management. This communication of intent by the
credit provider may protect the company from misunderstandings associated with
business to business trade and increase the likelihood of prompt payment. Lack of
attention at this important front end of the credit management process could lead to

costly problems and require further resources at the back-end of the process, i.e. in
collection and chasing the debt.
The number of small firms who stated that their normal credit management policy
involved having an internal written credit policy increased considerably from 26% in
1996 to 46% in 2004.
Chart 12.10
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There were more small businesses in 2004 concentrating on the very front end of
credit management activities – i.e. checking the “ability” of the customer to pay.
13% of credit management time was spent on this activity compared to 7% in
1996. Companies also reported less time spent on handling disputed invoices,
adjusting ledgers and chasing overdue payments. However, more time was spent
on checking the accuracy of orders.
Table 12.11 Time Spent on Credit Management Processes
Proportion/ Mean
Year
Checking ability to pay
Negotiating terms
Checking orders
Collecting revenue
Adjusting ledger
Disputed invoices
Chasing overdues

1996
6.81
7.01
5.11
23.29
14.96
7.61
36.94

2000
7.18
5.20
5.82
24.07
15.97
10.79
31.21

2004
13.2
5.10
9.27
23.59
13.35
8.76
26.74

The number of small firms who are prepared to check on potential customers for
creditworthiness before offering them credit increased significantly from 63% in
1996 to 95% in 2004.
Chart 12.12
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1. Checking the creditworthiness of potential customers

A range of sources of information can be used by small firms to minimize the threat
of late or non payment by customers. As can be seen below small businesses were
more likely to use bank and trade in 1996. In 2004 credit agency reports, trade
references and financial statements were most likely to be used in front end credit
management
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2. Methods used to evaluate credit risk

Small firms in 2004 were more likely to categorise customer accounts according to
late payment risk than solvency in all time periods.
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3. Categorising customer accounts according to risk

The proportion of credit requests accepted fell among the small business population
from 87.3% in 1996 to 83.5% in 2004.
Table 12.13
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Credit Requests Accepted

2000

87.3

2004

84.9

83.5

Credit requests accepted
When these figures are categorized it is clear that the majority of respondents
reported acceptance between 81 and 100% of all applications. No companies in
2004 reported less than a 20% acceptance rate.

80

60

40

20

0
0-20%

21-40%

1996

41-60%

61-80%

2000

81-100%

2004

1. Credit requests accepted
Constant reviewing of financial and performance benchmarks can help a small
business minimise ongoing risk levels in terms of the working capital required to
operate the business. The following variables sought to examine the extent to
which companies reviewed various business activities between the time periods (1
= not at all likely, 5 = very likely).
Small businesses reported that they were less likely to monitor stock related
measures in 2004 compared to 2000. Important financial measures such as credit

periods, discount policies, bad debts, doubtful debts, credit risk position and cash
budgeting all rose in importance between 1996 and 2004.
Table 12.14
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Stock turnover
2.13
Stock levels
2.39
Stock re-order levels
2.30
Credit periods
2.53
Discount policy
1.63
Bad debts
2.48
Doubtful debts
2.51
Credit risk/standing
2.43
Payment periods to creditors 2.49
Cash budgeting
2.59
(1 = not at all likely, 5 = very likely)

12.3

2000
2.87
3.21
2.85
2.93
1.93
2.95
3.19
2.80
2.57
3.45

2004
2.47
2.54
2.22
3.02
2.10
3.24
3.96
3.60
2.35
3.51

The ‘Deduction Culture’

The CMRC Survey Quarterly Review special topic in 2006 asked respondents about
the impact of the late payment legislation on the credit terms offered to customers.
Smaller companies indicated that large customers are likely to have negotiated
longer credit terms since the Act. The survey respondents indicated that they have
varied their credit terms because “the customer insists”. Thus the large customers
are likely to pay within terms but take longer credit periods. A further trend appears
to be the taking of discounts for early settlement (prompt payment) and many of
these are ‘unearned discounts’. Fifteen percent of respondents indicated that
customers have been taking discounts even though a discount has not been agreed.
Essentially the customer can argue that if a penalty of 8%+base can be charged for
late payment than an equivalent discount should be offered for early payment. Thus
the manifestation of customer bargaining power has been to extend the credit
period from suppliers, pay promptly and demand a discount for prompt payment.
From the suppliers point of view the supplier is extending more credit at a lower
supply- price.
12.4

Banking Relationships and Financing

The earlier discussion highlighted that trade credit is often a substitute for bank
credit during periods of monetary tightness. Smaller businesses often wish to
extend trade credit as a means of gaining and maintaining sales and to build
reputation. The latter strategy may be used in order to attract bank credit.
Businesses that experience cash-flow and financing problems are more likely to pay
trade creditors late. Improvements if the flow of finance to the SME sector would
be beneficial in terms of its impact on payment behaviour.

12.4.1 CMRC Small Firm Surveys
The three small firms surveys solicited information on banking relationships in each
of the time periods. Generally there was some improvement in banking relationships
with less bank switching and more satisfaction with the efficiency of the banking
sector. Only 4% of respondents in 2004 indicated that they had changed their
banker in the last three years. On a 1-5 efficiency scale banks scored a means of
3.62 which was an improvement since 1996 (3.1). 13% of companies in 2004 stated
that they had difficulties in day to day support (down from 26% in 1996) and 16%
said they had experienced difficulties in gaining help from their bank in growing their
business (down from 30% in 1996).
Table 12.15
Proportion/ Mean
Year
Time with current bank
Have you changed in last 3
years?

1996
12 years
12%

2000
15 years
2%

2004
15 years
4%

Proportion/ Mean
Year
How efficient is your current
bank?
(1 = not at all efficient – 5 =
very efficient)

1996
3.11

2000
3.49

2004
3.62

1. Small Firms’ view on bank efficiency (1996 – 2004)
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Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

2000

2004

Do you experience
difficulties in gaining bank
support for:
Day to day activities?
Growing your business?

26%
30%

8%
12%

13%
16%

Sources of external finance
External finance is often a key factor in the growth cycle of small businesses and
the types of external finance which had been raised at each of the three time
periods are highlighted in the table below. The bank overdraft was more commonly
used by small firms in 2004. This was also the case with short and medium term
loans although the use of longer term loans fell over the time period. Leasing/HP,
commercial mortgages, factoring, invoice discounting, trade credit and venture
capital were all more commonly used in 2004 when compared to 1996.

Table 12.16
Proportion/ Mean
Year

1996

Bank overdraft
2.76
Short term loan
1.32
Medium term loan
1.56
Long term loan
1.38
Leasing, HP
2.07
Commercial mortgage
1.23
Factoring
1.10
Invoice discounting
1.11
Trade credit
1.39
Venture capital
1.12
(1 = not at all used – 5 = very often used)

2000
2.89
1.49
1.76
1.54
2.42
1.33
1.27
1.18
1.54
1.09

2004
3.10
1.82
1.93
1.06
2.51
1.52
1.40
1.65
1.72
1.25

13. Credit Management Practice and the Use of the ‘Credit Services Industry’
Once a firm has decided to offer trade credit an important decision relates to the
way in which the firm chooses to organise its credit management process. There is
a scale of strategies from full integration of the credit function within the
organisation (i.e. vertical integration) through to externally run credit management
(i.e. contracted out to agents).
Figure 13.1 Credit Management and the use of Agents
CUSTOMERS
SUPPLIERS
CREDIT MANAGEMENT
AGENTS

IN HOUSE

Services provided by Agents

Credit Management Functions

Credit References
Debt Collection
Credit Insurance
Invoice Discounting
Factoring

Credit Risk Assessment
Credit Granting Decision
Sales Ledger Administration
Collection of Monies Owing
Financing Accounts Receivable
Bearing Credit Risk

Thus organisations may choose to manage the entire credit administration process
'in-house'. In contrast, however, some or all of these activities can be 'out-sourced'
to specialised institutions that perform the various credit administration functions.
There are, of course, various institutions or agents that will provide services for
credit management: factoring companies who will take over a company's sales
ledger and collect outstanding balances on behalf of the company (finance,
collection and, in some cases, risk-bearing); credit insurers who will insure trade
credit against bad debt risks (credit risk assessment and risk bearing); credit
reference agencies who provide information about companies or individuals with
which people may wish to trade and, by providing credit ratings or credit scores,
advise on the risks of dealing with certain customers (credit risk assessment); and
debt recovery agents who will recover monies owed, directly or via the legal system
(collection and recovery).
The services provided by these organisations have, in the past, overlapped to some
extent but nonetheless remained quite distinct. However this situation is changing
quite rapidly. Almost all organisations in credit services have at their 'core' a large I-T
investment in the collation and management of corporate databases and 'data
warehouses' that support their various credit service activities. Consequently, as
information technology progresses, the boundaries between companies engaged in

credit insurance, credit reference provision, factoring and debt management and
collection activities are becoming increasingly blurred as each can develop new
products which cut across these various inter-related services. For instance credit
insurers can feasibly offer credit reference information, market intelligence, debt
collection services and general credit management advice. Credit insurers can also
work with banks and other finance providers to offer finance packages collateralised
by insured trade debt. Developments in information technology facilitate the
development of credit management and credit insurance packages targeted to
specific corporate sectors (e.g. small and growing firms). The rapid growth in the
number of debt collection and related services on the internet offering 'on-line'
collections will clearly have an impact on the structure and economics of the
commercial debt collection industry.
Information and communication technologies have improved the interface between
the service provider and the customer via 'on-line' links and have considerably
speeded up response times for, say, chasing debtors. The move is now to a greater
degree of 'customer focus' and market segmentation within the credit services
industry.
Moreover, technological developments are changing the economics of the costs and
benefits of 'in-house' versus 'out-sourcing' decisions at the level of the firm.
Whereas scale economies and economies of information may have made
contracting out elements of the credit management function more cost-effective in
the past, developments in information provision and the lower costs of data
warehousing and analysis may have shifted the balance in favour of in-house credit
management for some larger organisations. For the smaller and medium-sized
organisations, on the other hand, that now find themselves trading at greater
geographical distance, utilising the services of large-scale and global credit service
providers may prove an attractive and cost-effective solution.
Developments in electronic trading and payment systems may impact upon the
demand for credit insurance and other credit services. Corporate credit cards, debit
cards and payment cards (a corporate charge card which logs purchase order and
VAT information about transactions) can be considered as substitutes for certain of
these services should they become widespread in the future, although they may not
be options for all firms (those with high value goods for example). All these systems
offer the seller guaranteed money within a few days. Effectively from an
administrative point of view all transactions are like cash (or perhaps cheque) sales;
there is no need to support a sales ledger and there is no need to assess and take
on credit risk. The possibility that a significant amount of trade credit risk may shift
to the financial services provider (e.g. purchase card provider) has obvious
implications for the out-placed collection industry since it implies collection activity
moving in-house to the large volume lenders.

13.1

Use of Debt Collection Agents

In the entire sample, 89% of companies state that they have introduced a third party
to assist them with their collections activities in the past. These third parties range
from traditional solicitors who may approach the debtor with a letter demanding
repayment through to the employment of debt collection agencies to acting via the
courts system.
When this is analysed by size of company, it is clear that large firms are more likely
to use third parties when collecting overdue debts. 88% of large companies have
used a third party in the collection of debts compared to 82% of SME’s.
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There are interesting differences when we look at the type of company which is
employed to assist in debt collection. It is clear that organisations who can assist
with cashflow (i.e – factors and invoice discounters) are more likely to be used by
smaller companies. Companies such as debt collection agents, tracing agents and
solicitors are more likely to be used by large firms.
Table 13.3 Types of Company Used for Debt Collection
Large Firm Respondents (> 250 employees)
2007

Factoring companies

1%

Invoice Discounters

11%

Debt Collection Agents

53%

Tracing Agents

39%

Solicitors/Legal Services

87%

Types of Company Used for Debt Collection
SME Respondents (< 250 employees)
2007

Factoring companies

5%

Invoice Discounters

15%

Debt Collection Agents

39%

Tracing Agents

17%

Solicitors/Legal Services

79%

The companies who do regularly use a debt collection agent specifically for
collecting outstanding debts were also asked about the frequency of this use and
the extent to which agents are used currently and have been used in the last year.
Approximately 53% of the large firms who have used a debt collection agent, 49%
state that this is current use. This compares with current usage of 34% for SME
companies. On average an SME will use 1 collection agent compared with 2 for
larger companies.

13.2

Factoring and Invoice Discounting

The use of the credit services industry can help to alleviate some of the problems
caused by credit granting particularly in respect of assessing and managing risks,
sales administration, collections and recovery and the financing of trade debtors.
This is particularly the benefit of factoring.
Factoring is an important source of finance for businesses with growing sales but
low asset bases. The global market for domestic factoring is nearly £800 billion with
Europe accounting for around 70% of the total global market. Cross border factoring
3
generates £68 billion .The UK has a well established market for factoring services.
By July 2006, total advances by FDA members to business was around £4.5 billion.
Growth in the demand for has been relatively low during the last 3 years in contrast
to the value of Invoice Discounting

3

Source: World Factoring Yearbook (BCR) 2006
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Source: Factoring and Discounter Association 2006
which has exhibited strong growth since 2000 and stands at around £ 30 billion in
2005.
Chart 13.5
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Export factoring and export invoice discounting advances were in the region of
£250m and 1.1billion respectively. Again invoice discounting advances show the
strongest growth.
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4

The Bank of England point out, however, that for firms with a turnover of less than
£1million factoring provided just less than £1billion in finance compared to the £9
billion that bank overdrafts provide as a source of finance.
Chart 13.7
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Bank of England 11th Report on Financing of Small Firms

The data demonstrates that most of the growth in the demand for factoring came
from firms with turnovers in the region of £1-10million. The Table shows the
average amounts advanced by size of firm. The amounts involved are considerably
larger than the average overdraft (approx. £10k).

Chart 13.8
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Of course, factoring services, have been become an important alternative source of
finance for SME’s during the 1997-2007 period of study. Clearly businesses that
utilise the services of factoring companies are unlikely to suffer from late payment
problems and bad debt.

13.3

Credit Insurance and Related Services

Credit Insurance is another means that businesses can use to manage the risks of
cash-flow from trade debts. Credit insurance is traditionally used by companies to
protect their business against bad debts, payment delays and protracted default
which, as discussed in detail, can seriously erode profitability and liquidity. The size
of the trade credit insurance market, measured by global premiums, is in the region
of £3.75 billion. The market is dominated by increasing global trade and the
development of new markets in China, Asia and Eastern Europe has stimulated the
growth of credit insurance particularly in the latter regions. Growth in the US has
been slow and Western Europe has experienced only moderate growth in recent
years but still accounts for almost 75% of the total global market. Penetration rates

in the major European markets and the US have generally increased over the past
15 years although France and Italy have experienced a downturn in the share of
GDP in the new millennium. The penetration rate in the US is very small but rising.

Chart 13.9
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The market structure for credit insurance provision can be characterized as
oligopolistic, concentrated yet competitive. Recent years have witnessed
consolidation via merger activity. The 4 largest players, Atradius, Euler Hermes,
Coface and Credito y Caucion have a combined market share of over 80%. Credit
Insurance is an industry where there are considerable economies of scale and
scope, particularly in information, I-T and networks brought about by the necessity
of having a global coverage. Credit insurance is a very cyclical business in terms of
premium generation, claims and profit/loss. Claims/losses vary with the business
cycle and particularly the aggregate insolvency rate of businesses in the economy.
Clearly the growth in internet and information technology has helped reduced the
cost base of credit insurers as they increasingly integrate their information systems
with those of their clients. Increased connectivity has to some extent facilitated the
growth in direct selling as apposed to broking or, at least, extended the broker-base
by enabling smaller players to enter the market. Alliances with banks and factoring
companies has helped to extend the reach of credit insurance.

Chart 13.10
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The penetration of credit insurance in the SME market has, over the past decade,
been poor but is seen as the market segment that has the most to benefit from
credit insurance products and the most potential for growing premiums and cross
selling other credit management services in the future. In particular credit insurers
have increasingly marketed bundled services that attempt to offer a ‘credit
management solution’ rather than just insurance cover and have necessarily
diversified into receivables management, credit and market information services,
collection services along with risk coverage.
5

A recent survey undertaken by the CMRC suggested that the penetration of credit
insurance amongst SME’s was less than 2% compared to around 30% in the
largest company sector. Given that SME’s are the predominant form of business
across Europe and the globe then the potential market for credit insurance and
credit management services is huge as are the potential benefits to the SME sector.

5

Nicholas Wilson and Don Leahy (1998): “Credit insurance in the UK and Europe”, The
Stationery Office.
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In a recent survey of UK businesses undertaken by CMRC firms were asked why
they do not use credit insurance. The main reasons cited were that credit insurance
was perceived to be too expensive (68% of firms). The second highest reason was
that firms believed that credit insurers provided inappropriate cover (51.2%). 39%
do not use it because they believe that it requires too much administration and
reporting. 21% thought credit insurance had a poor image and 25% used other
credit services. The results of this part of the survey are summarized in the chart.

Table 13.12: Why do you NOT use Credit Insurance ?
Not at all

Very much

1

2

3

4

5

Poor insurance image

20.9

11.6

46.5

7.0

14.0

Too expensive

0.0

2.0

30.0

22.0

46.0

Inappropriate cover

7.0

7.0

34.9

23.3

27.9

Involve too much admin/
reporting

7.3

19.5

34.1

12.2

26.8

Use other credit services

25.0

10.7

39.3

14.3

10.7

Table : Why do you NOT use credit insurance – percentage of responses

Credit insurance can be made more attractive to the SME market through increased
automation to both reduce the cost base of the service and reduce the
administration and reporting burden by developing better software interfaces with
the client and simplifying the reporting/claims process.
Further ground could be made in this market by extending the range of services
offered and marketing the ‘product’ by emphasizing the impact that good credit
management practice can have on the overall business performance i.e. that the
credit insurer is offering a credit management solution that has a wider impact than
merely protecting cash-flow. Such re-branding could involve developing the range of
services offered, improving and modifying existing services and/or changing the
‘image’ of existing services via marketing activities. The obvious benefits of using
credit insurance are that it transfers credit risk to insurers; it protects the insured
company’s balance sheet and reduces uncertainties in earnings; it provides a variety
of related services: continuous monitoring of the creditworthiness of the insured ’s
customers, maintaining account receivables, suggesting payment and delivery
conditions and supporting debt collection; it can improve access to financing in that
firms with credit insurance can get better credit terms from banks since the debtors
book is collaterised. Finally it can help to generate sales and repeat business through
agreed credit limits.
In the survey cited above, when credit insured businesses were asked why they use
credit insurance, 85.9% of firms in the sample respond that the do so for peace of
mind. The second highest reason is to protect cash flow (74%). Only 16% and
21.8% of firms use credit insurance to raise finance and to enter new markets.

Not at all

Very much

1

2

3

4

5

Previous bad debt experience

12.3

16.8

23.5

22.9

24.6

To grow the business

17.1

17.6

24.1

27.6

13.5

To protect cash flow

4.4

6.1

15.5

40.9

33.1

Helps raise finance

29.6

32.0

22.5

8.3

7.7

Help enter new markets

25.9

30.0

22.4

15.9

5.9

To improve knowledge of
customers

13.1

16.6

26.9

28.6

14.9

Peace of mind

3.1

0.6

10.4

35.6

50.3

Table 2: Why do you use credit insurance – percentage of responses

Source: Credit Management Research Centre (2005)
A recent CMRC survey showed that those companies with credit insurance were
more likely to indicate that they received preferential credit terms from their own
suppliers thus improving the overall cash and working capital cycle. Credit insured
firms are more likely to gain the confidence of the supply chain because their own
cash-in position is more certain and therefore they are less likely to pay suppliers
late.
Moreover 43% of businesses suggested that credit insurance is useful for
generating customer knowledge. The users of credit insurance showed that they
have to spend less time resolving disputes and chasing late payers, they have better
control over cash flow and understanding of the customer portfolio and they are
more likely to have software packages that improve the management of the
customer and sales ledger. It is clear, therefore, that credit insurance has a wider
impact on the overall customer relationship management and the overall
performance of the business. Emphasis on these wider impacts may attract new
customers for all markets and particularly SME’s.

Figure 13.13
The ‘Traditional’ and Developing Role of Credit Insurance
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The Chart outlines the traditional view of the benefits of credit insurance as a means
of helping to protect and manage cash-flow and customer risk. The technology and
information used in managing a credit insurance policy however confers other
benefits. A secured trade debtor book can be useful in obtaining other sources of
finance from the banking sector and may help to reduce the firms cost of capital and
access to finance. Credit insurance can indirectly help to improve supplier
relationships. A credit insured business is probably in a better position to pay its own
suppliers promptly and therefore may get preferential credit terms form suppliers
and enjoy a more stable supplier base. Credit insurance can facilitate improved
customer relationship management by generating more customer ‘knowledge’,
having the systems in place to better manage and resolve invoice disputes and
confers advantages form being able to offer customers both credit and
products/services. Finally the information base of credit insurers can be utilized to
identify new market and customer opportunities and facilitates speedy decisionmaking in respect of new requests of credit accounts and limits.
Again the growth in the use of credit insurance products by SME’s could do much to
alleviate the cited problems of managing trade debtors. Moreover, adopting a credit
insurance policy imposes a credit management discipline on the user which has
further benefits.
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Late Payment Legislation – Key Phases

Phase 1- 1st November 1998 to 31st October 2000
Interest on Late Payment could be claimed at 8% over the base rate. However only
small businesses could use the legislation to claim against large businesses.
Phase 2 - 1st November 2000 to 6th August 2002
Extended so small businesses could also claim against other small businesses.
Large businesses were still not able to use the legislation.
Phase 3 - After 7th August 2002
Revised to bring into line with the EU directive. Interest rates were fixed for six
months at a time rather than changing every time base rates change. In addition
companies could now demand compensation for the costs of collecting late
payments up to a fixed amount.

The following pages show extracts from press coverage from the point of
introduction of the Legislation to the present day.

2002

February 2002

SME ISSUES: Breaking the tradition of late payment of bills
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/business.cfm?id=120072002
In the last year, according to the Institute of Credit Management at Leeds University
Business School, big businesses have speeded up their payment by an entire
working week and are more aware of their responsibilities to smaller companies.
Research published by Dun & Bradstreet in March of last year showed UK
companies to be the second fastest payers in Europe. Prior to the legislation, we
were fourth in the EU table and had improved most since the previous survey.

March 2002

Fewer using UK prompt payment law
Daily Telegraph
The use of Legislation to enforce prompt payment of invoices or to extract interest
was never widespread, but has halved in the last year, according to the Credit
Management Research Centre at Leeds University.

August 2002

Penalties for late payment 'may favour big business'
Financial Times:
New measures that for the first time will allow large companies to claim interest
from late-paying customers could penalise small businesses, it was claimed
yesterday. The legislation - which from today brings the UK into line with a European
Union directive - will allow businesses of all sizes and the public sector to claim up
to £100 in debt recovery costs for time spent chasing each overdue bill as well as
interest.

European late payment act will squeeze SMEs
http://www.manufacturingtalk.com/news/pkf/pkf100.html
A European directive on late payment will place big burdens on UK Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) because they will be forced to compete on the
same playing field as large corporates, says accountants and business advisors,
PKF. The directive, announced ahead of schedule on 7 August, will mean that SMEs
in distribution businesses (eg wholesalers and computer, food and manufacturing
industries) who buy their goods from blue chips will be chased for payment by large
credit groups who will use the full force of the law against them.
August 2002

When will we get our £7 billion
Financial Mail on Sunday
Today, enterprise@financialmail launches a major campaign to tackle the curse of
late payment hampering Britain’s growing army of entrepeneurs. At any one time,
nearly £7 billion is owed to small firms where cash flow is critical.

September 2002

Late payment penalty moves
Financial Times:
The Law Commission is recommending that courts should be able to award
compound interest - rather than just interest at simple rates - where money
judgments are involved. It points out that if money has been paid late, a claimant
has normally had either to borrow to cover the delay or lose an opportunity to invest
the money. Under either scenario, the claimant would have been affected by
compound rates - so awarding only simple interest fails to reflect the losses
suffered. Separately, lawyers at Bristows point out that the Late Payment of
Commercial Debts (Interest) Act has just been extended to all suppliers. (It
previously applied to small suppliers.) For all contracts entered into after August 7,
suppliers will now be able to charge interest of 12 per cent on unpaid debts, unless
a lower rate has expressly been agreed.

October 2002

Credit control compared online
Financial Times:
Information on credit management and what industry peers are doing may be easier
for smaller businesses to access, thanks to an online initiative by the Credit
Management Research Centre at Leeds University business school. Those
registering to take part in a short online survey will be able to access free
information for a period. The centre has been collecting relevant data for its
CreditScorer programme for four years and has decided to publish online in
response to demand from companies for the ability to search for up-to-date
information in ways most appropriate to them.

November 2002

Take an Interest in Bills
Sunday Express
Firms are failing to take advantage of changes in the law covering late payment. Just
15 per cent of small firms flag up their right to charge interest on unpaid bills in their
terms of trade.

2003

January 2003

Campaign on late payers
Financial Times:
Small-business minister Nigel Griffiths has extended his drive against late payments,
writes Guy Clapperton. Following the Federation of Small Businesses' publication of
its league table of worst payers in the private sector (www.cmrc.co.uk/league
tables), the minister has written to the 19 that report they habitually settle after 200
days. "I'm taking the poorest payers, writing to them and asking what the hell
they're up to," he says. In fact, the letter is more moderate in tone. "I would
welcome your assistance... in particular, to hear how the payment processes within
your company could be improved to allow small businesses to receive their
payments promptly," it says. The move follows the minister's offer to approach bad
payers on behalf of businesses that contact him; he says that although he has no
enforcement powers, about half the companies he has contacted so far have
improved their payment systems. The minister will invite the worst late payers to a
meeting held jointly with the FSB. The federation said last week that fewer
companies were reporting on their payment practices, despite government rules
that they should. This issue has also been raised with the minister, says Stephen
Alambritis of the FSB.

Payment terms under scrutiny
Financial Times:

In spite of legislation and codes of best practice on paying bills on time, evidence
that big companies are taking longer to settle up has emerged recently. Research
published in the Financial Times on Tuesday showed that the time taken to pay
suppliers for goods is being extended, with serious effects on manufacturing and
farming. Next Tuesday the Federation of Small Businesses will publish league tables
showing the time it takes UK companies to pay up and naming some of the slowest
payers. The information was compiled by the Credit Management Research Centre
at Leeds University business school and will be posted on the website of the Better
Payment Practice Group. The tables are available from Tuesday at www.cmrc.co.uk/
leaguetables and www.payontime.co.uk.

Small Business: Late payers cling to their old ways
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article855082.ece
The latest figures from Price Waterhouse Coopers show that as many as 48% of
business failures can be attributed to cashflow problems — up by 18% on the year
before. The concern is that this figure could keep rising as companies go on
tightening their belts. Last week the Federation of Small Businesses published its
league table naming and shaming the companies with the worst records for late
payment. This is the fourth year the table has been compiled and the fourth year
that the average payment time has been 46 days — 16 days over the European
recommendation of 30 days. The worst offender — Mortgage Pages — takes 548
days to pay its bills. The conclusion being drawn is that the late-payment legislation
designed to tackle this problem is having almost no impact. Philip Mellor, senior
analyst at Dun & Bradstreet, says: “There is little evidence to show that small firms
are taking up their new right to charge clients interest on late bills or claiming
compensation for the cost of recovering debts.”

February 2003
Small Business: How to beat those cashflow and late payment blues
www.advfn.com/stocks/addleisure-plc_10071209.html
Over the last decade, thousands of businesses have also decided that factoring is
preferable to traditional funding options. Figures published last week by the Factors
and Discounters Association (FDA) show the number of small and medium-sized
businesses using factoring and invoice discounting grew by 10% last year to a
record 33,500. Factoring has not always been so popular, though. It has taken
almost a decade to shake off the image of being the last stop before insolvency.

August 2003
Government’s late payment drive has failed
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article855851.ece
THE government’s initiative to curb the late payment of business invoices has been
deemed a failure five years on, a report by Experian, the credit-rating agency, will
say tomorrow. The average British business takes 57.9 days to pay its bills —
exactly the same length of time that it was taking before the legislation was

introduced in August 1998. The regulations, which allow businesses to charge
interest to debtors that take longer than 30 days to pay their bills, were designed to
stem the number of small firms going bust as a result of cashflow problems. Large
companies are the worst at paying their bills on time, according to the report. Their
average payment period has increased by almost six days from 72.1 days in 1998 to
77.9 now. Small firms have become marginally faster at paying up, but they still take
an average of 56.4 days. Companies in the electricity industry are the worst
offenders, taking an average of 73.1 days to pay invoices — double the length of
time deemed acceptable by the government’s legislation, and 18 days longer than in
1998. Only six of the 29 industry sectors analysed by the report show any
improvement over the past five years. The biggest difference was seen in the gas
industry — but the payment period only decreased by 3.6 days to 57.9 days. Phil
Cotter, director of Experian’s business information division, said: “Late payment and
the ensuing bad debts associated with this continue to pose a real danger to many
UK businesses.”

September 2003

Defeating the Perkins principle of late payment
Financial Times:
I have found a name for the pain afflicting many small businesses, and it is Mr
Perkins. He is the company accountant who is "talking on another line" when you call
about a three-month-old invoice. Alternatively he is "travelling", or "attending a
meeting". Mr Perkins is doing none of those things. He is shaking his head at his
secretary so she will dishonestly fob you off. This lets him return to his favourite
pastime: gazing fondly out of the window at his shiny new Mondeo, paid for with
the interest his company earns on balances rightfully belonging to its suppliers. The
fictional Mr Perkins is not a bad man. He loves his kids and pays at least some of his
taxes. But when you put down the receiver you feel - quite wrongly from a legal
viewpoint - that cutting off his Bugs Bunny tie with a big pair of scissors and making
him eat it would be entirely justifiable. The European Commission says that one in
four business failures across the community results from bad debts. In the UK
alone, the net trade debt that big companies owe small ones is estimated at £20bn.
Then there is the cost of chasing late payment. Professor Nick Wilson of Leeds
University Business School, who has studied the problem, says: "Firefighting late
payment ties up a lot of assets and requires a lot of effort which could otherwise be
used making sales." In 1998 the government introduced a law allowing small
companies to charge big customers interest on overdue money. The overall effect,

according to recent research by Experian, the business information group, has been
a big fat zero. The period that UK companies take to pay their bills is now 57.9 days,
the same as six years ago. Worse, figures compiled by Prof Wilson show the
number of days companies with turnover of less than £5m have to wait for payment
beyond agreed credit periods has doubled. The figure was in the mid-teens in 1999.
Now it is about 30 days, against 11 days for larger companies. The disparity shows
that late payment reflects power relationships, not concepts of fairness or access to
legal remedies. Stephen Alambritis, president of the Federation of Small
Businesses, says: "The fundamental problem is that our members are loath to use
their power to charge interest for fear of souring relations with large customers." But
experts believe big businesses have begun using their right to charge interest,
gained a year ago, with the gusto that smaller peers have so conspicuously lacked.
They must meanwhile be fuming at the abandonment of plans for a postal strike
which would have given extra vim to the excuse "the cheque's in the post". The
terrible reality for small business owners is that to get paid they sometimes have to
reclassify Mr Perkins - a man they might normally view with the disfavour accorded
a used surgical plaster - as a kind of secondary sales target. Would-be entrepreneurs
freshly freed from the shackles of corporate wage slavery learn the hard way that "a
sale isn't a sale until you have collected the money and it has registered in your bank
account," as John Thorpe, a Lancashire businessman, puts it. Mr Thorpe's company,
Arras Services, a project management consultancy and recruitment agency, felt the
pinch recently when a client let payment of a £30,000 invoice drift past the threemonth mark. That created a cashflow problem for a business with annual turnover of
just £300,000. Mr Thorpe says extracting the money came down to understanding
his customer's payment process and "getting to know" accounts staff. "There is a
disconnect in most organisations between the people you do the work for and backoffice people for whom your invoice is just another piece of paper," he says. Clive
Lewis, chairman of the Better Payment Practice Group, a campaigning body funded
by the Department of Trade and Industry (www.payontime.co.uk), advocates
agreeing clear payment terms with customers from the outset. "People are often
embarrassed to discuss these. It is a bit like talking about sex," he says.

Small Business: Late payers stunt small firms’ growth
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article1155938.ece
he late-payments legislation introduced by the government in August 2002 has not
helped either, the firm says. A year later, it is hard to see what difference it has
made. The legislation was the result of a European commission directive which said
all companies operating within the union were to be paid by their debtors within 30
days. Those that did not receive payment could charge interest at 9% a year, or

0.02% a day, on outstanding invoices. Other severe penalties, although not defined,
were promised. The commission’s economic rationale was stark: within the EU
area, one out of four company insolvencies is the result of late payment, costing
450,000 jobs every year. An estimated €26 billion is lost in bad debts. Most of these
jobs are lost in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The aim was to use the
legislation to protect SMEs, which generally wait twice as long as larger companies
to get paid. In Ireland, a small firm waits an average of 51 days to get paid for
products or services it provides. The EU average is 53 days, but this is inflated by
Greece, Portugal and Italy, where payment takes more than 90 days. In northern
European countries, the average is 37 days, with Norway the most prompt at 27
days. Not much has been said about how late payment is affecting the growth and
stability of SMEs in Ireland, although the size of this industry here makes late
payment a potentially serious problem. Out of 171,000 businesses registered in the
state, 90% are SMEs, including every type of company from florists to small food
producers. In a recent survey by the Small Firms Association (SFA), 38% of SME
owner-managers said late payment was affecting the growth of their business. In
Britain, where companies grapple with a 49-day wait for payment, a study showed
that small firms are effectively giving their big business counterparts a £20 billion
(€28.9 billion) interest-free loan, calculated according to the manner in which debts
are balanced between SMEs and big business.

October 2003
Late payment rules bring little joy to minnows
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/main.jhtml?xml=/money/2003/08/11/cbla
te11.xml
Legislation aimed at reducing late payment of bills to help small companies is having
no effect because big companies are taking longer to pay their bills, according to
industry surveys. Five years after the Government allowed companies to claim
interest and a contribution towards costs from debtors, progress towards improving
payment practices is almost negligible, according to the data analysed by Experian
and Intrum Jusitia. The average time it takes companies to pay bills, at 57.9 days, is
unchanged over the five years, said Experian, the credit checking agency, which
looked at information from 225,000 companies. Intrum Justitia, the credit
management business, says that only 26pc of its clients are making use of the
legislation to claim compensation.

2004

January 2004

Companies resort to hard line on late payers
Financial Times:
Two-fifths of small businesses have been forced to take legal proceedings against
late or non-payers, according to a survey published yesterday. The results suggest
that a government drive to tackle the culture of late payments among businesses
has had little effect. It found that the cash flows of two-thirds of small businesses
had been disrupted by the problem, which hits one-fifth of them "very frequently".
Late payment is a headache for small businesses, which complete work in good
faith but may have to wait years while big customers extract cash-flow benefits
from withholding money owed. The survey from Bank of Scotland Corporate
Banking found half of the 1,000 respondents had waited up to a year for a payment,
with a quarter waiting up to two years. Half of businesses had waited about 60 days
for the bulk of payments. The government began phasing in laws allowing
businesses to levy interest on late payments in 1998, with the aim of reducing their
prevalence. However, Eddie Morrison, managing director at BoS Corporate Banking,
said the power had been little used because "many owner-managers would view
levying a late payment charge on a client as commercial suicide". The survey
showed that two-fifths of small businesses had started legal action against nonpayers. Mr Morrison said this was "a cost and a distraction which sharply erodes
margins". Stephen Alambritis of the Federation of Small Businesses described late
payment as "the cancer of the commercial world". He said: "With interest rates low,
there is no excuse for any business to improve its cashflow at the expense of
suppliers." He called for the establishment of an inter-bank clearing system, through
which payments would automatically be transferred between customers and
suppliers after agreed credit periods had elapsed. The net trade debt big companies
owe small ones is estimated at £20bn, and according to BoS Corporate Banking
delayed payment triggers 10,000 business failures in the UK every year. Clive Lewis,
of the Better Payment Practice Group, an advisory body funded by the Department
of Trade and Industry, said: "There is a limit to what anyone can do to make this
more of an issue than the two parties to a contract want it to be. Most businesses
rate cash flow a lesser priority than winning orders."
According to the survey, women owner-managers are 25 per cent more likely to get
their bills paid on time than male counterparts, apparently confirming popular
wisdom that they are better at juggling different demands imposed. Mr Morrison
said many entrepreneurs put off credit management duties because they found
them boring and unpleasant.

Late payment dents business cashflow
http://www.hbosplc.com/media/pressreleases/articles/bos/2004-01-2001.asp?section=BOS
Two-fifths of SMEs have taken legal action against a customer for non-payment.
Half of businesses wait on average up to 60 days for payment of invoices. Twothirds of SMEs have suffered restricted cashflow as a result of late payment. Twothirds (68%) of the UK’s Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) regularly
suffer cashflow problems as a result of delayed payments, despite the
Government’s drive to tackle this issue.According to new research from Bank of
Scotland Corporate Banking, conducted amongst 1,000 SMEs across the UK by the
Opinion Research Business, a staggering two-fifths (43%) of owner-managers have
also taken legal action against a customer for non-payment. The culture of delayed
payments currently accounts for some 10,000 UK business failures each year. This
is perhaps not surprising given that a quarter of SMEs (24%) have had to wait over
two years and almost half (48%) have waited up to a year for payment.On average,
small businesses must wait 40 days before their bills are paid. Nevertheless, a
worrying one in eight (13%) SMEs wait, between 61-90 days for payment and a
small but alarming 2% wait an average of over 90 days.The sector most affected by
late payment appears to be Manufacturing/Engineering where a fifth of businesses
(21%) wait on average over 60 days, and 5% over 90 days. Best is Leisure and
Tourism where 9% wait over 60 days for payment.Other key findings from the
survey are:Over a fifth (21%) of small businesses, ‘very frequently’ suffer from
restricted cashflow as a result of late payment. Women owner-managers are 25%
more likely to get their bills paid on time than their male counterparts. Small
businesses in Scotland (30%) and Wales (32%) are least likely to suffer from late
payment compared with Yorkshire (41%) and Newcastle (39%). Eddie Morrison,
Bank of Scotland Corporate Banking Managing Director, said: “The research
suggests many small businesses are suffering from the impact of late payments on
their business cashflow. Despite legislation to address this issue, many ownermanagers would view levying a late payment charge on a client as commercial
suicide.”

Electronic payment boost for companies
Financial Times:
Most companies that make their suppliers settle bills electronically have found that
it has improved payment times, according to research. The Better Payment Practice
Group, a collection of business and government bodies trying to cut late payments,
found that 82 per cent of companies allow their business customers to pay

electronically. In addition, two-thirds of the companies responding to the group's
online poll said electronic payment had cut the amount of time taken to get bills
paid. Richard Wilson, BPPR chairman and head of business policy at the Institute of
Directors, said: "Electronic transfer can be an excellent way of reducing late
payment as customer payments are automatically deposited into the supplier's bank
account on the agreed date."

February 2004

Legislation 'has failed to curb late payments'
Financial Times:
Legislation to sweep away a culture of late payment in business has been a failure,
according to research that shows it has triggered no improvement in the time it
takes companies to pay their bills. Experian, the business information group, found
that companies waited an average of 58 days, including agreed credit periods, to
settle invoices. This compares with 57.5 days in 1998, when the government
brought in laws to curb late payment.

Small businesses take swipe at bad payers
Financial Times:
The government has been urged by small companies to crack down on businesses
that fail to disclose the average period they take to pay debts.The Federation of
Small Businesses said the Department of Trade and Industry should do this by
exerting "significant pressure" on Companies House to squeeze the information from
secretive companies, allowing potential suppliers to spot late payers and avoid
them. Companies have a statutory duty to disclose the figure in their annual
accounts. But the number of plcs which do so has fallen to about 3,000 out of
10,000, the FSB said. The FSB, which represents 185,000 small businesses, said:
"Companies House is an agency of the DTI and the department should put
significant pressure on it to improve compliance. If Companies House does not have
the resources, the DTI should provide them." In the UK paying late is sometimes
regarded as a sign of corporate virility, showing that a business has the whip hand
over its creditors. Would-be entrepreneurs learn by bitter experience that the
survival of their business depends as much on chivvying money from customers as
on winning orders in the first place. The FSB said greater transparency was the only
remedy for the problems of late payment afflicting small companies, which are

usually too afraid of losing business to press large customers for prompt settlement.
Companies House, however, said: "It is up to the accounting bodies to enforce
disclosure. It is nothing to do with us." An official said the agency was willing to
request average payment period details from companies in response to public
queries. But he said it only had the resources to do it on a case-by-case basis. The
DTI said that it had recently contacted the main professional bodies for accountants
in the UK through another of its offshoots, the Better Payment Practice Group. An
official said: "It is now up to accounting bodies to remind auditors of their duty to
disclose payment periods in their annual accounts." Phil Cotter, managing director of
the business information division of Experian, said: "Companies should be prepared
to disclose their average payment period. It is simply good corporate governance.
Businesses which do not do so probably have something to hide." He added: "In
Scandinavia and Germany prompt payment is seen as a sign a business is well-run."
In Britain it is typically small companies, whose intermittent cashflows make them
vulnerable to collapse, who are paid latest, with some reporting that up to six
months' turnover is tied up in debts owed them. According to Bank of Scotland half
of small businesses have had to wait up to a year for at least one debt to be settled,
with a quarter waiting for up to two years. The problem is fostered by company
structures that discourage contact between buyers and finance departments eager
to win a cashflow advantage by paying suppliers late. Similarly, salesmen at
suppliers often concentrate on winning new business and do not make payment
terms a significant part of their negotiations. Long-suffering credit control managers
are left to badger slow-paying customers who, they complain, try to fob them off
with lame excuses about cheques which have been lost in the post. The BPPG
advocates a series of measures to speed up payment. These include offering
discounts to customers who agree to pay by direct debit and turning up
unannounced at customers' premises to ask for outstanding debts. Some
businesses prefer to hire debt collectors, typically men burly enough to discourage
arguments, to collect money personally from clients. Seasoned private
entrepreneurs tend to avoid becoming dependent on a single big customer, which
allows them to "fire" customers who persistently pay them late.

March 2004
Bibby Financial Services Slams Late Payment Legislation
http://www.onrec.com/content2/news.asp?ID=3796
Bibby Financial Services today slammed the Government’s track record on late
payment. The leading business finance provider criticised the raft of legislation
intended to free UK firms from the problems associated with the culture of late
payment.Phases one and two of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts Act gave

small businesses the right to charge interest on late payments from large and small
organisations. However, in reality, few firms have proved willing to jeopardise
existing and future contracts in this way. Commenting on the legislation, David
Robertson, Chief Executive of Bibby Financial Services said, “It was obvious from
the start that small businesses just would not want to upset the apple cart and risk
damaging relationships with key customers by exercising their rights to charge
interest on late payers. In fact, a tactic employed by larger firms was to extend their
terms of trade, so where they would normally have paid in 30 days they extended
their terms to 60/90 days to avoid being caught out under the new legislation. As
early as two years ago, business support organisations were warning that up to 85
per cent* of small firms would not comply with the legislation.”

April 2004
Law on late payment disclosure flouted
Financial Times:
Most companies are flouting a legal requirement to disclose how late they pay their
bills, according to research by the Federation of Small Businesses. The finding adds
to evidence that government attempts to combat the UK's culture of late payment
have largely failed. Recent surveys by Bank of Scotland and Experian, the credit
checking company, have indicated that there has been no improvement in payment
periods since 1998, when new laws were introduced to tackle the problem. These
reforms were preceded in 1997 by a requirement for public limited companies to
report the average time it took them to settle bills in annual results filings to
Companies House. However, only 2,706 of around 10,000 PLCs covered by the
legislation reported the indicator in 2003, according to today's FSB survey. This
compares with 3,243 in 2002 and 4,100 in 2001. Stephen Alambritis of the FSB said
the fall in disclosure had helped businesses "to improve their cashflow on the back
of their suppliers". The law "imposed no penalty for non- compliance", he added.
More than half of FTSE 100 companies, including Associated British Foods, BP and
Boots, reported no average payment period, the survey said. But those contacted by
the FT said they had no creditors because they were holding companies, or that
they had reported other measures of payment performance. Nick Wilson of the
University of Leeds, which compiled the survey, said the approach of companies to
the rules was "riddled with inconsistencies". He said the legislation should be
changed to make businesses adopt a single standard of reporting. The survey
shows that the average length of time it takes a PLC to pay a supplier has stuck
stubbornly at 4 6 days for the past four years, with the gap between prompt and
tardy payers widening. An estimated £20bn is tied up in debts that have dragged on
beyond agreed credit periods.

May 2004

Small Business: How to make your customers pay up
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article418954.ece
IF money makes the business world go round, then late payment can bring it to a
swift halt. Even the mighty Goodman International was brought to its knees in the
1990s when the outbreak of the Gulf war meant it could not collect from its Iraqi
customers. That was just one of its problems, as the subsequent beef tribunal
revealed, but its size meant the banks were willing to bail out the exporter, helping
with a significant portion of its debts, which amounted to about €380m. Life is
different for small firms struggling to manage cash flow. Few have big friendly
banks on their side in their hour of need. Calling to account tardy payers is not
popular either, even though legislation was introduced two years ago. That’s why
David Nestor, who runs Nestor Freight Services, a forwarding firm, takes the “softly,
softly” approach. “It is wrong to make somebody beg for what is rightfully theirs,”
he says. Nestor’s firm deals with about 120 self-employed lorry drivers, some of
whom work solely for his business. All are paid on time, he says. For Nestor, having
a “positive credit system” means he can call up a driver at short notice if he’s stuck,
secure in the knowledge that one will make himself available. Set up seven years
ago, his company has doubled its turnover each year since inception and is on
course to turn €5.5m next year. For him, getting paid on time is par for the course.
“When you are a growing company, cash flow is crucial. If turnover is tied up by
people not paying you, it restricts your growth.” To prevent this happening, he has
cultivated a strategy: the provision of service above and beyond what his client
might expect. “You have to become so invaluable to your customer that they come
to depend on you,” he says. “You have to educate people that it is in their interests
to pay you on time.” Having a coherent policy has meant that late payment is not a
problem for him. When all avenues fail, however, he will terminate the relationship if
necessary. “Anybody who finds they are spending a disproportionate amount of
time chasing payment has to ask themselves if they would be better off without
that business,” he says. Nestor is not alone in the belief that doggedly chasing late
payers is counterproductive. “The companies I work for employ me on the basis that
I will deliver on time, yet too often they fail to deliver on their side of the bargain in
terms of payment,” says one training consultant, who asked not to be named.
“Having to beg for your money is demeaning and is not a smart move. People will
not go the extra mile for you under such circumstances. It simply makes for bad
blood. “Goodwill is a hidden asset but a very valuable one. It stands to reason that
you will get a better performance from people if you accord them due respect.” Late

payment legislation has done nothing to help small firms get paid, says Jim Curran
of ISME, the small business lobby group. “It has patently failed to deliver for the
vast majority of small businesses.”

Late payment legislation has failed, say business owners
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_hb5243/is_200405/ai_n19955205
Late payment legislation has failed, say business owners; Only 43 per cent of UK's
owner managers are aware of late payment legislation; Only 3 per cent have used
the legislation to tackle debtors.

July 2004

Late payments cost business £20bn a year
Financial Times:
The cost to British business of late payments stands at £20bn a year, according to a
survey of 9,000 companies in 22 European Union nations commissioned by Intrum
Justitia, a credit management services group. Only 53 per cent of invoices in the UK
are paid on time and 87 per cent of those asked expect the payment risks to remain
the same or get worse, according to the research. And although 89 per cent of
those asked said they had suffered from late payments, only 54 per cent had put in
place a written credit policy. A key reason for late payment is companies deliberately
withholding payment as a source of free finance, although there are also problems
caused by companies unable to pay because of their own financial difficulties. The
result is damage to cash flow and the availability of working capital. Variations in the
EU, where companies in many of the UK's largest trading partners cause even
worse payment problems than their British competitors, is also cause for concern.
On average, a British company can expect to wait 14 days more for a French
customer to pay than one in the home market. Professor Nick Wilson, director of
the Credit Management Research Centre at the University of Leeds, which
conducted the research for Intrum Justitia, said: "Late payment is one of the biggest
barriers to international trade for UK companies." He added that the UK situation had
not improved since 1998, when laws were passed giving companies a statutory
right to claim interest on late payments. In the survey, 63 per cent of those asked
said enforcement proceedings for late payments took too long and 48 per cent
claimed the costs of following the law were too high. Anne Caulfield, who recently
set up her own credit management agency in Glasgow after 25 years in the

industry, said: "Companies don't want to spend money on employing a credit
controller. "The task often falls on the cashier or, in a small business, the proprietor
himself. This is a double-edged sword because the proprietor is also trying to
nurture customers and to keep them on side." The Intrum Justitia survey found that
the UK was neither the best nor the worst for late payments in the EU. The Nordic
countries, where statutory interest charges for late payment have been the norm for
several decades, are the most prompt payers while the Czech Republic and Portugal
are among the slowest at settling their bills. Since 1997, several countries, including
Finland and the Netherlands, have shortened their payment delays. Others, such as
companies in Germany and France, now make their creditors wait longer. The
average UK delay is 18 days, unchanged in seven years. However, this is two days
slower than the EU average. The survey paints an overly gloomy picture, according
to Richard Wilson, who chairs the Better Payment Practices Group, a governmentbacked forum for businesses that seeks to improve payment practices. He admitted
that late payment of bills was a cultural issue that fluctuated between companies
and countries, in the same way that levels of investment and training change.But he
claimed that the introduction of new laws in the UK had encouraged more British
companies to improve their credit management techniques, even if this had not yet
shown up in the late payment statistics. "We are trying to encourage a change in the
business culture," Mr Wilson said. "Although the payment times seem to be
disappointing, there seems to be some improvement in companies adopting better
credit management techniques." He added that Nordic countries changed their ways
only after late payment legislation was introduced in the 1970s. "It may be that their
late payment record is infinitely superior to the rest of Europe because they were so
ahead of the game. It is too soon to write off legislation in the UK."

Legislation fails to curb late payment problems
Financial Times:
The amount of time companies take to settle bills has risen to its highest level since
1998, when legislation was introduced to curb the problem. The average payment
period for UK companies increased to 59.5 days in the six months to May,
compared with 58.4 days in the previous half-year period, according to Experian, the
information services business.

October 2004
One in 10 companies happy to pay bills late
Financial Times:
More than one in 10 businesses would pay their customers late even if their own
bills were settled promptly, according to a survey by the Better Payment Practice
Group. The BPPG, a forum of business people and government representatives that
seeks to improve the payments culture, found the great majority of the 615
respondents to its online poll said they would pay their customers promptly.
However, almost 11 per cent said they would not pay on time even if their creditors
had settled accounts promptly, showing a worrying number of companies that
believe late payments are acceptable. The figure concurs with a BPPG poll last year,
in which 10 per cent of companies said that being paid on time would not influence
them to pay their bills promptly. Stephen Lewis, a representative of the Credit
Services Association on the BPPG, said: "Deliberate late payment is never
acceptable and firms should do all they can to safeguard their cashflow." Companies
that research their customer's credit record can take preventative measures, such
as asking for payment in advance, to reduce exposure to the risk of late payments,
Mr Lewis added. Credit information can be obtained from a variety of sources that
include trade references, the Insolvency Service, company accounts, bank
references and the register of county court judgments. Mr Lewis explained: "Our
survey should act as a reminder that it pays to undertake some research into new
customers before issuing credit." Professor Nick Wilson, director of the credit
management research centre at Leeds University, said late payment was likely to
continue to be exploited by companies as a form of short-term finance. His
department's latest quarterly survey found about half of all invoices were paid after
the due date - on average, 18 days late. Trade creditors usually suffer first when
companies are struggling to pay their bills, said Prof Wilson. It was always difficult
for companies, especially the smaller ones, to manage their cashflow, he added.
Late payment is often a more convenient solution than extending an overdraft or
taking on additional debt. Prof Wilson said: "If you have an excuse for not paying on
time, it is probably money better spent in your bank account." Companies from other
EU nations are even worse at paying creditors promptly than their British
counterparts, according to research this year by Intrum Justitia, a credit
management services group.

November 2004

More Businesses see Late Payment Legislation as a Deterrent
http://www.icc-credit.co.uk/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=1199&d=26&h=27&f=28
Research conducted by the Better Payment Practice Group (BPPG) has found that
more than three quarters of businesses now believe that the Late Payment
Legislation should primarily be used as a deterrent. The poll, which was conducted
on the BPPG website, www.payontime.co.uk, during October, asked businesses
whether the most important and effective application of the late payment legislation
was applying for and getting compensation for late payment, or using it as a
deterrent on invoices and reminders. A resounding 77% of the 512 respondents
said that the legislation’s most valuable role is to discourage late payment. This is a
marked rise on last year’s survey, when only 68% of respondents felt that the
legislation was best used as a deterrent. Clive Lewis, Head of SME Issues at
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and member of the Better
Payment Practice Group commented: “The legislation was designed to be used as a
deterrent against late payment, rather than as a last resort when faced with unpaid
debts, so it is reassuring to see that an increasing number of businesses are seeing
it as a way to avoid overdue invoices.”He continued: “We would encourage
businesses to include their right to claim interest and compensation as part of their
standard terms of trade and on their invoices. This sends a clear message to their
customers that they take the matter of prompt payment seriously.”

2005

May 2005

Having a 'better late than never' attitude is bad for British business
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article521408.ece
BRITISH businesses are taking longer to pay their bills and small companies are
worst affected by the problem. If payment is just one week late, 10 per cent of
companies are unable to pay their workforce, while 38 per cent that are paid late
struggle to settle their own bills on time. An estimated 10,000 UK businesses fail
every year because they are paid late, despite legislation that was intended to tackle
the problem. Figures from Experian, the credit reference agency, show that
companies now take 60.8 days to settle debts, up from 57.5 days in 1998 when the
Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act was introduced. The act allows
companies to claim interest for late payment. Big companies are the worst
offenders, taking 80.3 days, while small firms take 59.6 days. Experian says that late
payment contributed to the rise in corporate insolvencies in the final quarter of last
year, the first increase for two years. Phil Cotter, managing director of Experian’s
business information division, says: “While the agreed payment period must also be
taken into account when looking at how long companies take to pay, there is no
escaping the fact that companies are taking longer. “This could be the result of
larger companies imposing longer payment terms on their suppliers, who are often
not in a position to refuse. But this has a knock-on effect, with companies lower
down the chain experiencing cashflow problems as companies up the chain wait for
payment before they pay their suppliers.” Richard Wilson, chairman of the Better
Payment Practice Group, which campaigns for a better payment culture, says that
suppliers should indicate that late payment will incur interest charges, offer
discounts for early settlement, use a bank to hold funds until both parties are
satisfied with the transaction, and conduct credit checks. Although small suppliers
may hesitate to impose interest charges on big clients for fear of losing a contract,
many realise that the problem harms their businesses more. Even before MG Rover
went into administration last month, several small suppliers cancelled their contracts
because of payment concerns. David Bishop, of the Federation of Small Businesses,
which publishes tables of the payment records of listed companies, says small firms
should use the legislation, but concedes that it is not always a deterrent.
He says: “Under the Companies Act 1985, all plcs must state in their annual reports
the average length of time it takes them to pay their bills. Of 10,000 public
companies, only about 3,500 bother with the note in their reports.”
Mr Bishop adds that Companies House sent 13,000 letters to public companies
earlier this year reminding them to report their payment practices.

June 2005
Late payment culture creates domino effect
http://www.computing.co.uk/accountancyage/news/2139274/late-paymentculture-creates

Last week, two AIM companies, Avionic Services and Interior Serv-ices Group,
warn-ed the market that payment and contract delays would hurt their financial
position. Interior Services told shareholders that it had not been paid for two
projects carried out last year and had been forced to resort to adjudication to receive
payment. Avionic, meanwhile, said its financial position had deteriorated
‘significantly’ because certain contracts and prospective orders had ‘slipped’ into the
next financial year. These were not the types of announcements that would make
front-page headlines, but served as a reminder of the damage that late payment can
do to a business. News of the problems encountered by these companies emerged
as credit manager Intrum Justitia warned that small companies faced the greatest
risks from the UK’s late payment culture, where 1.6% of income was lost because
of late payment. In its European Payment Index report, Intrum Justitia found that
average payment in the UK was 17.4 days late. The credit manager said such delays
caused a ‘vicious circle’, as companies awaiting payment did not have the cash
flows available to pay their suppliers. It also said margin squeeze and inadequate
bank financing were the other causes of late payment. ‘The vicious circle of
payment delay is continuing its negative effect on UK businesses. It is companies at
the end of the supply chain that suffer the most,’ said Shaun Purrington, commercial
business unit director at Intrum Justitia UK. ‘There is a distinction between
companies that go out of business because they are badly run and those that close
shop when they run out of cash because of late payment.’The report said that,
despite the risks posed by late payment, business support for creating a ‘punctual
payer’ benchmark was tepid. Only 26% of the companies surveyed across Europe
supported such a yardstick, with the rest either not interested or indifferent.

More businesses tackling late payments
Financial Times:

Businesses are getting better at tackling late payments, with a majority now
operating formal credit management procedures, according to a survey by the Credit
Management Research Centre at the University of Leeds. The research,
commissioned by the Better Payment Practice Group, a forum of business and
government bodies, found that 52 per cent of companies have a written credit
policy, compared with 35 per cent a decade ago.

Significant fall in late payment risk
Financial Times:
The risk of late payment to businesses has fallen significantly in the UK and
improved relative to the rest of Europe, according to research by Intrum Justitia, a
credit management group. Using an index of eight payment risk measures, such as
the average payment losses, the UK moved from 11th to seventh most prompt
payer in Europe, leapfrogging Switzerland, the Netherlands and Austria.

November 2005
Late payments lead to 10,000 late companies
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/enterprise/article595255.ece

Despite helping to set up the Better Payment Practice Group (BPPG) to encourage
businesses to pay each other promptly, even the Government itself has a patchy
record when it comes to paying on time. The issue has caused concern in the
BPPG, where it is understood that an internal complaint has been lodged against the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), a member of the group,
in the wake of its handling of payments after foot and mouth disease swept the
country in 2001. Defra was taken to court last year by one contractor that was owed
£13 million by the department for its work during the outbreak. The court ordered
Defra to pay in full, with interest, as well as to pay legal costs. The Forum of Private
Business says that the ruling could cost taxpayers up to £40 million as Defra is
forced to settle with other contractors still waiting to be paid for disposing of
millions of livestock. The BPPG said that it could neither confirm nor deny that a
complaint had been lodged against Defra. If a complaint is upheld against an
organisation, it could be forced to stop using the BPPG code and logo. A recent
survey showed that the Department of Trade and Industry paid more than one in ten
of its bills late.

Yet the number of businesses finding that late payment is causing them a problem
has risen recently. Nearly half of all small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) say
that cashflow is a big concern, according to a report by Tenon, the accountancy firm,
which polled 500 directors of SMEs. More than 60 per cent of agricultural firms said
that cashflow was a problem, and more than half of those in the manufacturing and
construction sectors said that their business had been affected by late payments.
The Liberal Democrats are calling for the Government to go further to support small
businesses suffering from late payments. Norman Lamb, the Liberal Democrat
spokesman on trade and industry, said: “We don’t necessarily want more regulation,
but there is a very strong case for naming the worst offenders in private and public
sectors. Exposing them to public scrutiny and shame could be a good option.” The
temptation to hang on to all cash as long as possible is inviting. However, Paul
Bevan, associate director of Tenon Corporate Finance, said: “Companies which don’t
pay on time only end up damaging each other.”

2006

January 2006

Late reminders lead to late payments
Financial Times:
Many companies are far too slow at sending out payment reminders after due
dates, compounding the problem of late payments, according to research published
this week.Intrum Justitia, the credit management services company, found that 44
per cent of UK companies wait at least a fortnight after the due date before sending
out payment reminders, while 13 per cent leave it longer than a month.

February 2006

Big firms fail to report payment times
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/article733768.ece

THE Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) has attacked large companies that fail to
report how long it takes them to pay their suppliers. Four supermarket chains, three
banks and several high street department stores are among the publicly listed
companies that failed to register their payment times last year, according to an FSB
report. Under legislation introduced in 1997, companies are required to include
actual payment times in their annual reports filed at Companies House. More than
2,000 companies failed to do so, according to the 2006 Private Sector Payment
Performance League Tables, produced by the FSB and the Credit Management
Research Centre at Leeds University’s Business School and published on
paymentscorer.com. Matthew Knowles, of the FSB, said: “We feel that not
reporting payment times is almost as bad as paying late. It keeps crucial information
out of the public domain and prevents small businesses from taking a sound
decision on whether to trade with such companies.” Companies House can force a
company to revise its accounts if it receives a complaint that the firm has not
complied with the Companies Act. It investigated 50 companies in 2005, but all
were found to be compliant. Formulations, a pharmaceutical and property company,
is the worst payer, according to the league table. The company reported an averge
payment time of 675 days. The typical contractual payment time is 28 days. At least
100 companies reported payment times of more than 100 days. Mark Prisk, the
Shadow Small Business Minister, said: “Where a large company deliberately makes

payment terms unduly onerous, it is actually using a small firm’s cashflow. That is
wrong.”
Agricultural firms are the slowest to pay, with an average time of 64 days, while
financial services firms are the promptest payers, taking an average of 28 days to
settle their bills. Firms can charge interest on late payments, and even take latepayers to court, but the FSB says that this is often not an option for SMEs, which
would risk losing the client.

Businesses attacked over slow payment
Financial Times:
Some of the UK's largest companies have been criticised for failing to disclose the
average number of days they take to pay invoices in their annual reports, in spite of
a legal requirement for them todo so. The Federation ofSmall Businesses, which has
helped develop an online league table of company payment times, said more than
2,200 companies contravened the reporting regulations by not reporting average
payment times.

May 2006
Late NHS payments shut down agencies
Financial Times:
Employment agencies that supply staff to the National Health Service are going bust
because NHS trusts have put off paying them in their attempts to deal with big
overspends in the health service. At the same time, suppliers of equipment and
tests to the NHS say they are owed tens of millions of pounds, the result of
hospitals putting off paying bills from the last financial year to this.

July 2006
Late payment legislation has failed to deliver for small business
http://www.village.ie/index2.php?option=com_content&do_pdf=1&id=4379.
ISME, the Independent Business Organisation, has expressed concern at the
increase in late payments, which is

'crucifying' many small firms, denying them the cash flow required to properly
manage and run their businesses. This
situation has occurred despite legislation being in place for five years, supposedly to
alleviate the situation.
Research conducted by the Association confirms:
∙ 32% of small companies are waiting longer for payment than the corresponding
period last year.
∙ Only one in five (22%) companies is being paid within 30 days.
∙ 23% experiencing delays of 90 days, with 2% waiting over 120 days.
∙ Actual average payment period in Ireland for SMEs is 61 days.
∙ Connaught companies are collecting faster than the rest of the country at 54 days.
∙ Ulster&rsquo;s three counties are the slowest at 69 days.
∙ Businesses in Ulster and Leinster are finding it more difficult to collect money than
last year.
∙ Unsurprisingly the Connaught debtors have shown the greatest improvement.
∙ SMEs are on average owed twice as much trade credit as they themselves owe to
larger businesses.

Commenting on the survey results ISME, Chief Executive Mark Fielding stated, The
results confirm that legislation introduced to address the issue has patently failed to
deliver for small business. This legislation, which applies to all commercial
transactions, requires companies to pay their suppliers within 30 days, in the
absence of a contract
outlining otherwise. Failure to pay within the 30 day designated period should attract
an interest rate penalty, currently at 10.5% per annum. However almost all small
businesses avoid this route for fear that it will jeopardise long standing business
relationships.
The evidence also suggests that small companies are still being forced by
accountancy led big businesses to accept credit terms longer than those outlined in
the legislation for purchases from SMEs. State bodies are also abusing their position
in demanding the reissuing of invoices, months late, to cover their failure to pay on
time and avoid reporting requirements on late payment. These same large
companies and state organisations insist on adhering to the 30 day rule for their own
sales and services, which creates a double bind for small companies who are only in
a position to make payment once they themselves have been paid. SMEs are on
average owed twice as much as they themselves owe to larger businesses this

amounts to an;interest free loan&rsquo; which SMEs grant or are forced to grant to
larger businesses. 84% of member companies surveyed outlined that they would be
in favour of the introduction of a universal mandatory 30 day payment terms as the
only solution capable of addressing this significant threat to small businesses. Cash
flow is the lifeblood of any small business and it is imperative to have a realistic and
adequate cash flow for the daytoday running of the firm. If small business has to pay within 30 days but is forced to
give 60 and in some cases 90 days credit to the financially more powerful big
business and state organisations, then this acts not just as a constraint on growth
but as a threat to the very existence of many small businesses.

August 2006

Uncertainty on late payment charges
Financial Times:

Most of those running very small businesses are not sure how to calculate the
interest they can charge customers for late payment, according to an online poll by
the Better Payment Practice Group. Under existing legislation, a minimum late
payment interest rate is set twice a year by adding 8 per cent to the Bank of
England base rate on June 30 and December 31.

Small suppliers hit by retailers' 'shocking' late payment record
http://www.accountancyage.com/accountancyage/news/2163244/smallsuppliers-hit-retailers

Retailers are continuing to fail to pay small suppliers on time, Accountancy Age can
today reveal. Despite widespread criticism of retailers treating their small suppliers
with disdain, analysis of 4,500 invoices submitted to UK retailers under £5,000 for
the first six months of 2006 show that retailers are continuing to pay late. The
National Farmers' Union (NFU) branded the results 'shocking' this week, as retailers
sought to defend themselves against the charges. The research carried out by
Accountancy Age, in conjunction with credit specialists Graydon, showed that Tesco
had paid dramatically fewer small invoices to suppliers on time compared to last
year. Last year the UK’s biggest retailer paid 87% of its invoices below the value of
£5,000 within terms, falling to 67% this year. Along with Tesco, Somerfield and
Morrisons both paid suppliers later in 2006 than last year. Tesco professed surprise
at the findings: ‘We are very surprised at these findings, as our suppliers tell us they
are happy with our record on payment. In our 2006 Viewpoint survey - which is the
largest anonymous supplier survey of its kind – 95% of invoices paid within terms of
our suppliers said that Tesco was reliable at paying them on time,’ a spokeswoman
said. Morrisons said that the well publicised problems with its IT systems last year
had led to some delays in payment. 'During the integration of the Safeway and
Morrisons systems, there were inevitably some small delays,' said in a statement.
Somerfield paid 42% of invoices under £5,000 within terms. Somerfield are now
paying 7% fewer invoices within terms compared to last year. The figure for Boots
was 46%, a slight improvement on last year when 41% were paid on time.

October 2006

UK Late Payment Legislation - No Hard Evidence Of Improvement
http://www.caithness-business.co.uk/article.php?id=357

Late payment still higher than seven years ago despite Government pledge The
latest Credit Professional Index (October) from the Institute of Credit Management
(ICM) shows that Late Payment by UK companies is still higher than seven years
ago - despite a range of Government measures including the introduction of the Late
Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act in November 1998. The latest research,

undertaken for The ICM by the Credit Management Research Centre (CMRC) at
Leeds University Business School, is based on company activity in Quarter 2 of
2006 (April-June) and shows that the number of days overdue stands at 17 days on
average. The lowest point of 16 days overdue, recorded in April-June 1999, has not
been reached during the last seven years. The Act - along with various Government
interventions - was specifically introduced to tackle the domestic late payment
culture in the UK. Further findings show that the overdue time for UK firms being
paid from customers' overseas has significantly risen during the same period from a
low of 13 days in late 1999 to 21 days in mid 2006. This is despite further amended
European Late Payment Legislation introduced in 2002 aimed at improving the
payment culture among the wider European community. In terms of recent trends,
The ICM's key Credit Professional Indicator on late payment shows a fall in levels of
confidence among the UK business community in recent quarters. The Late
Payment indicator now stands at 40, a fall of two percentage points since the same
time last year.The findings are taken from the CMRC's October Credit Management
Quarterly Review, a regular programme to monitor the impact of the Legislation.
Commenting on the results, Philip King, Director General of the ICM said:
"Legislation is but one weapon in the credit manager's armoury and it isn't being
widely used. Good credit management is not universally applied, but where it is, and
the best-practice advocated by the Institute is enforced, the results speak for
themselves.

November 2006

Do you chase up late payment?
http://www.newbusiness.co.uk/article/21/11/2006/Mamut_accounting_surve
y.html

The majority of companies with fewer than 20 employees face problems with
regular late payers, with almost a third of these owed more than 10% of their
turnover on any given day, according to research conducted by market research
company Vanson Bourne. The survey, undertaken on behalf of Mamut, suggests
that the small a company is the more likely they are to face a potentially crippling
cash crisis due to non-payment of debt by customers. It revealed that 56% of firms
with fewer than 20 staff were owed money by late payers, compared to just 29% of
companies with between 20 and 50 employees, suggesting the main problems lies
in the methods, or lack of them, used to collect monies owed. “It seems the smaller
the company, the greater the chance they will have defaulting debtors,” said Alan

Moody, managing director at Mamut. “This makes small companies particularly
vulnerable, and indeed it is companies with less than 20 employees that form the
majority of the 750 businesses going bust in the UK daily.

Dramatic increase in late payments
Financial Times:

Problems with late payments have increased dramatically in the last 12 months,
according to a survey by BACS, the electronic payments specialist, which calculated
that £16bn is owed in late payments to small and medium-sized enterprises. The
survey of 500 senior executives of SMEs found that 59 per cent had experienced
problems with delayed customer or supplier payments, almost twice as many as in
a similar survey in 2004.

Business groups call for end to late payment culture
http://business.takelegaladvice.com/news-and-information/latestnews/articles/Business-groups-call-for-end-to-late -payment-culture/

Labour ministers have failed to resolve the issue of late payments, threatening the
survival of many small businesses, according to two influential business groups.
Despite the introduction of measures such as being able to charge interest on
overdue payments, 60 per cent of small enterprises have suffered from late
payments in 2006 - double the number in 2004, according to a survey of its
members by the Forum of Private Businesses (FPB). Meanwhile, the Institute of
Directors (IoD) is calling for a government investigation into the extent of late
payment in the economy, its consequences and possible solutions. With around 286
million man hours per year spent chasing overdue payments, late payment culture is
a significant part of the “glass ceiling” which the IoD claims is obstructing small
businesses. Large corporations may not be solely to blame for this, as almost 40 per
cent of businesses surveyed by the Forum of Private Businesses reported that
public sector bodies also failed to meet payment deadlines. The problem is one
which the FPB believes must be addressed soon by the Office of Fair Trading (OFT)
as the problem is particularly acute for smaller companies. Owen James of the
credit management company Intrum Justitia said: “while larger organisations can
carry a certain amount of bad debt, the negative impact on cash-flow can be critical

for smaller firms. The longer the debts go unpaid, the less likely that these
companies will be able to recover their losses.”

Late payment gets even later
http://www.tiscali.co.uk/business/newsfeatures/late-payment_2006/2

The slowest paying industry overall is the Electricity industry, which takes an
average of 69.8 days to pay its bills, a small increase on 2004 caused by mediumsized companies in the sector taking five days longer. Next comes the Property
sector at 69.4 days, with its medium-sized companies adding 10 days to their
payment time over the last 12 months. Large Property companies added eight days
and even small companies in the sector have added four days in the last year,
making them easily the slowest payers among all small companies. The Property
sector also boasted the highest overall deterioration in payment times. Among
medium-sized companies, those in the Financial Services sector extended their
payment times more than any other sector – 13 days – although the fact that small
companies make up such a high proportion of companies in the sector, and
improved by two days, means that, overall, Financial Services companies actually
improved their payment time by 1.3 days. At the other extreme, medium-sized
Water companies excelled themselves by speeding up payment by 16 days.The
Agriculture, Fishery & Forestry industry has yet again shown itself to be the most
prompt at paying its bills, taking on average 53.9 days over all sectors. However,
while this was slower than in 2004, many other sectors which take longer to pay
their bills have seen an improvement over the year. Among the better performers
were Oils (3.5 days faster), Water companies (5.7 days faster), Food Retailers (5.0
days faster) and Construction (3.0 days faster). Richard Lloyd concludes: “"Of
course, many companies, whether they are large, medium or small, are very diligent
about paying their invoices within the terms agreed with their suppliers but, as the
figures show, there are still many that are not. One trend we have seen since the
Late Payment legislation was introduced is that many companies have forced
extended payment terms on their suppliers. Many suppliers are not in a position to
argue, so, while, these companies can technically say that they are paying no more
beyond agreed terms than they have in the past, they are actually enjoying
considerably longer credit terms.“Experian has been collating payment data from the
sales ledgers of thousands of businesses for more than ten years and this
information has proved to be invaluable in enabling companies to take a preventative
approach, forward plan for those customers who normally pay beyond terms but are
good customers, and to target those customers with strong financials and a good
track record for paying on time.”

Late Payment Problems
http://www.stokesaccountants.co.uk/whatsnew.asp?id=18

Late payment by customers is a serious issue for any business. According to
research by BACS Payment Schemes Limited (BPSL) there has been a significant
rise in the number of small businesses experiencing late payment problems. In
2005, 59% of small businesses experienced problems with late payments - almost
double the percentage for the previous year

2007

March 2007

Late payments put SME resellers at risk of collapse
http://www.businessgreen.com/crn/news/2184702/late-payments-put-smevars-risk

SME resellers are facing financial meltdown in 2007 as outstanding payment days
for smaller IT firms more than doubled in 2006. Research exclusively revealed to
CRN by Siemens Financial Services last week, found that IT firms with less than 50
employees waited an average of 152 days for their customers to pay up, compared
with 70 days in 2005. Peter Austin, general manager for flow business at Siemens,
told CRN: “We had to check the findings twice. If this figure increases any more the
channel will see a lot of insolvencies. It simply isn’t sustainable.” In comparison,
mid-sized firms – those with 50 to 249 employees – saw debtor days increase from
48 in 2005 to 51 in 2006. “This shows that the larger firms are able to keep a tighter
rein on getting money in,” Austin added. “The majority of small firms wouldn’t have
a credit-control division and they don’t have the resources to chase outstanding
payments.” Austin said that VARs could use receivables finance, where finance is
raised against the reseller’s outstanding invoices to unlock immediate funds, to ease
cash-flow.
Mark Ancell, head of intelligence at credit reference agency Graydon, said: “If debtor
days are drifting this much, then it is the distribution channel that will lose out
because they are the ones that extend credit for VARs. Late payment is a growing
problem and it’s not going to go away easily.” Sam McMaster, managing director of
VAR Questmark, told CRN: “We have 22 staff so we’re a small firm, but our debtor
days are between 30 and 40. Outstanding payments of 152 days would send us out
of business.” John Carter, managing director of E-business Credit Manager (e-bcm),
said: “What a lot of people don’t realise is that outstanding debts can be retrieved up
to six years later. E-bcm offers a no-win-no-fee debt collection service for resellers.
This is not complicated.”

May 2007

Rise in companies at risk from late bill payments
Financial Times:

The number of businesses that face severe solvency issues because of customers
failing to settle their bills on time has risen sharply, according to research by Intrum
Justitia, a credit management company. In a survey of 1,000 companies in England
and Wales, 30 per cent said they were facing a liquidity squeeze because of late
payments, up from 23 per cent three years earlier. Another 15 per cent said late
payments were putting the future of their companies at risk, up from 11 per cent
during the same period. The rise in complaints comes despite the implementation of
European Union legislation in August 2002, which enables businesses to charge
customers interest when bills are not paid on time. Owen James, a director of
Intrum Justitia, said the problem was that few companies used the power to fine
because they were afraid of upsetting customers. Small businesses and new
enterprises were particularly hard hit because these companies had lower credit
limits than their larger counterparts and fewer resources to chase outstanding
payments, said Mr James. "This creates a vicious cycle of payment problems that
can threaten the viability of many businesses, " he said. The research formed part of
a wider study, covering 6,500 companies in 25 countries. This found that the UK
performed badly against many of its European peers in the time taken to get
customers to pay. Companies in the UK gave customers an average of 30 days to
pay bills although the average time that customers actually took to pay was 51 days.
In Germany, companies on average asked their customers to pay within 31 days,
but managed to get them to pay on average in 46.5 days. Companies in Norway,
believed to have some of the best late payment controls, on average got their
money in 26.4 days.UK companies also faced a slightly higher risk of losing
payments altogether than other European nations. Companies in England and Wales
wrote off on average 1.9 per cent of debts compared with the European average of
1.8 per cent.

Reluctance to use late-payment law
Financial Times:

About a third of UK businesses believe that late payment is the biggest threat to
their organisation, according to a survey by Prompt Payer, which operates a register
of trustworthy businesses. The quarterly poll found that 80 per cent of companies
had heard of the Late Payment Act that gives legal rights to businesses whose
customers do not pay on time but only 21 per cent have used the legislation's
penalties. Prompt Payer believes that the reason many do not use the right to fine is
because there is a lack of pressure across the industry to enforce the legislation.

Mark Flower, Prompt Payer's managing director, said: "Late payment affects every
company large and small, harming reputation and damaging business relationships."

June 2007

Brown warned to tackle payments disputes
Financial Times:

Gordon Brown, the prime minister in waiting, must implement long-delayed plans to
tackle the endemic problem of construction disputes, or risk derailing work on the
2012 London Olympics, the Tories said yesterday. Mark Prisk, shadow small
business minister, called on the government to pledge that a new law to address
late payments in the construction sector would be included in the Queen's Speech
setting the legislative programme for the next parliament.

Hall of shame over payments
Financial Times:

Over a third of small businesses have been asked to share the financial pain of the
large corporations they supply during the past year, according to research by
Graydon, a credit reference agency. The survey of 503 companies found that 57 per
cent had been forced to change credit or payment terms with trade customers.

Stella brewer slammed over late payment
http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/cgibin/item.cgi?id=169614&d=1025&h=102
0&f=1026&dateformat=%25o%20%25B%20%25Y

InBev, the brewer of beers including Stella Artois and Beck's, has been "named and
shamed" for extending the time it takes to pay suppliers. The Forum of Private
Business (FPB), which has been campaigning against such tactics by large
companies for several years, said InBev is the latest company to join its "Hall of

Shame". Dan Martin reports. According to an FPB member, the Bedfordshire-based
brewer switched its payment terms from 30 days from the end of the month of an
invoice to 60 days giving less than a month's notice. "Many suppliers of the firm will
find it difficult to adapt and will have problems with their cash flow." Len Collinson,
FPBIn a letter sent to suppliers, InBev wrote: "We rely on strong working
relationships with our suppliers...and...we thank you for your efforts so far in helping
us towards this vision." But FPB executive chairman Len Collinson said he doubted
that suppliers will have similar sentiments towards the company saying it was "an
abuse of buying power". "Many suppliers of the firm will find it difficult to adapt and
will have problems with their cash flow," he said. "Suppliers are unlikely to stand up
against such unilateral action on payment terms for fear of losing InBev's custom
completely. They will have no choice but to accept these changes and the
consequences for their firms." According to the FPB, InBev has claimed that its
action is part of a "harmonisation of payment terms across Europe" which will allow
it to "place maximum efforts in connecting and investing" in consumers and
developing its "ability to offer the potential of long-term sustainable business growth
with...suppliers". "It may take time for some of the suppliers to get used to the new
system but we will do what we can to help them over the coming months." InBev
UK spokespersonHowever, Collinson added: "This is nothing short of making
suppliers pay for savings at InBev. To try and pass it off as in the best interest of
suppliers in the long term is particularly galling." But in a statement given to
AccountingWEB, an InBev UK spokesperson said: "We can confirm that we have
changed our payment terms for reasons of consistency and standardisation across
our whole business in the west of Europe. Sixty day payment agreements are not
unusual across some parts of Europe. "We value greatly the suppliers that we work
with and we've had positive conversations about this with the majority of them. It
may take time for some of the suppliers to get used to the new system but we will
do what we can to help them over the coming months." Some 22 large companies
are currently listed on the FPB's "Hall of Shame". As well as InBev, it features
Woolworths, Tesco, B&Q and Robert Dyas.

July 2007

SME's burying heads in sand over bad debt
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/enterprise/startups/article2022585.ece

An alarming amount of the UK's 4.3 million small and medium-sized businesses
have no contingency plans for coping with late payments and bad debt, according to
recently published research. A survey by Bibby Financial Services reveals that 56 per
cent of owners rely solely on their own bank overdraft facilities and personal savings
to cope with late payers. The survey also revealed that only 8 per cent use any form
of bad debt insurance and 42 per cent rely purely on the threat of legal action to
make customers pay on time. The chief executive of Bibby Financial Services, David
Robertson, believes making provisions for dealing with bad debt and late payment
could be the difference between success and failure for a lot of businesses.

Late payment culture hampering growth
http://www.startups.co.uk/6678842910810275494/late-payment-culturehampering-growth.html

Small businesses are resorting to expensive overdrafts and credit cards to fund
growth as late-paying customers restrict their cashflow, it has been claimed. The
latest research by the Small Enterprise Research Team (SERTeam) at the Open
University Business School found more than half of small firms are owed more
money than they are in debt to suppliers for – crippling cashflow. In contrast, just
17% owe more money to their suppliers, making it much more difficult to set aside
resources for growth. For these reasons, small businesses are funding growth
through overdrafts and credit cards rather than trade credit, the SERTeam said. The
report argued that a late payment culture is being created by those who yield the
greatest market power and that small firms are 'financing' big business. Recent
research from Experian found that large businesses take an average of 20 days
longer to settle an invoice than their smaller counterparts. The issue is compounded
by the fact that small businesses are reluctant to use the measures that are
available to them to counter this problem, such as charging interest on late
payments, although they have the legal right to do so. Professor Colin Gray,
chairman of SERTeam, said: “It won’t be long before smaller firms really feel the

pain of having to fund growth in such costly ways. When this comes, any potential
for employment and investment, especially by the more entrepreneurial firms, will
be lost. “We must somehow encourage the smaller firm ‘Davids’ to persuade
‘Goliaths’ that it is in everyone’s interests that they pay in full and on time.”
Businesses with a turnover of under £50,000 are being hit the hardest, the study
found. These businesses reported tough trading conditions and described
themselves as 'less entrepreneurial'.

August 2007
OUR BUSINESS: Little interest in late payments
Financial Times:
Companies are not exercising their statutory right to charge interest on late
payments, because of concerns about extra administrative work rather than about
losing or upsetting customers. Of 500 credit managers surveyed by commercial
credit agency Graydon, only 4 per cent said they always charged interest on
outstanding trade invoices, while 52 per cent said they never added interest. Among
this majority not taking advantage of the late payment legislation, just 16 per cent
said this was out of fear of losing or upsetting customers. One in four said they
never charged interest because it created more administration, while most said it
was not "company policy" or was not "customary in their industry". It appears that
many companies are just ignoring legislation against slow payments, says Graydon.
Managing director Martin Williams says: "The late payment culture in this country . .
. won't go away in the foreseeable future, but there is an awful lot that smaller
companies can do to protect their cash flow. "Doing credit checks, chasing
payments by telephone rather than by letter and ensuring that the client has
received the right service prior to a due payment date are all useful tips. But
ensuring that your payment terms and conditions include your right to charge
interest on late payments, and that these terms are agreed upfront by clients, will
empower you still further."

'£128bn owed' in late payments
Financial Times:
Late payment now affects two-thirds of British businesses, each of which is owed
an average of almost £29,000, a study suggests. The survey of 506 companies by
Creditsafe, the credit information provider, found that 39 per cent thought
profitability had been hit by customers' failure to settle bills on time, while 30 per

cent said the problem had prevented them from paying their own suppliers
promptly. Ten per cent said they had struggled to meet tax commitments because
cash owed had failed to arrive. The average amount outstanding is £28,844. This
rises to £53,295 for businesses in London. Creditsafe calculates that, in total,
£128bn is owed in late payments, based on the 4.5m businesses operating in the
UK. Simon Camilleri, managing director, said: "The growth of the British economy
and success of millions of businesses is being jeopardised." Simon Briault, of the
Federation of Small Businesses, said the late payment culture was now an epidemic
in the UK. Although the law now gave companies the right to demand timely
payments and charge interest on late money, many small outfits feared larger
customers' reaction and so did nothing.

Is Your Business Being Damaged by Late Payment?
http://www.bizhelp24.com/news/aug-07-late-payment-damage-196.php
If late payment is affecting your business, then you are certainly in the majority
according to new research by UK Business Forums. 32% of respondents to their
poll said that late payment was the most frustrating problem they have to deal with.
Dan Martin, chairman of UK Business Forums, said: “Despite achieving much
success, it is clear from our research that the UK’s entrepreneurs face a host of
problems with running their small business. “Getting payment on time is particularly
vital to small firms operating on a tight budget and although efforts have been made
to tighten late payment legislation, entrepreneurs are still suffering.

Late payment law 'is a failure'
http://www.freelanceuk.com/news/2439.shtml
Late payment legislation brought in almost a decade ago to help firms claw back
monies owed with interest has failed, a credit expert has declared. Speaking to The
Financial Times, Martin Williams, managing director of Graydon, said small
companies are no better off than they were when late payment laws took effect in
1998. He told the paper: “It hasn’t got any better in the last 10 years – if anything it’s
got worse.” The problem referred to hurts the micro companies the most, as sole
traders or incorporated firms need payment for services to be on time, so they can
avoid cash flow problems. But according to a poll by Graydon of 600 small to midsized firms, more than half have never used the legislation, which allows them to
claim interest on commercial debts. About a fifth said using the law would upset a
client or lose them altogether, while a quarter felt it would create more
administrative work. The most popular response of ‘it’s not our company policy’ beat

off a significant number saying late payment legislation, which applies UK-wide, is
‘not customary in our industry.’ The results of the survey are timely: a small
business lobbyist yesterday identified the “priority issues” for the government, and
put late payment at the top of the agenda. Miles Templeman, director-general of the
Institute of Directors, believes the core issue of late payment illustrates the “gaps”
in the government’s policy approach to small and medium-sized enterprises. He
said: “Late payment was highlighted as the factor causing the most significant
negative impact on smaller companies, yet government have withdrawn support
and reduced funding on the very initiatives aimed at tackling this growing problem.”
More concern about tardy payers, typically large companies, has come from The
Forum of Private Business: three quarters of firms it polled said late payment was a
“considerable threat to my business’s viability.” Despite the legislation to tackle late
payment, a league table ‘naming and shaming’ late payers, and plain English
explanations as to how to use the legislation, Britain remains notorious for late
payment. In another league table compiled earlier this year by credit management
firm Intrum Justitia, Britain reportedly ranks as one of the worst countries in Europe
for delays in commercial fees.
It takes an average of more than 40 days for a small company to get paid in the UK
compared with just 22 days in Norway, says the table, which ranks Britain 18th out
of 22 nations. Excuses given for not paying on time include a firm insisting that their
accountant’s false teeth had fallen out his mouth, and then of the window, while he
was writing the cheque, so he had to make for the nearest dentist. If late payment
is an issue facing your business that you think the government should tackle, then
you can get in touch with Mark Prisk, shadow small business minister. The Tory MP
suspects the government is wasting the £2.6bn it spends every year on small and
mid-sized firms, and says the self-employed should have a say how it should be
spent. To air your views to the minister, about late payment or another issue facing
your small-business, contact him through the ‘free enterprise’ tab on his website.

December 2007

No Respite From Late Payment Woes For SMEs
http://www.smallbizpod.co.uk/news/2007/no-respite-from-late-paymentwoes-for-smes/
The latest quarterly survey of small businesses in Britain from the Small Enterprise
Research Trust (SERT) at the Open University Business School reveals that 56% of
small businesses say they are owed more money by customers than they owe to

suppliers. On average larger firms take 20 days longer to pay bills than smaller ones,
according to Experian, and this continues to cause knock-on cash flow difficulties for
SMEs across the UK. Micro-businesses with a turnover under £50,000 per annum
suffer most with many funding late payment generated shortfalls with expensive
overdrafts and credit cards. A ‘double-whammy’ as the SERT points out. The survey
also highlighted some positive trends. Just under half (48%) of firms increased
sales over the last 12 month and the proportion saying they had recruited extra staff
grew from 16% last year to 21% this.

How to stop late payment
http://www.smallbusiness.co.uk/5.3/small-businessfinance/guides/29927/how-to-stop-late-payment.thtml

Late payment is costing UK small businesses an estimated 286 million man hours
and nearly £3.6 billion per year. Over 2.5 million small businesses are affected by it,
says a survey by BizHelp24.com.The survey of 300 small businesses has found that
64.6 per cent face one or more late payments every month, and 42.9 per cent at
least two every month. These figures show that the majority of small businesses in
the UK are significantly under-vetting their credit customers.

Large companies accused of destroying smaller business by paying late
http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/cgibin/item.cgi?id=171899&d=1025&h=102
0&f=1026&dateformat=%25o%20%25B%20%25Y

The Institute of Directors (IoD) has blasted large companies for late payments to
their smaller suppliers, and stepped up its campaign for government intervention to
tackle the problem. The IoD’s latest survey, published on Monday, shows late
payment to be the biggest concern of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and
cites large corporate buyers’ lengthening credit periods as the main concern. Its
arrival coincided with a Forum of Private Business (FPB) survey showing 75% of
respondents citing late payment as a “considerable threat” to their viability, and over
60% wanting the right to make anonymous complaints about large customers to
competition regulators. IoD director-general Miles Templeman accuses the
government of sending the “wrong signals” to big business through the mid-year
downsizing of its SME service, which included the disbandment of a task force that
had been working on late payment issues. IoD and FPB are both members of the

Better Payment Practice Group, ten years old this year, which maintains a
searchable database of prompt payers at its Pay On Time website and has been
signing up companies of all sizesd to its Better Payment Practice Code. But the
Institute’s presentation of late payment as a “growing problem”, with big
companies’ days payable outstanding (DPO) drifting upwards, is contested by some
regular observers of the situation. “Our most recent study of performance in this
area shows that the UK’s largest organisations have improved the speed at which
they pay their suppliers, of all sizes,” says REL Consultancy president Stephen
Payne. “In fact payable days has reduced by 6% over the past two years.” While
agreeing that big customers sometimes exploit their indispensability to smaller
suppliers, by overrunning their agreed payment dates, he argues that many SMEs
could do more to tackle the problem themselves – especially by getting accurate
invoices in on time, complaining promptly if a deadline is missed, and making sure
there is no service lapse that gives the client a reason to delay.

Automotive Industry improves poor late payment record
http://www.autoindustry.co.uk/press_releases/25-07-07_1

As the number of days UK businesses take to pay their bills reaches its highest
point on record, the automotive industry reveals a more positive picture. The
average number of days it takes for all motor traders to pay their bills has finally
come into line with the national average, according to Experian, the global
information solutions company. The latest report has revealed that on average, UK
businesses take 61.1 days to pay their bills, while motor traders, who had previously
always exceeded the national average significantly, are now taking the same length
of time. Kirk Fletcher, the Managing Director of Experian’s Automotive division, said:
“This is the first time that the average number of days taken to pay bills by motor
traders has come into line with the national average. Overall, the time it has taken
for dealers to pay their bills has been improving since November 2004, when it had
reached its highest point (64.4 days – 3.6 days higher than the national average). “In
1998, motor traders were amongst the three slowest industries when it came to
paying their bills, but the sector has managed to maintain a fairly steady level
compared to other industries.” In addition, the latest late payment report, which also
classifies companies further by size, has revealed that the time it takes for larger
motor dealers to pay their bills has fallen to its lowest point since 1998, when
legislation to combat late payment was introduced. Larger dealers are now taking an
average of 76 days to pay their bills – 5.5 days less than the national picture for large
companies and seven days less than they took to pay their bills six months ago. In
previous years, larger motor dealers were among the slowest of the larger

companies in all UK industries when it came to late payment. Small and medium
sized motor dealers take less time to pay their invoices (59 and 60 days respectively)
than the average number of days taken by small and medium sized companies in all
industries (60.2 and 61.3 days). However, both small and medium sized dealers saw
an increase of one day compared to six months ago. Kirk said: “Companies that
take their time to pay their invoices may be viewed as having financial problems by
companies awaiting payment and in this environment they are more cautious about
trading with companies that have a poor payment performance record. This can
affect motor dealers’ business-to-business transactions, as most suppliers are aware
that late payment plays a major role in the failure of some companies, so may be
reluctant to deal with them. Regardless of whether or not dealers are operating in a
struggling market, having a good payment record is a positive business attribute and
will only benefit them in the future.” Experian’s findings are based on the payment
patterns of more than 435,000 companies in the UK.

